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ON LOCATION

Glow under a Starry Firmament
Earth is subjected to continuous bombardment. At any point in time, somewhere in the depths of the universe, a star explodes or a
black hole ejects gigantic gas clouds from the core of a distant galaxy. These aggressive events are heralded by gamma rays, which
travel straight through the universe and eventually impact on the Earth’s atmosphere. But this is the end of the line – fortunately for
all life, as the energy dose would be lethal in the long term. However, the gamma light doesn’t vanish completely into thin air –
a lucky break for astronomers, who can then use it to investigate the cosmic messengers. The radiation leaves its traces in a cascade
of particles high above the ground. In the process, a large number of elementary particles are created, which generate Cherenkov
radiation – blue flashes that last only one billionth of a second and can’t be seen with the naked eye.
In order to record this celestial light, researchers built the four H.E.S.S. telescopes in the Khomas Highland in Namibia several
years ago – and they are now converting this quartet into a quintet. H.E.S.S. II is the name of the new dish, which our picture shows
bathed in moonlight as it stretches upward like a steel pyramid into the night sky. With a diameter of 28 meters, it roughly corresponds to the area of two tennis courts. And this giant weighs in at no fewer than 580 tons; its camera eye alone weighs three tons.
The five scouts of the High Energy Stereoscopic System record the blue flashes with all the tricks of the astronomical observation
trade. Securing the evidence in the data then leads to the scene of the crime, as it were: to the source of the radiation. Thus, the
astronomers at the Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg, which played an important role in the development and
design of H.E.S.S. II as well as coordinating the installation work, also play the role of detectives. Their efforts will soon enable us to
better understand the cosmic particle catapults, such as supernovae and black holes.
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The Dark Sides of the
Universe
18 The Architecture of Space
The universe resembles an unfathomably large honeycomb. Gigantic
galaxy clusters occupy the nodes of the waxy walls surrounding the
cells composed of empty space. When scientists study these distant
conglomerations of galaxies, they learn a lot about the structure of
the universe. And they encounter its invisible aspects.

26 Star Factories at the End of the World
When the universe came into being 13.7 billion years ago, there was
initially only radiation. A few hundred million years later, however, the
space was filled with galaxies – tremendously productive star factories
that don’t fit quite so well with the image of a gradual cosmic evolution.
Researchers are attempting to illuminate a dark epoch of the universe.

34 Hunting Down the Invisible
If cosmologists are correct, there is a form of matter in the universe that
is six times more abundant than the matter we know. It is invisible,
which is why it’s called dark matter. Postulated for the first time 80 years
ago, it has yet to be detected directly. Astrophysicists are working
relentlessly to solve this cosmic mystery in the next few years.

ON THE COVER: “Those in the darkness you don’t see.” Modern cosmology lends this
line from “The Ballad of Mack the Knife” in Brecht’s Threepenny Opera an unexpected
currency: the universe lies largely in darkness. This doesn’t refer to the fact that the
night sky is black, but rather that dark energy and dark matter – two previously
completely unknown substances – account for 96 percent of the total cosmic mass.
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citizens of India leave home to study
abroad. Given the vast deficit in university
places in India, the government has just recently passed a law intended to regulate
and simplify access to the subcontinent for
foreign universities. Other countries, too,
are intensively courting foreign education
providers. Countries in the Middle East are
investing billions to attract universities
from abroad. In 2006, in Dubai, for example, Harvard Medical School established
the Harvard Medical School Dubai Center
in order to pursue cooperation in the field
of medical research and training. Last year,
Harvard announced that it intends to set
up a graduate school in law in Doha, funded by the Qatar Foundation.
Meanwhile, in 2010, Yale became the
first Ivy League university to establish a university campus abroad, in cooperation with

In the contest
for talent
the National University of Singapore (NUS).
Yale-NUS is intended to usher in a new era
of international education. New York University (NYU) has been present in Abu Dhabi since 2010. Around 9,000 students responded to the first call for applications for
the just under 200 available places. NYU is
now looking to expand in Shanghai. According to its president, as the first global university, NYU is keen to raise the stakes in its
efforts to compete with Harvard, Yale and
Princeton. In the contest for the finest
minds, American universities are establishing themselves in an advantageous position. German universities are latecomers to
the export of education – and despite the Excellence Initiative, they lack the gloss. Still,

Photo: Axel Griesch

In his book “The World Is Flat,” Pulitzer Prize
winner and New York Times columnist
Thomas L. Friedman describes how globalization and electronic networks are radically changing our lives: American accountants have anonymized tax returns completed in India, radiologists at US hospitals
delegate the evaluation of CT scans to doctors – in India. The country has since become one of the world‘s largest providers of
IT services, earning itself the description –
by analogy with China, which rejoices in the
title “workbench of the world” – of “back office of the world.” Computers, high-speed
data transfer via fiber optic cable and workflow software solutions have allowed us to
cooperate and compete more and more effectively at the global level. Not just business, but science, too, is nowadays engaged
in an accelerated, more complex and geographically broader pattern of international exchange and cooperation.
How should we respond to this dynamic development? Businesses base their decisions on where to locate upon the availability of local skills, infrastructure and access to new knowledge. If it is to maintain
its locational attraction, Germany must
become a destination of choice for the best
scientific researchers and students from
across the world. Qualified MINT employees are already in short supply in Germany
– according to the German newspaper
Handelsblatt, there is currently a shortage of around 150,000 academics in the
fields of mathematics, informatics, natural sciences and technology alone. By the
year 2030, demographic change will have
intensified this situation still further – following a brief interim peak, from 2020 onward the number of graduates will once
again decline. At the same time, the international student body is becoming more
mobile. Each year, more than half a million

PETER GRUSS

no German university has made it to the top
ten in the Shanghai ranking.
The German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) has recognized
the problem and called upon scientific organizations to “target specific offers at
junior scientists from abroad in order to
recruit sufficient talented and well-qualified young people to support the desired
growth in research activities.” As early as
2000, the Max Planck Society began, jointly with German universities, to develop
graduate schools. There are now some
3,000 young doctoral students learning
and researching at 61 International Max
Planck Research Schools; half of them come
from abroad – drawn from more than 100
different countries of origin. Many, having
completed their studies, would like to work
for a few years in Germany. Well-trained,
achievement-oriented and at home in several cultures, they represent a valuable pool
of potential employees. The introduction of
the Blue Card was an important step, given
that, in the past, a large proportion of these
foreign students were lost to the German
employment market.
But it takes more than talented young
people – it is a question of global value
chains. More than 90 percent of the world‘s
knowledge originates outside of Germany.
In order to share in the worldwide flow of
knowledge, research must be put on an international footing. Let us take the example
of RNA interference: In 1998, researchers in
the US discovered that genes can be suppressed with aid of small snippets of RNA.
Just a few years later, Thomas Tuschl at the
Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry succeeded in applying the same mechanism in the cells of mammals. The corresponding patents are held by the Max
Planck Society and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The US firm Alny-

lam Pharmaceuticals is currently engaged
in the commercial development of this
method through to clinical deployment. Another example: Axel Ullrich of the Max
Planck Institute of Biochemistry has shown
how targeted interventions can be made in

Sharing in global
knowledge flows
the complex mechanism of tumor development. The company founded by him, Sugen,
subsequently refined these fundamental
discoveries for medical application. Following takeovers first by Pharmacia and later
Pfizer, the drug finally came onto the market in 2006.
For the Max Planck Society, international cooperation has long been an essential
factor in the fulfillment of our mission.
Complex problems can be solved only with
the integration of experts in varying fields.
Our Max Planck institutes are involved in
more than 5,000 projects with over 6,000
research partners in 120 countries around
the world. One in two of the Max Planck Society‘s publications is the product of international cooperation. No other European
research organization is so internationally
networked. In order to gain access to international leading-edge research abroad, the
Max Planck Society – in a manner comparable with the American elite universities –
has, in recent years, intensified its presence
in important target countries with the goal
of exploiting the potential for innovation
elsewhere, as well as of discovering talented scientists at an early stage and securing
their loyalty.
India, for example, is a key location for
computer sciences. For this reason, in 2010,

with the support of the BMBF and the Indian Department of Science and Technology,
we founded a Max Planck Center in New
Delhi as a platform for cooperation between
the Max Planck Institute for Informatics in
Saarbrücken and the Indian Institute of
Technology. A Max Planck Center in the field
of neuroscience is currently being established in cooperation with the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. There are also Max
Planck Centers working in the field of materials research in cooperation with the University of British Columbia in Vancouver,
Canada, with the Riken Institute in Japan
and with the renowned Princeton University in the US – to mention just five of the
present 14 Max Planck Centers in Europe,
North America and Asia.
In addition, the Society now has five institutes abroad, in Italy, Luxemburg, the
Netherlands and the US, where the State of
Florida recently contributed 186 million dollars to fund the development of the Max
Planck Florida Institute. In this way, the
Max Planck Society has gained access to the
US knowledge market, which continues to
lead the world.
Today, no one can afford not to pursue
a strategy of internationalization. Richard
Edelstein, an expert in international education at the University of California in Berkeley, anticipates that this will have significant effects in the coming 5, 10 or even 50
years. The Max Planck Society is well placed
internationally – and is likewise active internationally as a brand ambassador for
Germany.

Peter Gruss
Gruss,
s,
President off the Max Planck Society
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Max Planck Institute in Florida Opened

The Max Planck Florida Institute for Neuroscience (MPFI)
was inaugurated in an opening ceremony on December 6,
2012. This is the first Max Planck Institute in the US. Among
those present at the ceremony were Jeff Atwater, Chief Financial Officer of the State of Florida, Cornelia QuennetThielen, Secretary of State at the German Federal Ministry of
Education and Research, and former Governor of Florida Jeb
Bush. Max Planck Society President Peter Gruss emphasized
the benefits of this location: “Here in Jupiter, with the Scripps
Research Institute and Florida Atlantic University already
close by, our scientists have several outstanding partners to

work with. Our institute now joins these institutions in
forming a high-powered neuroscience research cluster with
far-reaching effects.” Gruss also stressed that this venture will
raise the profile of German scientific excellence in the US,
which leads the world in research. Secretary of State Cornelia Quennet-Thielen pointed out that, in the process of internationalization, working together with the best the world
can offer is a matter of particular importance. The State of
Florida contributed 186 million dollars to fund the development of the institute, which is expected to employ a staff of
135 by 2015.

Foundation Provides Funds for Junior Researchers
The Behrens Weise Foundation is supporting the work of five Max Planck Junior Research Group Leaders in the amount of
150,000 euros each. The projects, headed by
Tatjana Tchumatchenko (MPI for Brain Research), Gergana Dobreva (MPI for Heart
and Lung Research), Stefan Rauser (MPI of
Molecular Physiology), Sara Wickström
(MPI for the Biology of Aging) and Ronald
Kühnlein (MPI for Biophysical Chemistry),

8
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were selected by the 15 members of the jury
– all of them Max Planck Directors – as particularly worthy of support. Following an
initial evaluation, a total of ten Research
Group Leaders were invited to take part in
the application process. The Foundation derives its funds from the estate of the late
Anna Weise, who died in 1984. In 1938, she
was appointed as sole heir to Hans Wilhelm
Behrens, the owner of the Mitteldeutsche

Kohlehandelsgesellschaft in Gera, following
the death of his wife, and it was she who ensured that the company and its assets survived the war. As a Supporting Member of
the Kaiser Wilhelm Society and later the
Max Planck Society, she decided – having no
children of her own – to assign her estate to
a foundation dedicated to supporting Max
Planck Society projects in the fields of biology, medicine and genetics.

Photo: Tracey Benson Photography

Climax of the ceremony: The cutting of the tape marked the official inauguration of the new building.

PERSPECTIVES

A New Look at Science

Photos: Goethe Institute Moscow (top, 2), J.M. Harms – Max Planck Research Group for Structural Dynamics, Hamburg (bottom)

Max Planck images on tour in Russia

No question about it, images from the
world of science are eye-catchers. Employees at the Goethe Institute in Moscow thought so, too. While searching
for an attractive scientific exhibit, they
came across the Max Planck exhibition
(www.mpg.de/images_sience). However, it soon became clear that it would
be difficult and expensive to import the
large-format images into Russia. The
answer was to create a special “Russian
edition.” A total of 40 images were selected, reproduced locally and displayed with great success in March/
April 2012 on the premises of the
Goethe Institute in Moscow – formerly
the East German embassy. The strong
response from the public prompted the
Goethe Institute to present the exhibition elsewhere in Russia. And so, in a
joint venture between the Goethe Institute and the Max Planck Society,
from 2012 to 2014, the pictures are being displayed in at least eleven other
venues including the Volga district, in

The second stop on the “Images of Science” tour in Russia was in St. Petersburg. The MPS exhibition
in September 2012 in the Russian National Library attracted more than 10,000 visitors.

Siberia, on the Don River and in southern Russia. The tour is expected to end
in fall 2014 in Vladivostok at the Sea of

Japan. The tour is financed through the
German Year program in Russia, which
made this event possible.

Max Planck Society Founds New Institute in Hamburg
Hanseatic city becomes an international center of structural research
At its meeting on November 26, 2012,
the Senate of the Max Planck Society approved the establishment of the Max
Planck Institute for the Structure and
Dynamics of Matter in Hamburg. The
new MPI is a product of the highly successful MPS Research Group for Structural Dynamics at the University of
Hamburg. “I am delighted that the in-

ternationally respected and productive
cooperation between the German Electron Synchrotron (DESY), the University of Hamburg and the Max Planck Society is being further intensified,” said
President Peter Gruss. The Hamburg
Senate is keen to see the city become an
international center for structural research and increase the international
visibility of the research campus in
Hamburg-Bahrenfeld. The new Max
Planck Institute is expected, in the future, to encompass five departments.
The city of Hamburg will be contributing 37 million euros in special funding
for a new building. Hamburg was the

only possible location for the new institute. For one thing, for years now, the
CFEL research platform has provided a
focus for intensive cooperation with the
University of Hamburg and DESY in the
field of photonics and the analysis of
structures. For another, the institute’s
particular mission requires access to
high-powered radiation sources that, in
Germany, can currently be found only
in Hamburg in the form of the Free Electron Laser FLASH and the European
XFEL, the synchrotron radiation source
PETRA-III and the relativistic electron
cannon REGAE developed and built by
the group led by Dwayne Miller.

The Max Planck Research Group for Structural Dynamics at the University of Hamburg has
created a switch to control extremely short and strong terahertz pulses (yellow) in order to
turn high-temperature superconductors on and off within a trillionth of a second.
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Stefan Luther (center) of the Max Planck Institute for
Dynamics and Self-Organization receives GO-Bio funding to
develop a new generation of defibrillators. With him are
colleagues Eberhard Bodenschatz (right) and Ulrich Parlitz.

The GO-Bio Competition was initiated by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) in response to
the difficulties faced by potential entrepreneurs in raising risk
capital. The program is explicitly tailored to the costly and protracted development processes in the life sciences field. The
BMBF is prepared to finance selected researchers over a maximum period of six years to enable them to turn a scientific
idea into a marketable product and, in the long term, found a
new business. Funding is made available in two phases, with
a decision made on the second phase following an interim
evaluation after three years. At the end of the fifth round of
the GO-Bio Competition, a total of five teams were awarded
start-up funds of around ten million euros. One of the winners
was Stefan Luther from the Max Planck Institute for Dynamics and Self-Organization in Göttingen. Based on his research
results (see http://www.mpg.de/4365331/), he is aiming to develop a new type of implantable cardioverter-defibrillator with
substantially lower pulse energy. For many patients with implanted cardioverter-defibrillators, the new technology could
mean less pain, while at the same time increasing the success
rate of the treatment, extending battery life and reducing the
need for surgical replacement.

On the Net
Big Shot
The international jury of World Press Photo Contest
selected a picture by Christian Ziegler, Board of Trustee Member at the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology, as the World Press Photo of the Year 2012 in the
category Nature. Ziegler is a photojournalist specializing in natural history and science-related topics. His
awarded picture shows an endangered Southern Cassowary feeding on the fruit of the Blue Quandang tree.
Cassowaries are a keystone species in northern Australian rainforests because of their ability to carry so
many big seeds across such long distances. Ziegler is
a regular contributor to National Geographic magazine and has been widely published in other magazines such as Geo, Smithsonian, and BBC Wildlife.
A tropical ecologist by training, he has worked in tropical rainforests on four continents. View the entire
collection of winning images:
www.worldpressphoto.org/awards/2013/nature/
christian-ziegler
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Science Fiction Scene
Temperatures in the plasma chamber at ASDEX Upgrade in Garching
can exceed 100 million degrees. A virtual tour takes visitors right to the
heart of the fusion research plant, which is designed to explore the conditions needed for a power plant in which atomic nuclei release energy as they fuse together, mimicking the Sun itself. Anyone with a PC,
tablet or smart phone can now take a look into every corner, while in
brief videos, the scientists explain their strange workplace. The panoramic views were recorded by Munich photographer Volker Steger.
He was awarded the German Science Photography Prize 2012 in the Individual Photo category for his spherical panorama projection. The jury
praised the “mysterious impression of a science fiction scene.”
www.ipp.mpg.de/panorama
Where Scientists Work
The “On Location” series that appears in every issue of MaxPlanckResearch is now also available as a photo gallery on the Internet. From
the Amazon rainforest to the labyrinth of a vast computer center to
the radio telescope in Effelsberg – the photos and accompanying description vividly illustrate the differences in how scientists work and
how varied their research is.
www.mpg.de/6346172/on_location

Photo: BMBF – Florian Dahnke

Success in the GO-Bio Competition
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VIEWPOINT_Biotechnology

Cultural War
over Genetic Engineering
The debate surrounding the dangers posed by genetically modified organisms is becoming
emotional and increasingly removed from the scientific context – particularly when it
comes to the use of these organisms in agriculture. The radical rejection is obstructing its
development and leading to problems that its opponents had actually hoped to prevent.
In our author’s view, it is therefore time to start the debate anew.
TEXT DIETHARD TAUTZ

Today’s debate is shaped
by previous extreme positions
Street, George W. Bush).” How on earth did we reach
the point where genetically modified food became a
cultural difference between Europeans and Americans?
A legislative initiative proposing the labeling of
food produced using genetically modified ingredients
was actually rejected by the majority of voters in California. Why is genetic engineering associated in our
minds with a sense of danger that, particularly in the
case of food, can rapidly assume emotional proportions? The debate surrounding genetic engineering

12
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really does appear to remain stuck in the extreme positions that emerged in the 1980s. These were shaped
mainly by the active conflicts surrounding the hazards of nuclear technology, and augmented by topics
of general social concern.
In a very detailed analysis dating as far back as
1988, historian Joachim Radkau wrote: “The opposition to genetic engineering is based only in part on
the feared deficits in technical safety and more on
the concern that, even if it didn’t pose any current
threat, the success of molecular biology would give
new impetus to unsettling tendencies: the manipulative treatment of nature; the breeding of monocultures that rely on the extensive use of herbicides;
drug-driven medicine; the patronizing of women; the
replacement of environmental and social policy with
selection, with the aim of creating the optimally
adapted human. These concerns about the future were
driven, not least, by a look back at past events.”
>
Hard fronts: The debate between opponents and advocates of
genetic engineering is also inflamed by products such as Golden
Rice (right). Researchers created this variety with the aim of
reducing the high rate of infant mortality – caused by a vitamin
A deficiency – among children in developing countries. The rice
gets its golden color from a precursor of vitamin A in the grains.

Photo: Kai Weinsziehr

A

recent commentary in the features pages
of the German daily SÜDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG
on the cultural differences between Germans and Americans stated: “There is the
unsettling feeling that this country we
love so much (Manhattan, Dylan, Philip Roth), is ultimately very strange (genetically modified food, Wall
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Thus, the debate surrounding the dangers associated
with genetic engineering was ultimately only a substitute for a smorgasbord of entirely different societal
problems. Despite the fact that it was never really applicable, the comparison with nuclear power was a
particularly forceful argument. Although radioactive

Natural gene transfer between
species is a regular occurrence
substances pose a real and quantifiable risk against
which we must protect ourselves using technical
measures, genetic engineering in itself poses no risk.
Genes are not toxic, either in their natural or in a
newly combined form.
When the basic principles of genetic engineering
methodology took shape in the early 1970s, the scientists involved had misgivings as to whether it
might lead to the unintentional combining of different genetic material and result in the formation of
dangerous new organisms. When it became possible
to infiltrate the genome of infectious viruses into bacteria, it was decided to organize a moratorium and
stage a conference on future safety guidelines.
The conference was held in Asilomar, California
in early 1975. Genetic engineering was defined at the
time as a methodology whereby nucleic acids from
different species are combined and infiltrated into organisms that are capable of reproduction. In addition,
general guidelines were defined for safety measures
that, years later, were incorporated into the legislation of many states.
Almost 40 years have since passed, and considerable progress has been made. In retrospect, the original concerns that led to the moratorium proved
unfounded. For example, we now know that the
combining of genetic material from different organisms is a completely natural process: the natural transfer of genes between species is a regular occurrence in
microorganisms, fungi and even higher organisms.
Moreover, today we know that viruses that infect
higher organisms can’t become active in bacteria. Indeed, up to now, there has not been a single accident
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involving genetic engineering, despite the fact that
thousands of laboratories now work with this technology on a daily basis.
For this reason, the critics of genetic engineering
conjured up fictitious disaster scenarios as possible
hazards, such as the uncontrolled release of a new infectious bacterium, virus or even an animal or plant
species that could cause ecological damage. This has
resulted in the widely held belief that genetic engineering is more dangerous than nuclear power, as the
release of such organisms is believed to be irreversible.
However, infectious bacteria and viruses have always been part of our natural environment. Similarly, particularly in recent decades, animals and plants
have constantly spread in areas in which they did not
previously exist. These threats are thus real, but they
aren’t new. For example, we need to focus intensively on the problem posed by the natural emergence of
antibiotic resistance. Compared to this, the dangers
associated with a genetic accident are negligible.
The debate surrounding genetic engineering has
many dimensions. On the one hand, the fact that
processes and products based on genetic engineering
have long completed the transition into everyday life
is almost always ignored. These applications include
drugs, such as insulin, and enzymes in detergents
that can clean effectively at low temperatures and
have resulted in the demise of washing at very high
temperatures. Therefore, genetically engineered products can be found in every household. On the other
hand, the conflict surrounding genetically modified
food has attained the aforementioned cultural dimension, in the context of which scientific arguments are almost completely redundant.
This is also demonstrated by the huge media response to a long-term study published by French scientists in fall 2012. In this case, the researchers came
to the erroneous conclusion that rats developed cancer far more frequently when they were fed with genetically modified corn. The report and the accompanying films immediately made the headlines and
evening news bulletins without undergoing any critical analysis.
In fact, the French scientists had used a rat strain
that is not suitable for longitudinal studies, as these
animals suffer from a naturally high rate of cancer
in advanced age. Moreover, the researchers violated

Photo: Kai Weinsziehr

basic statistical rules regarding the research design
and interpreted their data incorrectly.
One day later, statements were published by independent scientists who drew attention to the serious
weaknesses of the study – but it was already too late.
It eventually emerged that the research had been
funded by an anti-genetic-engineering organization
and that the author of the studies needed media attention for a new book.
In reality, the genetically modified food debate is,
for the most part, no longer concerned with scientific issues, but with secondary issues like the market
power of corporations. Therefore, the conflict surrounding genetic engineering in agriculture has long
developed into a row about the role of large corporations in food production. Curiously, the fundamental
opposition to genetic engineering in agriculture tends
to result in it being supported exclusively by big corporations, as smaller companies and non-profit initiatives are overwhelmed by the resistance and regulatory requirements. This hinders the development of a
free market.
Organic farming is idealized as the alternative
model, on the basis of which farmers can grow what
they decide is the right thing to grow, and generate
their own seed material and remain free from the influence of the corporations. However, irrespective of
genetic engineering, the corporations have created
monopolies for themselves through traditional breeding practices, which force farmers to buy new seed
from them every year.
Hybrids of many crops are cultivated, particularly
corn, for which the seed has to be newly created for
each generation through special crossbreeds. The hybrids from two lines can provide considerably higher
yields, and the corporations have been optimizing this
process for decades to safeguard their own business.
Theoretically, higher harvest yields can also be obtained through pure breeding lines. Consequently, varieties could be created with the help of genetic engineering measures that are not reliant on these hybrids.
These varieties would generate high yields and the
seed could be set aside from the harvest. However, the
opposition to genetic engineering in agriculture aims
to prevent the cultivation of such varieties, or to ensure that the cost of their introduction would be too
high for small concerns.

Could it be that the big corporations are themselves
interested in maintaining the resistance to genetic
engineering in agriculture so that they can ward off
competition and new developments? Some of the
changes targeted by genetic engineering can now also
be achieved at the same cost using traditional breeding methods. This includes the generation of mutants
using radioactive irradiation. And here we have yet
another irrational turn in the debate: the use of genetic engineering is considered dangerous, while the
use of nuclear technology is “traditional.”
As a result, we find ourselves in a curious situation,
particularly in relation to herbicide-resistant varieties:
the opponents of genetic engineering have always
specifically branded such varieties as a particularly
extreme aberration arising from genetic engineering
in agriculture – and accordingly have more or less
blocked its introduction in Europe.
However, herbicide-resistant varieties produced
using traditional breeding techniques have since become available on the market under the product
name “Clearfield,” and are practically unregulated –
despite the fact that all of the follow-up problems re-

Many of the feared risks also affect
traditional breeding processes
garding herbicide use and the spread of resistance to
other plants are just as relevant to these varieties as
they are to the genetically modified ones. The risk debate surrounding genetic engineering continues here
ad absurdum.
The row about the development and introduction
of Golden Rice is a particularly illustrative example of
how irrational the debate surrounding genetic engineering in agriculture has long since become. These
genetically modified rice plants were developed by
scientists with the aim of reducing the high rate of
infant mortality – caused by a vitamin A deficiency –
among children in developing countries.
Such rice varieties could already be cultivated today. Small farmers wouldn’t have to pay any license
fees for them and they would save the lives and
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A unique situation in the context
of rule of law, whereby the
legislator regulates something it
doesn’t see as posing any risk
senting genetic engineering in itself as dangerous,
substitute arguments are now being introduced that
have nothing to do with the issue itself.
However, developments involving genetic engineering that aren’t in tune with the times have even
occurred outside of agriculture. Legislative requirements relating to the management of genetic engineering emerged from the recommendations of the
aforementioned Asilomar conference. For instance,
four safety levels were introduced, labeled S1 to S4.
These regulate mainly the management of organisms
that present known risks, such as infectious bacteria
and viruses.
According to the German Genetic Engineering
Act, for example, the lowest safety level S1 is to be applied to “genetic engineering operations that, according to current scientific knowledge, do not involve
any risk to human health and the environment.”
Nonetheless, these operations are subject to strict regulation and monitoring by the authorities.
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Because most genetic engineering operations arise in
this category, a major bureaucratic superstructure has
emerged. Billions in investments are needed to fulfill
requirements that offer no additional safety. What
we have here is a unique situation in the context of
the rule of law, whereby the legislator regulates something that it doesn’t see as posing any risk.
In my view, a new debate about genetic engineering based on up-to-date knowledge is long overdue. If
the current deadlock in the public debate isn’t overcome, we will also hinder development not only in agriculture and science, but also in very different areas.
For example, the conversion of our economy from one
based on the consumption of fossil fuels to one that
relies on renewable resources – the so-called bio-economy – could benefit hugely from genetic engineering.
At the latest, the 40th anniversary of the Asilomar
conference in 2015 would offer a fitting opportunity for
resuming the debate. A modern society can’t afford this
irrational cultural war over genetic engineering.

Photo: Kai Weinsziehr (top), private (small image)

health of many children. However, due to the huge
bureaucratic obstacles and the opposition of environmental organizations, it remains uncertain whether
they will ever be cultivated on a large scale.
The organization foodwatch comments on this
situation as follows: “The humanitarian motivation
of the makers of Golden Rice is tainted by the association with a campaign that aims to bring about a
breakthrough for genetically modified food by presenting it as the only means of overcoming malnutrition. This project is intended to simultaneously improve the image of genetic engineering, lower the
standards for risk assessment and put the critics of genetically modified food under moral pressure.” Since
– clearly – no further arguments can be found for pre-
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What the eye doesn’t see: The Coma cluster
drifts in space some 400 million light-years away
from Earth. Optical telescopes show only the
individual galaxies (gray spots). X-ray scouts like
the ROSAT satellite, on the other hand, reveal
an expansive gas atmosphere (red).

The Architecture
of Space
The universe resembles an unfathomably large honeycomb. Gigantic galaxy clusters occupy
the nodes of the waxy walls surrounding the cells composed of empty space. Hans Böhringer
at the Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics in Garching studies these
conglomerations of galaxies, and in the process, encounters the invisible aspects of space.

FOCUS_Cosmology

TEXT HELMUT HORNUNG

Photos: MPI for Extraterrestrial Physics (left page); MPA Garching – Virgo Collaboration (left), NASA (right)

T

he photo is rather gloomy,
with large portions glowing
violet-black. But especially in
the upper half, the image
changes: there, millions of
lights illuminate the scene. Most of
them do not appear in isolation, but are
strung together to form glittering
chains, forming net-like patterns with
bright splotches. The American space
agency NASA published the photo,
composed of individual shots taken by
the satellite Suomi NPP, in early December 2012. It shows – the Earth by night.
The image arouses different associations in each viewer, and impressively reflects the north-south disparity on
our planet: many lights mean large cities and dense settlement, such as in Europe and North America; Africa, with
the exception of the southern tip, is
nearly black. To an astronomer, in turn,
the image may recall something unearthly – nothing less than the structure of space. After all, looking at the
universe as a whole, it seems to be anything other than homogeneous. Instead, filaments traverse space and form
a network that resembles the bubble
walls of a cosmic bubble bath. Or the
cell walls of a honeycomb. The light
structures here mark the agglomeration
areas of matter, while the dark ones are
gigantic voids.
How does space come by such a honeycombed structure? To find out, Hans
Böhringer at the Max Planck Institute

for Extraterrestrial Physics in Garching
does something like cosmography –
cosmic geography: similar to the way
the bright lights on the NASA images
follow the contours of the continents,
galaxy clusters trace the architecture of
space. Accordingly, many of them
would correspond to the metropolises.
Our Milky Way, too, is part of a cluster:
the Local Group. This cluster has some
40 members and resembles something
more like a suburb; at least it belongs to
a megacity, the Virgo Supercluster.
“Galaxy clusters are the largest
clearly defined objects in the universe,”
says Böhringer. They comprise up to a
few thousand galaxies, each of which is
a system composed of billions of stars,
gas and dust clouds. Our Sun is one of
approximately 200 billion stars that, together with the interstellar matter,

form such a galaxy. The gravity that
causes a stone to fall on Earth binds the
galaxies of a cluster together with invisible chains. “Invisible” – this word
dominates Böhringer’s research.

SPACE IS EMPTY – BY
EARTHLY STANDARDS
For one thing, there is dark matter,
which makes up nearly a quarter of
space. The first indications of this material, which remains a mystery even
today, were discovered by Fritz Zwicky
in 1933 while observing the Coma cluster, a galaxy cluster with more than
1,000 members and located more than
400 million light-years away. The Swiss
astronomer estimated that it would require 400 times the visible mass to keep
the structure as a whole in shape – but

Heaven and Earth: The cosmic network of filaments of matter (left) shares astonishing
similarities with images of our planet by night (right). The bright nodes mark agglomeration
areas – in one case matter, in the other, cities.
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the gravity of the visible galaxies isn’t
nearly sufficient for this. (“Hunting
Down the Invisible,” page 34 ff.)
For another thing, a galaxy cluster
contains copious amounts of hot gas.
The space between the individual galaxies is practically empty – but only by
Earthly standards. “The density is many
orders of magnitude lower than in a
laboratory vacuum,” says Böhringer.
“Nevertheless, there are enough particles so that the total mass of the gas
adds up to five times the mass of all galaxies.” Simple physics is sufficient to
understand the high temperatures of
the galactic gas.
The material falls into the Coma
cluster, for example, at a speed of 1,000
kilometers per second. During this
nosedive, its potential energy is converted to kinetic energy. At supersonic

speed, the falling gas crashes into gas
that is already in the cluster between
the galaxies. Upon colliding, the particles are slowed down, and motion turns
into heat. The typical temperatures are
around a few dozen up to 100 million
degrees. And the mass of the material
is not to be scoffed at, either: “In the
Coma cluster, the gas mass is approximately that of a trillion Suns,” says
Hans Böhringer.

HIGH-ENERGY RADIATION
WITH SHORT WAVELENGTHS
But Böhringer didn’t weigh the Coma
cluster. He didn’t even see the gas – a
plasma composed of ions and electrons
– with his own eyes. As absurd as it
may sound, it is invisible to optical
telescopes. Rather, the hot matter emits
largely high-energy radiation at extremely short wavelengths. And outside the Earth’s atmosphere, this X-ray
light can only be picked up with special detectors.
The ROSAT satellite developed at
the Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics was one such detector
(MAXPLANCKRESEARCH 2/2012, page 94 f.).
From June 1990 to February 1999, the
scout detected nearly 125,000 X-ray
sources. Behind 2,000 of the brightest
sources are galaxy clusters, or more

precisely, their halos. That is what astronomers call the galactic gaseous envelopes that sit between the individual galaxies in the cluster like
atmospheres. Many findings can be
derived from analyzing them, as researchers can thoroughly screen the
halos in the X-ray light.
The halos are “optically thin” –
that is, transparent – because the photons in the finely distributed gas can
move about freely. These light particles
thus transport the messages from all
possible atomic processes to the outside unimpeded. If, for example, free
electrons are accelerated or slowed
down in the gas, they emit X-ray light;
and if they collide with atoms, then
spectral lines are emitted. These are
just as characteristic for each element
as fingerprints are for each person. To
detect the lines, astronomers break the
light down into spectra and obtain,
among other things, information
about the components of the gas. “Just
as was to be expected, it consists of 80
percent hydrogen and helium, the
most common elements in the cosmos,” says Hans Böhringer.
However, there are also other ingredients, such as carbon, oxygen and
nitrogen, nickel, iron, magnesium, silicon and calcium. The expert is not
particularly surprised by this, either,

Ingenious troublemaker: Fritz Zwicky (1898 – 1974) was considered difficult by his contemporaries.
He served as the model for Friedrich Dürrenmatt’s character Johann Wilhelm Möbius in the drama
The Physicists. In 1933, Zwicky discovered dark matter while observing the Coma cluster.
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Photos: MPI for Extraterrestrial Physics (top), OH (bottom)

Gallery of galaxies: On the images of distant clusters, the scientists color-coded the radiation intensity of the X-ray halos.
The gas – a plasma composed of ions and electrons – has extremely high temperatures of several dozen to 100 million degrees.
The spectral analysis provides further important data on the intergalactic medium, such as its chemical composition.

Photo: NASA, ESA, and the Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Agglomeration areas: Held together by gravity, a few thousand galaxy systems stand side by side in the Coma cluster, which measures
more than 20 million light-years in diameter. This photo in visible light shows the brightest ones, without revealing that the conglomerate
of galaxies is embedded in hot gaseous clouds, or that dark matter accounts for 87 percent of its mass.

these being elements that massive
stars have produced and, at the end of
their life, released in a supernova. “In
this way, we test models of star development.”
From a line spectrum, researchers
read the fingerprints of the individual
elements, similar to securing evidence
at a crime scene. Through this, they decipher not only the chemical composition, but also the physical state of the
gas, such as density, temperature and
mass. These values are related to one
another. For example, at high temperatures, the particles move at great
speeds. In order for a halo to nevertheless remain stable, it requires a lot of
mass to keep the gaseous web in check
with its strong gravity shackles.
Speaking of mass: Hans Böhringer
and his colleagues confirm Fritz
Zwicky’s findings: the lion’s share of
the material in galaxy clusters is con-

centrated in dark matter. The numbers
are far above those in the entire universe. “Dark matter accounts for a full
87 percent of the Coma cluster, while
11 percent is found in the gas halo and
just 2 percent in the visible galaxies,”
says Böhringer.

RESEARCHERS EXPOSE
UNKNOWN X-RAY SOURCES
The Coma cluster and, at a distance of
65 million light-years from us, the Virgo Cluster turn out to be ideal objects
of study, particularly since they are
relatively near and have long been
known. As mentioned above, however, ROSAT detected some 2,000 further
galaxy clusters whose halos obviously
seem to be bright X-ray sources. But
how do the astronomers know that
there are actually galaxy clusters behind these sources?

First, Böhringer studies the existing
catalogs of X-ray clusters and searches
in directories that were compiled with
optical telescopes. If the images show
multiple suspicious objects – that is,
galaxies – “in a cluster,” then the astronomer takes the spectra and derives
the respective distances from those.
This is done using the cosmic redshift:
the expansion of space pulls apart the
waves of the objects embedded in
space and shifts them into the red
spectral range. The further away from
us a galaxy is, the faster it is receding
from us, and the higher the value of
the redshift z is.
However, for very high values of z,
the relationship between redshift and
distance is complicated and is determined by the respective cosmological
model being used. Astronomers thus
prefer to speak of “look-back time” –
the age an object had when its light set
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“There are three sizes, corresponding to
their absolute luminosity.” The dots are
mounted on 38 parallel plates of antireflective glass set up one behind another. The researcher painted the paper
galaxy clusters with fluorescent paint,

X-ray luminosity
Simple relationship: The diagram shows the luminosity function of galaxy clusters, or their number
per unit volume at a certain X-ray luminosity. The graphic shows clearly that the clusters with
the highest luminosities and the largest masses are very rare. This corresponds to the distribution
of matter in young space, where there were many small fluctuations and few large ones.
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and UV lamps illuminate them. “Some
day, when I have time, I have to stick
on another 900 dots,” says Böhringer.
The content needs to be updated to reflect the current status of Noras II and
Reflex II, which comprise a good 1,800
X-ray clusters.
The peep show is far more than scientific play. After all, it shows a true-tonature section of the universe – a cube
with an edge length of four billion
light-years. In it, each galaxy cluster is
recorded not only with two celestial coordinates – similar to how one can precisely specify the position of a location
on Earth by indicating the geographical longitude and latitude – but also
with its distance. This is what makes
the map three-dimensional and provides a true-to-scale likeness of the natural relationships.
At first glance, even a layperson can
see that the broad distribution of the
galaxy clusters is by no means homogeneous. In fact, on this scale, the net-like
structures mentioned above start to become evident. Astronomers use various
methods to study this cosmic honeycomb in detail.
“An important instrument is the
mass spectrum,” says Hans Böhringer.
This has nothing to do with a conven-

Photo: Axel Griesch; graphic: MPI for Extraterrestrial Physics

Close-up: Hans Böhringer displays the objects of his research at the Max Planck Institute
for Extraterrestrial Physics – in the form of a showcase that he fitted with 900 galaxy
clusters (orange adhesive dots).

Galaxy clusters per unit volume

out on its journey. In any case, identical z values mean the same age and the
same distance. If, for the suspicious galaxies mentioned, they are in agreement, then there is hardly any doubt
that they all belong to one and the
same cluster.
In this way, the researchers at the
Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics compile two catalogs:
Noras II includes 934 galaxy clusters in
the northern sky, and Reflex II covers
919 clusters in the southern firmament.
The large amount of data means a lot
of work for Hans Böhringer – but in a
surprisingly different way than one
would at first expect.
The scientist leads his visitor out of
his office, through a labyrinth of hallways and stairs into a long corridor
where a wooden chest the size of a rabbit hutch stands against one wall. The
front is covered with a sheet of glass.
Böhringer switches on the light, and
hundreds of orange circles light up inside the chest. They appear to float freely in space. “Here you see around 900
galaxy clusters, precisely arranged in
their actual positions in space,” says
Böhringer. The galaxy clusters are storebought adhesive dots.
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Inflation abruptly pulled apart tiny fluctuations in the original quantum vacuum
and spread them across the melon-sized space.

tional spectrum, where a prism or a
grating separates the light of an object
into a rainbow. A mass spectrum provides information on how the galaxy
clusters are distributed according to
their mass. Or to put it another way:
How many galaxy clusters of a certain
mass are there per unit volume?
To understand why answers to this
question are of fundamental importance, we must take a little excursion to
the roots of all existence. Today, most
cosmologists, who trace the birth and
development of the universe, accept
the inflationary model of the Big Bang.
This theory holds that space emerged
from a quantum vacuum 13.7 billion

years ago. In the incredibly short timespan of 10-34 to 10-32 seconds after the
Big Bang, the cosmos is thought to have
expanded by 30 orders of magnitude at
faster than the speed of light, from the
Planck length (10 -35 meters) to the diameter of a melon.

AFTER THE BIG BANG,
THE COSMIC SEED SPROUTS
This inflation not only made space extremely smooth, but also abruptly
pulled apart tiny fluctuations in the
original quantum vacuum and spread
them across the now melon-sized space.
Because the cosmos expanded further –

and is still expanding today – also the
initial (primordial) density fluctuations
grew. From this, a few hundred million
years after the Big Bang, extensive structures developed in the form of net-like
filaments: the germ cells of galaxy clusters, galaxies and stars.
There are various possibilities for
determining the mass of a cluster. In
one method, researchers merely establish its X-ray luminosity. Before this,
they must measure many galaxy clusters and take numerous statistical distortions into account. And they must
determine one or the other mass with
an independent method, such as with
the aid of a gravitational lens (MAX-

NEW X-RAY SCOUT PREPARED TO LAUNCH

Photo: MPI for Extraterrestrial Physics

X-ray astronomers are excited: The Russian satellite Spectrum-Roentgen-Gamma
(SRG) is set to launch from Baikonur in 2014. The main instrument on board is
known as eROSITA, and is expected to conduct the first complete celestial scan in
the central X-ray range up to 10 kiloelectron volts with never before achieved spectral and spatial resolution.
eROSITA will trace the dark sides of the universe, dark matter and dark energy. The latter could be the vacuum energy that corresponds to the cosmological
constant in Einstein’s general theory of relativity; however, it could also be a timevariable energy field. The solution to this question will play a fundamental role for
physics.
The main scientific goals of the mission:
• To observe the hot intergalactic medium of 50,000 to 100,000 galaxy clusters
and galaxy groups, and the gas halos with which they reveal themselves in the
X-ray image. Researchers want to use this to map the expansive structures of
the universe and study their development.
• To systematically examine all black holes in nearby galaxies and many new (up
to three million), distant active galactic cores.
• To study in detail the physics of X-ray sources in our galaxy, such as supernova
remnants, X-ray binary star systems and pre-main-sequence stars.
The eROSITA telescope consists of seven identical mirror modules. To achieve the
required sensitivity, each module includes 54 nested mirror dishes developed by
a team working with Peter Predehl at the Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics. Scientists working with Lothar Strüder designed the cameras at the
Max Planck Society’s semiconductor laboratory in Munich.

Spy in the kingdom of darkness:
The X-ray observatory eROSITA.
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Atoms 4%
Dark matter 23%

Unknown substance: Observations indicate that approximately 96 percent of the
universe is invisible. The baryonic matter of which humans, planets, stars and galaxies
consist constitutes just 4 percent of the mass.

PLANCKRESEARCH 1/2011, page 64 ff.). At
the end is a diagram that shows the luminosities on the y-axis and the masses on the x-axis. A curve passes through
the measuring points. Entering the
newly determined luminosity of a galaxy cluster on this curve immediately
yields its mass. The more brightly the
cluster shines in the X-ray light, the
greater its mass is.

Hans Böhringer and his colleagues use
such a mass spectrum to conduct a cosmic census. As with Earthly surveys,
their interest is not limited to the result
for a certain point in time. Governments, for example, conduct censuses
again and again and compare the results. This gives them valuable insights
into the demographic development of
their country. “When we astronomers

Cosmic pattern: Researchers used data from the X-ray satellite ROSAT to compile a threedimensional map of the galaxy clusters. In addition to the positions in the sky, for each
cluster, they indicated the redshift as a measure of the distance, thus giving the graphic depth.
The different colors stem from different scans; no data is available from the regions without
dots. Even without elaborate statistical analysis methods, it appears that the clusters
tend to form chains or clumps.
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THE UNIVERSE AS
AN ORDERLY EXPERIMENT
Just as a demographer uses every statistical trick in the book to study the
population, the Max Planck researcher uses sophisticated mathematical
methods like the power spectrum to
determine the distribution of the galaxy clusters. “It turns out that the
chance of finding a galaxy cluster
near another cluster is greater than at
any other point,” says Böhringer, explaining the finding. In other words:
“The distribution of the cluster is
clumped.” And this applies likewise to
dark matter. That, according to scientists’ understanding, is what must be
behind the galaxy clusters – like an
unlit metropolis on the satellite photo of Earth. Only when the lights are
turned on do the contours of the city
become visible.
Now simulations come into play:
Today, cosmologists manage to reconstruct the evolution of space using supercomputers. Ultimately, six parameters are sufficient for this, such as the
value at which space expands (Hubble
constant), or the density of dark energy, which apparently accounts for 73
percent of the universe; this dark energy is driving space apart at an increasing rate. So the scientists feed
their electron brain with half a dozen
ingredients, start shortly after the Big
Bang, and then let it calculate millions
and billions of years into the future.
These simulations give rise to expansive structures that depend on the
parameters entered at the outset. “If
we vary these parameters, the struc-

Graphic: designergold (top), MPI for Extraterrestrial Physics (bottom)

Dark energy 73%

determine the number of galaxy clusters per unit volume for different epochs, we gain insight into the evolution
of the universe,” says Böhringer.
After the Big Bang, space grew and
developed, from the simple to the complex, from the initially tiny fluctuations to the large structures. Accordingly, the number of galaxy clusters should
fluctuate over time. And because their
distribution and density, in turn, depend on the cosmological models,
Böhringer’s observations should be a
touchstone for the theory.

…

tures change, too,” says Hans Böhringer. “The whole thing runs like a neat,
orderly experiment.” In this way, it is
possible to trace back which initial
conditions must have prevailed in the
very young cosmos and which parameters must have had which values.
A viable cosmological model naturally offers close agreement between
simulation and observation. The described scenario of the inflationary Big
Bang does quite a decent job. Also the
suspected shares of dark energy (73
percent) and dark matter (23 percent)
in the total energy density of the universe appear to fit quite well – “normal” baryonic matter apparently accounts for just 4 percent. Nevertheless,
many questions are still unanswered.
This doesn’t scare Hans Böhringer –
on the contrary: “What would be most
interesting is if we were to discover
something surprising.”

TO THE POINT
●

Galaxy clusters are the largest structures in the universe. Most of them are
located in a hot gaseous envelope; this halo shows up in X-ray light.

●

From their analysis of the X-ray halos, astronomers conclude the components
of the gas and the total mass of the galaxy cluster. The unknown dark matter
makes up more than 80 percent of the mass of a cluster.

●

Because galaxy clusters trace the expansive structures, they are valuable
indicators of the distribution of matter in the universe. They also serve to
validate cosmological models.

GLOSSARY
Baryonic matter: This is generally understood to be the matter that we know and of which
the visible world consists. In the narrower sense, baryons are particles that are made up of
three quarks, so for instance protons. A distinction is also made between leptons (electrons,
for example) and unstable mesons (quark-antiquark pairs).
Plasma: Electrically conductive gas consisting completely of free charge carriers, or in other
words, ions and electrons. The ions are atoms that have either more or fewer electrons than
in the normal state. Of the baryonic matter in space, 99 percent is in the form of plasma.
Supernova: If a star has more than eight solar masses at the end of its life, and if its internal
source of energy (nuclear fusion) has dried up, then the outward-acting radiation pressure
can no longer withstand the force of gravity: the sphere collapses and the star explodes.
In another type of supernova, a small, burnt-out star (white dwarf) explodes because it is
fed with matter by a larger one and, under this excessive intake of food, finally collapses.
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Star Factories
at the End of the World
When the universe came into being 13.7 billion years ago, there was initially only
radiation. A few hundred million years later, however, the space was filled with galaxies –
tremendously productive star factories that don’t fit quite so well with the image of a
gradual cosmic evolution. Researchers like Fabian Walter from the Max Planck Institute
for Astronomy in Heidelberg are attempting to illuminate a dark epoch of the universe.
TEXT ALEXANDER STIRN
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Photo: NASA, ESA, R. Ellis (Caltech) and the HUDF 2012 Team

A deeper view into the cosmos: This section from the Hubble Ultra Deep Field shows the galaxies
at the edge of space and time. Huge numbers of stars are born in these young Milky Ways.

F

inding catchy designations
for incomprehensible processes has never been a problem for astronomers: They
call the era that begins just
380,000 years after the birth of the universe the Dark Ages. At that time, the
positively charged ions emerging from
the Big Bang set about catching the free
electrons buzzing around – and the afterglow of the Big Bang fades. However, no stars that could bring light to the
sudden darkness had formed yet.
This distant age isn’t only a dark period cosmologically; science, too, has
had a difficult time illuminating the processes of that time. There are hardly any
observations surrounding the birth of
the first stars. Researchers must thus rely
on simulations and theoretical ideas.

But this is slowly changing: “Because
our telescopes are continually improving and becoming more sensitive, we
see things today that we couldn’t have
observed ten years ago,” says Fabian
Walter, an astronomer at the Max
Planck Institute for Astronomy in Heidelberg. There, the 41-year-old investigates how and when the first stars
emerged, how productive the early galaxies were, and where exactly the stellar nurseries were located.
Time and time again throughout
this process, he and his co-theoreticians
have encountered unforeseen problems
– and will probably continue to do so.
“The study of galaxies in the early
phase of the universe will develop into
a main area of research for astronomers
in the coming years,” says Walter.

It’s still detective work – a laborious
search that has practically nothing to
do with the colorful photos that astronomy otherwise produces. Many of these
typical, vivid photographs are hanging
in the stairwell of the Heidelberg-based
institute, a concrete structure located
on the Königstuhl promontory high
above the city. They show planetary
nebulae, star clusters and spiral galaxies. In between all these stellar images
hangs an unspectacular photograph,
mostly black with many pixelated dabs
of color. Hubble Ultra Deep Field is written below.
It is a view into the deepest depths
of space. For many hundreds of hours,
the Hubble Space Telescope directed its
eyes to a region of the sky that would
be only one square millimeter in size
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Especially molecular hydrogen is necessary for a star to be born.
However, hydrogen can’t be directly observed.

on a thumbnail at arm’s length. Extremely old objects, themselves glowing extremely weakly, can still be made
out on it. “Many of these galactic images are made up of only a couple hundred photons,” says Walter and points
to a reddish, shimmering spot.
The color is no accident: the universe has been continuing to expand
since the Big Bang. In the process, the
particles of light called photons have
been stretched as well. Their wavelengths were forced to extend – and all
the more so the farther away the object that once sent them out was from
the Earth.
Astronomers call this effect “redshift.” Its magnitude is described by the
“z value.” At z = 1, the wavelength is

twice as large as for a stationary object,
and with a value of 2, it has tripled, and
so on. Because astronomers continually see distant objects at the point in
time when the light began its journey,
the redshift additionally serves as a
metric for the age of a galaxy. The light
from an object with z = 10 started its
trip at about the time when the universe was just 500 million years old.
With an assumed age of the universe of
around 13.7 billion years, the light was
thus under way for 13.2 billion years.
“Very remote objects quickly become dramatically dark due to redshift
– most especially in the visible light
range,” says Fabian Walter. However, the
Heidelberg-based astronomer is only
marginally interested in the light of gal-

axies that can be seen in the Hubble Deep
Field (HDF). This light largely originates
from fully formed stars. The birth of new
suns happens elsewhere – in the interior of dense clouds of dust and gas.
“Without gas, no stars,” says Walter.
Especially molecular hydrogen is
necessary for the stellar offspring to be
born; however, hydrogen can’t be directly observed. It is only possible
through an indirect route of a gas that
is closely related to the amounts of hydrogen: carbon monoxide. Its molecule emits a characteristic signal that
normally lies in the infrared region of
the spectrum.
Due to the redshift, it arrives at
Earth with wavelengths of a few millimeters – that is, just below the micro-
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A galaxy pops up: The object known as HDF850.1 can’t be seen at all in the
Hubble Deep Field (photo left). In contrast, this distant galaxy becomes visible
in the submillimeter wavelength region (light contour lines, photo right).
The light from HDF850.1 took 12.5 billion years to reach us and is extremely
weak. Nevertheless, a team of astronomers headed by Fabian Walter
succeeded in analyzing the emissions of the galaxy. The spectra (left) show
characteristic lines of carbon that indicate a high stellar birth rate.

Graphic: Nature 2012; photos: STScI/NASA, F. Walter (MPIA), Nature 2012
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Graphic: ESO – M. Kornmesser (top), Nature 2011 (bottom)

A BLACK SPOT ON A
BLACK BACKGROUND
With the help of those regions, astronomers have discovered an entire series
of such sources over the past years. One
of the most important of these is simply called HDF850.1. The galaxy is no
more than a black spot on a black background in the classic Hubble Deep Field,
but it lights up strongly in the submillimeter wavelength region. Carbon
monoxide molecules that once absorbed radiation, converted it into rotational oscillations, and finally emitted
it at clearly defined frequencies (spectral lines) are especially visible there.
Together with researchers from the
Max Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy in Bonn and other colleagues, Fa-
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0

wave range. At the very least, the
brightest of these ancient regions of
star formation can be found by modern
millimeter-wavelength telescopes, such
as the observatory of the Institut de Radioastronomie Millimétrique (IRAM) in
the French Alps (see box on page 31).
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Keys to the early developmental phase of the universe: Quasars are some of first objects
formed a few hundred million years after the Big Bang. In the heart of these young galaxies
are gigantic black holes that spew matter in the form of jets into space (illustration above).
The spectra of these objects reveal a great deal about their internal workings, especially
about the processes of stellar formation. Here the spectrum of the record holder (z = 7.1),
which looks just like any quasar in the vicinity of Earth.

bian Walter succeeded in determining
the redshift of HDF850.1 in 2012. It
lies at a z-value of 5.2. Accordingly, the
light of the galaxy was on its way to
Earth for 12.5 billion years, and permits
a glimpse into a time when the universe was a mere 1.2 billion years old.

However, the study, which was published in the journal N ATURE , reveals
even more: characteristic spectral lines
of carbon – particularly of atoms that
are missing an electron – indicate high
stellar activity. These spectral lines not
only reveal that new stars are being
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A telescope reveals a majestic cloud of dust
and gas where stars are born. In the Orion KL
region of the formation (black rectangle),
located about 1,350 light-years away, the
stellar birthrate is close to that of Galaxy
J1148+5251 (below), though calculated over a
much greater volume. After all, this remote
star factory in the early universe is as large as
a hundred million Orion regions together.
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produced hidden behind thick clouds
of dust and gas deep in the distant
Milky Way, but they also provide clues
about the course of this process.

A GALAXY WITH AN AMAZINGLY
HIGH BIRTH RATE
According to this, a galaxy like HDF850.1
produces a trillion times as much energy as our Sun. That is possible only if
stars with around a thousand solar masses form there, year after year. By contrast, a normal galaxy like our Milky
Way manages only one one-thousandth
of this amount. “Galaxies must have already existed shortly after the Big Bang
that were able to produce incredible
numbers of stars,” says Fabian Walter.
However, this contradicts the conventional models, according to which
the first stars and galaxies should form
rather more leisurely: Until now, theoreticians have assumed that the ele-

ments formed in the Big Bang needed
many hundreds of thousands of years
to slowly agglomerate – supported by
a force that astronomers call dark matter and about whose nature they still
can say hardly anything. The gaseous
elements – primarily hydrogen, helium and lithium – collected in the disks
of the first galaxies, condensed under
the influence of their mutual gravitational force, and began to collapse. At
some point, the molecular clouds were
finally dense enough to ignite the fire
of nuclear fusion.
These first suns – theoreticians
speak of Population III stars – must
have been immense. They burned out,
exploded and, in the process, hurled
the heavier elements that they had produced during nuclear fusion out into
space. The components from which today’s stars and galaxies are made accrued in this manner, bit by bit – a slow,
continuous process, actually.

Photos: NASA, ESA, Robberto (STScI/ESA), Orion Treasury Project Team (top), NRAO/AUI/NSF (bottom)

In the labor ward of suns: The Orion Nebula
(above) is one of the most picturesque
subjects in our firmament. You can see a faint
spot in the sword hilt of Orion even with the
unaided eye.
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Galaxies like HDF850.1 aren’t the only risk for the contemporary model
of the early universe. Surprising data comes from quasars, as well.

That an enormous star factory like
HDF850.1 must have existed a billion
years after the Big Bang doesn’t fit very
well with this picture. “In many areas
of astronomy, we are discovering that
several things at the beginning of the
universe must have run their course
much more quickly than we thought,”
says Walter about the dilemma between
theory and practice.
The observational data still isn’t
sufficient for a definitive deduction. In
his search for especially remote galaxies, it is quite possible that Fabian Walter has captured those that are brightest and most active – and therefore the
easiest to observe. These are perhaps
outliers, or perhaps just lucky hits. And
the data possibly doesn’t allow for any
conclusions to be drawn about the true
conditions of the universe in its childhood. “If we’re honest, we have no idea
how many of these kinds of objects
there are. We’ve really only investigated one in detail so far,” says Walter. “If,
however, thousands of them exist,
then the theoreticians have a problem
with their simulations.”
Galaxies like HDF850.1 aren’t the
only risk for the contemporary model
of the early universe. Surprising data
comes from quasars, as well – active
black holes that sit in the center of
most galaxies and continuously draw
matter in. Gas and dust are forced into
spiraling orbits, accelerated, and heated intensely. Shortly before the matter
disappears into the cosmic chasm, it
lights up brightly.
Quasars represent some of the visually brightest objects in space. “That
makes them ideal research tools for
studying physical processes and the

THE IRAM INTERFEROMETER
At an altitude of 2,550 meters on the Plateau de Bure in the French Alps stands one
of the highest-performance telescopes for millimeter radiation: the observatory
of the Institut de Radioastronomie Millimétrique, or IRAM for short. There are six
radio telescopes in the joint German-French-Spanish project, each having a diameter of 15 meters and connected together in what is known as an interferometer
(photo). This results in each individual telescope dish – due to their individualized
locations – receiving the radio waves from deep space at a slightly different time.
The signals are subsequently superposed and algorithms compute a high-resolution image from the differences for the objects observed. In this way, astronomers
can look with sharper focus and more deeply into the cosmos than would be possible with a single telescope. Until 2018, the observatory on the Plateau de Bure
will be modernized and expanded to 12 telescopes, funded on the German side by
the Max Planck Society.
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ALMA, an unsurpassed millimeter-wavelength telescope, will soon go into
operation in Chile. The facility will comprise 66 antennas.

chemical composition in remote regions,” says Walter. Even a few hours’
observation time with IRAM is sufficient to coax the secrets from quasars.
The brightly glowing objects have
one great disadvantage, though: they
occur extremely rarely – at least during
the early periods of the universe – and
are correspondingly difficult to find.
Walter and his colleagues are therefore
relying on a systematic scrutiny of the
sky with the aid of a telescope in Hawaii: Pan-STARRS (Panoramic Survey
Telescope & Rapid Response System) automatically sifts through the entire firmament above the Pacific island for
points of light whose signatures could
match that of quasars. “We have
already found two quasars this way,”
says Walter. “That’s not great, but it
demonstrates that the method works,
and we can continue with a sense of
confidence.”

TELESCOPE PROBES
THE CHILDHOOD OF SPACE
One cosmic beacon that has long been
known is called J1148+5251. It provides
insight into a time less than a billion
years after the Big Bang. In 2009, the
astronomers in Heidelberg and Bonn
were already able to demonstrate, with
the aid of IRAM, that an extremely
large number of stars are being formed
in this galaxy as well. The rate even lies
at the upper limit of what is physically
possible – even more stars, and the
energy of the large number of births
would blow up the 5,000-light-year
diameter nursery.
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“In our Milky Way, these extreme conditions are found only in much smaller regions around parts of the Orion
nebula,” says Walter. However,
J1148+5251 is as large as a hundred
million Orion regions together – and
that not even a billion years after the
birth of the universe.
And yet another observation that
Walter and his colleagues have made
in relation to quasars shortly after the
Big Bang is an enigma: Although the
objects are extremely young, their
black hole is already similar in mass to
today’s galaxies. The dynamic mass
that is distributed all around it, however, is miniscule by comparison, totaling merely twenty or thirty times
that of the center. With contemporary
galaxies, this value is significantly
higher and lies at around one thousand times.
This could suggest that, in the early
universe, the black holes originated
right away. They drew in more and
more dust and gas, which ultimately
led to the birth of the first stars in the
immediate vicinity of the galactic center. “That is very speculative though,”
warns Fabian Walter. He thus concentrates on taking the measurements. His
theoretical astronomy colleagues are
the ones who have to wrack their brains
over what it all means.
Nor is that the only challenge that
Walter and his colleagues are confronting the theoreticians with: The
light that the astronomers have captured from the ancient quasars is
spread over the various wavelengths
very similarly to the light of contem-

porary galaxies. “There’s hardly a difference between a quasar that we see
800 million years after the Big Bang
and one that we see in the today’s universe,” says Walter.

SIMPLE MEASUREMENTS RUIN
MODELS
However, that also means that the characteristic spectral lines of metals like
iron or magnesium can be found even
in the early quasars – elements that
cannot form in the Big Bang, but instead must first be produced by the
stars, bit by bit. One of the conventional models of stellar formation indeed
predicts that iron, as the heaviest element, could be formed solely in stars
that were at least two billion years old.
“With simple measurements, these
models have been thrown into disarray,” says Walter. But he isn’t disappointed because of this – just the opposite: “I find it fascinating.”
Nevertheless, as previously with the
galaxies in the Hubble Deep Field, the
number of quasars that have been investigated is still too few to allow a statistically valid prediction about the processes in the young universe. That
could soon change: ALMA, an unsurpassed millimeter-wavelength telescope, will soon go into operation in
Chile. Instead of six antennas like
IRAM, ALMA has 66 at its disposal. And
instead of being at an altitude of 2,550
meters in the French Alps, it stands at
more than 5,000 meters in the Atacama
Desert, one of the driest and clearest
regions on Earth.

Photos: Rob Ratkowski (left), private (right)
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Scout above a sea of clouds: The telescope of the Pan-STARRS on Maui (Hawaii) sifts through the firmament for points
of light and searches for the fingerprints of quasars, among other objects.

2

Journey in space: Astronomer Fabian Walter has worked for many years on the Very Large Array in Socorro, New Mexico.

Fabian Walter becomes very excited
when he thinks about it: “ALMA is absolutely gigantic,” says the astronomer.
“This is a telescope that overshadows
everything that has gone before it. It’s
a great leap, like going from the human
eye to Galileo’s telescope.”
Compared to its predecessors, ALMA
combines several qualities at once: the
telescope isn’t only significantly more
sensitive, its individual dishes can be
separated from one another by up to sixteen kilometers. Submillimeter sources
from the extremely young universe can
be found more easily this way and the
distribution of their light and their
masses can be observed in greater detail.
That much progress will take five to
ten years, though. “We are therefore
still dependent on models and simulations,” says Fabian Walter. With every
new observation, regardless of whether
it is made now with IRAM or in the future with ALMA, a new opportunity
opens up for the astronomers to adapt
their models to the realities of that time
a little bit better – and to bring more
light to a dark age of the universe.

TO THE POINT
●

The universe was born about 13.7 billion years ago in the Big Bang. Just a few hundred
million years later, there were already stars and galaxies.

●

Several of the first galaxies were unimaginably productive: stars on the order of about
a thousand solar masses apparently formed year after year within them. In contrast, a
normal galaxy like our Milky Way manages a mere one one-thousandth of this amount.

●

The high rate of production doesn’t match up with the theoretical models. Astronomers
are attempting to collect as much data as possible about the early period of the cosmos.

●

Observations of young galaxies and remote quasars should help us understand what
processes ran their course in the interior of the first gigantic star factories.

GLOSSARY
Redshift: For objects receding from Earth at high speed, this is a metric for the shift of
the wavelengths toward the red region of the spectrum and is represented by the value z.
Look-back time: At very large distances, the redshift depends not only on the speed of
a receding object (Doppler effect). The expansion of all of space lengthens the light much
more. Nor can the distance to the object therefore be deduced simply from this cosmological redshift; it depends on the respective cosmological model applied, among other
things. Astronomers prefer to speak of the look-back time – the time that the light from
the object took to reach us and that indicates the age of the universe when the light
started its journey.
Big Bang: Cosmologists’ preferred model for the birth of the universe. Accordingly, the
cosmos originated 13.7 billion years ago from an unimaginably dense and hot initial
singularity that can’t be described physically. Today, the classical Big Bang model has
been extended by inflation – the sudden expansion of the extremely young cosmos.
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Hunting Down

the Invisible
If cosmologists are correct, there is a form of matter in the universe that is six times more
abundant than the matter we know. It is invisible, which is why it’s called dark matter.
Postulated for the first time 80 years ago, it has yet to be detected directly. Researchers at
the Max Planck Institute for Physics in Munich and the Max Planck Institute for Nuclear
Physics in Heidelberg want to solve this cosmic mystery in the next few years.
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Dark matter in blue: It can’t actually be seen, of course. But here, astronomers have made
the invisible visible. The photo shows the collision of two galaxy clusters. While the “normal”
gas (red) concentrates in the center, the dark matter (blue) remains unaffected by the collision.
The colors were chosen arbitrarily; the researchers deduced the distribution of the dark
matter from the gravitational profile and visualized it for the sake of clarity.
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o other astrophysical topic
is causing as much passionate debate among scientists
as dark matter. This became
particularly clear in the fall
of 2011, when physicists from all over
the world gathered in Munich to discuss the latest results. Three groups of
researchers presented measurement results that were compatible with the detection of the mysterious dark-matter
particles – but contradicted each other.
Moreover, two further groups hadn’t
found anything, and explicitly precluded the positive results.
“It’s possible that the particles have
unusual properties, so that they become noticeable in some detectors, but
not in others,” says Franz Pröbst, who
manages the CRESST (Cryogenic Rare
Event Search with Superconducting
Thermometers) experiment at the Munich-based Max Planck Institute for
Physics. This is one of the detectors that
may have detected dark matter.
Manfred Lindner agrees in principle, but thinks it is more plausible that
CRESST is seeing a new type of interference effect. Lindner heads the contribution being made by the Max Planck
Institute for Nuclear Physics to the international XENON100 experiment,
which hasn’t found any events of possible dark-matter particles, even though
it has a significantly higher sensitivity.
The heated discussion on “polluted” instruments, sensitivity limits and
interference effects is taking place at
the highest possible level. CRESST and

XENON100 are among the most sensitive and cleanest experiments on Earth.
“Our detector is probably the most unpolluted place in the universe,” says
Max Planck Director Lindner. In order
to understand the demands placed on
the technology, a brief look back into
history is necessary.
In 1933, the Swiss astronomer Fritz
Zwicky, who had immigrated to the US,
observed several galaxy clusters. He determined that the individual galaxy systems moved so fast in these clusters
that their combined gravity wasn’t sufficient to hold the clusters together.
This led him to conclude that there had
to be a large quantity of invisible matter that manifested itself only through
its gravitational force. Zwicky thus
coined the term dark matter.

UNKNOWN PARTICLES CLUSTER
TOGETHER TO FORM CLOUDS
But the researcher’s observations were
forgotten, and not revived until the
1970s. At that time, astronomers found
out that spiral galaxies like our Milky
Way rotate so rapidly that they would
be torn apart by the centrifugal force if
the additional gravitational force of the
dark matter didn’t exist.
Today, most astroparticle physicists
are convinced that the invisible substance consists of an unknown type of
elementary particle. These are thought
to have come together to form huge
clouds that surround galaxies and are
distributed extensively in the galaxy
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Dilemma: If the CRESST experiment really has found particles of dark matter, then they
are located in one of the two light blue regions. XENON100, however, excludes the region
above the blue curve.
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clusters. There are a number of further
astrophysical indications for their existence, such as the images from gravitational lenses. In addition, widespread
opinion holds that the dark matter particles ensure that normal matter was
able to condense relatively quickly into
stars and galaxies. All pieces of evidence
point consistently in the same direction – and without this mysterious
agent, which also acts as a glue, we
wouldn’t exist at all.
Several properties of the invisible
particles can be derived from past observations and theoretical arguments.
These predict that the most plausible
candidates have a mass that corresponds approximately to the mass of
atoms. They are electrically neutral
and have virtually no interaction with

FOCUS_Cosmology

Tunnel of enlightenment: The CRESST experimental module is in the Gran Sasso underground
laboratory, where 1,400 meters of Abruzzi rock shield it from cosmic radiation. The researchers
must also protect their sensitive apparatus from further interfering influences. Radioactive
trace elements in the rock, in particular, cause undesired signals. The most harmful source of
interference is radon 222, which is produced in the natural decay of uranium and thorium.

normal matter. In other words, they
pass almost unhindered through all
bodies in the universe. These properties earned them the name “weakly interacting massive particles,” or, characteristically, WIMPs.

Photo: MPI for Physics – Michael Kiefer

WIMPS PASS THROUGH
OUR BODIES
Summarizing everything that is presumed to be known today, around
100,000 of these particles race through
an area the size of a thumbnail every
second on Earth – they even race
through our bodies without us noticing
it in the slightest. This sounds like fantasy, but it really isn’t that unusual.
During the same period of time, around
65 billion neutrinos, which originate in

the interior of the Sun, pass through
the same area; and it is already possible
to make these ghost particles visible
through rare collisions with matter.
All experiments that are currently in
progress assume that the dark matter
particles are also quite capable of colliding with normal atoms, albeit with
extremely low frequency. But this
ought to give them away. The unequivocal discovery of WIMPs would be a
sensational confirmation of the new
world view, and would probably be
honored with a Nobel Prize.
The recipe is similar for all measuring instruments: take a suitable detector material and wait for the very rare
case that a WIMP collides inside with
an atomic nucleus – and generates a
brief flash of light. Electrons will be re-

leased, too, because the atom that gets
hit will collide with further atoms and
the outer electrons can separate from
the atom.
If the material is a crystal, the collision energy is then transferred to the
crystal lattice, and the detector heats
up. There are therefore three measurands: light, free charges and temperature. However, none of the current detectors can measure all three of them
simultaneously, but rather only ever
two at a time. This has implications for
the current discussion of the findings.
Franz Pröbst has spent the last 15
years working on the CRESST experiment, which also involves physicists
from the TU Munich, Tübingen and
Oxford. At the heart of the apparatus
are crystals of calcium tungstate, each
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having a height and diameter of four
centimeters. Although several million
WIMPs should pass through one of
these detectors every second, Pröbst
doesn’t expect more than one collision
per month. Such an event releases a
very weak flash of light, and the crystal heats up by a few millionths of a degree. How can this be measured?

SENSITIVE EXPERIMENTS
AT ABSOLUTE ZERO
“Back when we started with the experiment, there was no technology for
measuring this,” remembers Pröbst.
The physicist, together with Wolfgang
Seidel and Leo Stodolsky, developed the
cryodetectors used today. They were
given this name because they operate
at an extremely low temperature of
around one hundredth of a degree
above absolute zero (minus 273.15 degrees Celsius). A thin tungsten film is
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applied to one side of the crystal and
serves as a sensitive thermometer. The
temperature is accurately adjusted so
that the film is in a transition state between normal conductivity and superconductivity. Even the slightest heating
increases the electrical resistance so
much that it can be measured.
This can be visualized as a sensitive
seesaw that is just balanced. Even the
smallest weight can make one side
move down. Maintaining the temperature stabilization to within a millionth
of a degree presents a huge challenge.
Each tungsten film has its own transition temperature that must be adjusted
individually. “We spend months calibrating the experiment,” reports Pröbst’s colleague Michael Kiefer from his
own painful experience.
With CRESST, the physicists can
also detect the flash of light that a
WIMP is thought to generate as it collides with an atom in the crystal. They

do this with mirrors that completely
surround the crystal and deflect the
light to a further low-temperature sensor. This heats up, enabling the researchers to ultimately deduce the light
energy.
It took many years of work to get
these detectors to function. However,
there is a further problem: nature has
many other sources up its sleeve that
generate signals similar to those generated by the WIMPs in the crystals. A
first step was the installation of CRESST
in the Gran Sasso underground laboratory. Underneath 1,400 meters of rock
in Abruzzi, the experiment is largely
shielded from the particles of cosmic radiation that incessantly pelt down into
the Earth’s atmosphere from space.
The worst enemy, however, is natural radioactivity in the form of very
minute traces of unstable isotopes. The
radioactive radon isotopes, for example, that are present everywhere as a

Photo: Felix Brandl

On the test rig: Project head Franz Pröbst (right) and his colleague Michael Kiefer test detectors that are used in the CRESST experiment
in the laboratory of the Max Planck Institute for Physics. Purity is of the essence here. In addition, the detectors must be cooled down
to around one hundredth of a degree above absolute zero.
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consequence of the decay of uranium –
even in the ambient air of a normal
house – have an interference effect. The
atomic nuclei, electrons, neutrons and
gamma rays released in radioactive decays can penetrate into the detector
and cause a signal similar to that generated by a WIMP.

to start up again in early 2013. If the
protective measures have an effect, a
further two years of data acquisition
should make it clear whether CRESST
really has detected WIMPs or not. The
race to discover dark matter, which involves a dozen or so groups around the
world, is therefore in full swing. For the
first time, a solution to the mystery

seems within easy reach. But at the moment, the results are still contradictory.
Two groups in the US and Italy
have also announced a positive result
– albeit in a different mass range than
that at CRESST. They are all contradicted by the XENON100 experiment that
is likewise running in the Gran Sasso
laboratory, and an American experi-

Photos: LNGS (2)

A 44-TON SHELL REDUCES
THE INTERFERENCE EFFECTS
In order to protect the crystal detectors
against stray radiation from radioactive decays, they are manufactured
from high-purity materials. And they
are surrounded by several shells made
of polyethylene, lead and copper and
weighing a total of 44 tons. Nevertheless, a small dirt effect remains. “We
are now measuring an event only approximately every one hundred seconds,” says Kiefer. These events are the
background interference.
The situation isn’t without hope,
however, because the interference effects can be distinguished from the expected WIMP signals by analyzing the
light energy and the heating of the
crystal. At the end of 2011 in Munich,
the CRESST group presented what is
still a valid result of a series of measurements taken from May 2009 to April
2011. The researchers recorded 67
events in total, of which they could explain only 46 with known interference
effects. So do the remaining 21 originate from WIMPs?
If this is the case, then the particles
have a mass that roughly corresponds
to the mass of a carbon atom. The probability that this is a random, statistical
variation is 1 in 100,000. “But it could
still be an unknown background interference,” says Pröbst. The aim is currently to reduce this background to
one tenth with the aid of further
screening measures. In addition, the researchers are doubling the number of
crystals to 18.
The experiment is now being set up
in the Gran Sasso laboratory and is set

In the cleanroom: The scientists in the Gran Sasso laboratory have to install up to 33 detectors in
one CRESST module. One detector, in turn, is composed of a calcium tungstate crystal that is
located inside a high-purity copper housing. This heats up slightly when a particle penetrates into
the crystal, and a short flash of light is generated. Both are measured as a signal.
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Discussion with close colleagues: XENON100 project head Manfred Lindner (center) and his two colleagues Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia
and Hardy Simgen discuss the design of a test rig for newly developed, sensitive light sensors (photomultipliers). These must be extremely
pure and may not contain any natural radioactivity that would interfere with the sensitive measurement. The Max Planck Institute for
Nuclear Physics has what is probably the world’s currently most sensitive apparatus for gas analysis. This is where all the components used
in the XENON experiment are checked for impurities.

ment. XENON100 uses 162 kilograms
of liquid xenon as the detector material. If a WIMP collides with an atom in
the detector, it generates a flash of light
that is recorded by sensitive photodetectors. Furthermore, electrons are released and then pulled to the surface by
an externally applied electric field,
where they are measured.

In this experiment, too, the worst enemy is stray radiation from radioactive
decays, especially from radon and krypton. The researchers procure their xenon
in as pure a form as possible from the
few producers in the world. They then
invest a lot of time and effort in further
purifying the substance. “The fluid contains as few impurities as a cubic kilometer of pure water into which somebody
has coughed once,” is how Manfred
Lindner exemplifies the situation.
The Heidelberg-based Max Planck
Institute for Nuclear Physics contributes its decades of experience in neutrino research to this cooperation. In
its day, the solar neutrino experiment
GALLEX aimed to detect a very small
number of germanium atoms that
were produced by neutrinos in a large
quantity of gallium. “Today we can detect one krypton atom among more
than a trillion xenon atoms,” says Hardy Simgen, who knows the presumably most sensitive apparatus in the
world for gas analysis inside out. “On
average, there are 8,500 radioactive decays per second in the human body.
We detect a few decays per year in 100
kilograms of material.”
All materials that are used for the
experiment first pass through this apparatus. Recently, there was a problem
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ONE KRYPTON ATOM AMONG
A TRILLION XENON ATOMS
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with new light sensors for the followup project with one ton of xenon. Given the enormous purity requirements,
they were too radioactive, and would
thus destroy the measurement completely. The physicists have now
teamed up with the manufacturer to
select purer materials in order to meet
the requirements.
The xenon is in a continuous purification cycle – a type of dialysis that
continuously removes the radon that
incessantly finds its way into the detector. This is where the researchers in
Heidelberg are contributing their considerable experience from the solar
neutrino experiment. They are using a
mobile radon extraction unit to test
the purification efficiency under realistic conditions.
And the scientists successfully employed a trick to make XENON100 currently the most sensitive of all WIMP
experiments by far: since the impurities penetrate into the xenon from the
exterior walls, the physicists select
only those events that occur in the inner region of the detector. They therefore use only the central, particularly
clean third of the total volume for the
WIMP search.
It has thus been possible to reduce
the number of interfering events to a
minimum. This is why their result –
namely no significant WIMP event – is
very convincing. If CRESST really had
detected dark matter particles, XENON100 would have had to register
more than one hundred events.
Manfred Lindner draws the following conclusion from the current situation: One solution would be that two
of the three experiments measure an
unintelligible background, while the
other one really sees WIMPS. However, these would then have to possess
very unusual properties in order to remain invisible to XENON100. This
can’t be completely excluded, though,
because CRESST, for example, measures the flash of light and the heat
that a WIMP generates in the detector
when it collides with an atom. XE-

NON100, in contrast, measures the
flash of light and the ionization rate
generated. “The other solution, with
less specific assumptions, is that none
of the signals seen so far originates
from WIMPs,” says Lindner.

DOUBTS ABOUT THE VALIDITY
OF THE LAW OF GRAVITATION?
The development continues at the XENON experiment. Preparations are under way to expand it to one ton of xenon. The larger the detector, the more
WIMP events can take place in it. However, the problem of the pollution over
the larger surface also increases, and so
do the demands being placed on the
purity of the detector materials and
the xenon. This is where the purists
from Heidelberg can bring the full
scope of their know-how to bear. In

late 2014, the apparatus is to start up
with a sensitivity increased by a further factor of one hundred and provide a first result in 2016.
If the dark particles remain unseen,
things will become very tight for the
most plausible explanation of dark
matter in the form of WIMPs. Researchers would then have to consider
other particles more seriously. If dark
matter doesn’t exist after all, doubts
could be expressed about the validity
of the laws of gravitation. There have
long been alternative explanations,
but they can’t provide a uniform, consistent explanation for all the astrophysical phenomena for which dark
matter is postulated. Moreover, it
would then be necessary to modify
Einstein’s theory of gravitation in a
way that, to phrase it carefully, would
seem to have very little basis.

…

TO THE POINT
●

Around 23 percent of all matter present in the universe remains hidden from
astronomical instruments.

●

Even as early as the 1930s, observations of galaxy clusters led Fritz Zwicky
to conclude that dark matter existed.

●

Today, physicists around the world are employing special detectors to search
for this mysterious substance, which should manifest itself in so-called WIMPs.

●

Since the WIMPs hardly interact at all with normal matter, it is extremely
difficult to detect them. The measurement results to date contradict each other
to some extent and are the subject of heated debate.

GLOSSARY
Galaxy cluster: Conglomerations of up to several thousand galaxy systems that are
bound to each other by gravity.
Gran Sasso laboratory: The Gran Sasso tunnel passes through the massif of the
Gran Sasso d’Italia in Abruzzi, Italy. Not only is it the longest double-tube highway tunnel
in Europe, but auxiliary installations also accommodate the Laboratori Nazionali del
Gran Sasso, the world’s largest underground experimental laboratories for elementary
particle physics.
Gravitational lens: The phenomenon predicted by Einstein where light is diffracted
by the gravitational field of a mass in the same way it is diffracted by an optical lens.
In space, this effect is usually caused by a galaxy or a galaxy cluster.
Neutrinos: Electrically neutral particles with minuscule mass. In the standard model of
elementary particle physics, there are three species: the electron neutrino, the muon
neutrino and the tau neutrino. Neutrinos hardly interact at all with matter; they thus pass
almost unhindered through even large layer thicknesses – the entire Earth, for example.
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Clear View into Glass
Researchers in Berlin have analyzed the atomic structure of amorphous silica for the first time

We can look through glass, but what glass itself looks like
on the inside has remained a mystery to date – at least
when it comes to the exact position of the atoms. Scientists at the Max Planck Society’s Fritz Haber Institute in
Berlin have imaged, for the first time, the structure of silicon and oxygen atoms – the main components of glass –
in a disordered silica film. To do this, they used high-resolution microscopes to look at a thin glass film just two
atomic layers thick and whose internal structure can't be
examined using conventional methods of structure determination. In doing so, the researchers confirmed that glass
consists of a network of different sized rings containing alternate silicon and oxygen atoms. Norwegian-American
physicist William H. Zachariasen had already posited this
structure as far back as 1932. In other studies, the researchers observed the transition from a crystalline into a disordered structure. Their findings could also help in the

A model of two-dimensional glass: Measurements taken by the
Max Planck researchers in Berlin prove that disordered silica
forms a structure in which not only hexagonal shapes, but also
pentagonal and heptagonal ones are created.

search for more powerful catalysts in which amorphous
silica is used a substrate.
(Journal of Physical Chemistry C, August 8, 2012)

Traces of Trauma in Genetic Material
Abused children often suffer their
whole life as a result of their experiences, and as adults suffer from depression

or anxiety. A victim’s genetic predisposition is crucial in determining whether a victim actually becomes ill. The

risk of developing post-traumatic stress
disorder rose with increasing severity
of abuse only in the carriers of a specific genetic variant in the FKBP5 gene.
Scientists at the Max Planck Institute
of Psychiatry in Munich have now discovered that traumatic experiences
can modify this FKBP5 genetic variant
epigenetically. A methyl group separates from the gene at this point. This
causes a marked increase in the activity of the gene and can permanently
disrupt the balance in the victim’s
stress hormone system, ultimately leading to psychiatric illness. The epigenetic change in the DNA is generated
primarily by childhood traumatization
and doesn't occur in individuals who
are traumatized as adults. In time,
these findings could help to identify
and treat victims of trauma who are at
a particularly high risk of contracting
a psychiatric illness.
(Nature Neuroscience, November 3, 2012)

Abused children often suffer from their
trauma their entire life. Individuals affected in
this way express their fears in drawings.
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Abuse during childhood leads to epigenetic modifications to the hormone gene
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Inspiration for the Neanderthals
Cultural exchange between modern humans and their relatives

Photos: Marian Vanhaeren and Michele Julien (top), NAOJ/Subaru/J. Carson (College of Charleston)/T. Currie (University of Toronto) (bottom)

Homo sapiens brought art and culture
to Europe. A number of scientists
reached this conclusion following the
discovery of early Stone Age tools and
items of jewelry. Some of the scientists

1 cm

believe that Neanderthals created some
of these objects. They appear to be correct: According to researchers at the
Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary
Anthropology in Leipzig, Neanderthals

Châtelperronian body ornaments from the
Grotte du Renne in Arcy-sur-Cure, France.
According to the latest dating information,
Neanderthals made the objects.

did manufacture complex tools and
items of jewelry during the Châtelperronian phase around 40,000 years ago
– after they had learned these skills
from watching modern humans. Using
state-of-the-art radiocarbon dating
techniques, the scientists were able to
date finds from two sites – the Grotte
du Renne and the Grottes de SaintCézaire – in France to between 41,000
and 44,500 years ago. A Neanderthal
skeleton from Saint-Cézaire dates to
41, 500 years ago. The Leipzig-based researchers concluded that Neanderthals
had made the objects during the
Châtelperronian. At this point, modern
humans were already present in Southern France and in Germany and had introduced new behaviors in these areas.
Both Neanderthals and modern humans evidently participated in some
form of cultural exchange.
(PNAS, published online, October 29, 2012)

Super Jupiter Portrayed
A discovery in the Andromeda constellation sheds new light on the birth of planets
Capturing an image of extrasolar planets is difficult: the celestial bodies are very far away, relatively small and drown in the light of their
parent star. Nevertheless, researchers, including several from the
Max Planck Institute for Astronomy, have successfully captured an
image of a super Jupiter, 13 times the mass of our Jupiter, using the
Subaru telescope in Hawaii. It orbits the Kappa Andromedae star,
which is 2.5 times the mass of the Sun and, at an estimated 30 million years, is very young. The new exoplanet is located around eight
billion kilometers away from its parent star. Astronomers believe it
is highly likely the celestial body formed in a similar way to smaller,
lower-mass planets: in a protoplanetary disk of gas and dust that
surrounded the young star in its earliest stages of development. This

Astronomical bull's-eye: False color near-infrared image of the Kappa
Andromedae system, captured using the Subaru telescope in Hawaii in
July 2012. Most of the light from the parent star, on which the photo is
centered, was filtered out by image processing. The super Jupiter Kappa
Andromedae b can be clearly seen at the top left of the picture.

makes the discovery of the planet a test case for current models of
how planets are born. (Astrophysical Journal Letters, in press)
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The Pathways of Epidemics
A new computer model rapidly and accurately assesses who spreads an infection particularly
extensively, thus facilitating countermeasures

A new computer-aided method developed by researchers at
the Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences
could help to curb epidemics more effectively in the future.
Essentially, the new process identifies those individuals in the
population who propagate an infection most strongly. The
distinguishing feature of this process is that it estimates the
actual number of people who can directly or indirectly infect
a specific person using significantly less computational effort

Vendettas and blood feuds occur in
many societies, sometimes lasting for
decades. These occur even though theoretical calculations show that vendettas are costly for the participants from
an evolutionary point of view and
therefore shouldn't develop. They usually lack any apparent benefits, and the
harm for participants is huge. Using
common-good games and the “prisoner’s dilemma,” researchers at the Max
Planck Institute for Evolutionary Biology in Plön and the University of Göttingen have now shown that vendettas can
arise from conflicts in groups of several
individuals. Punishments that are actually intended to sanction misconduct
and increase willingness to cooperate
regularly escalated in the scientists’
experiments to vendettas, especially
when the original punishment was unjust or excessive. In relationships between two people, on the other hand,
vendettas didn't endure – the disadvantages for the participants are clearly
too great. Even if vendettas cause serious problems, according to the researchers, they can ensure justice between two parties in larger groups and
protect against unjust or excessive
punishment.
(PLOS ONE, September 19, 2012)
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The Smallest Ice Crystals in the World
An ingenious experiment reveals the minimum number of molecules
needed before water forms a crystalline structure
n=600

n=123

n=293

At the origin of the perfect crystal: Water crystallizes with a six-fold symmetry that can be seen
in every snowflake. This structure already forms in water clusters that have 475 molecules and that
don't resemble a snowflake at all.

Ice crystals also have small beginnings
– smaller than previously believed.
Even 475 water molecules can form a
real crystalline structure; initial attempts can be discerned with as few as
275 molecules. It was previously believed that around 1,000 molecules
were the minimum necessary for a
complete crystal. The new lower limit
for ice clusters was determined by researchers working with Thomas Zeuch
at the University of Göttingen in an
experiment developed by Udo Buck
from the Göttingen-based Max Planck
Institute for Dynamics and Self-Organization. The researchers generated

water clusters of different sizes at temperatures ranging from minus 180 to
minus 150 degrees Celsius. They discovered the minimum number of molecules needed to form a crystalline
structure by irradiating the ice clusters
using infrared light. This light shows
how the molecules vibrate. The vibration profile changes as soon as the
molecules form a crystal. The scientists
hope that the result will help climate
researchers to gain a more accurate understanding of the formation of ice
clouds in the upper atmosphere and
to consequently improve their climate models. (Science, September 21, 2012)

Graphic: MPI for Dynamics and Self-Organization – Udo Buck

An Eye for an Eye,
a Tooth for a Tooth

than comparable precision processes. This property is connected with the structure of the social networks in which an
infected person is integrated. Information about how many
more people a contagious person infects compared with a
less virulent carrier is especially important at times when a
vaccine is in short supply. In such cases, doctors need to
know which individuals they should preferentially vaccinate
to most effectively prevent a pandemic.
(EPL, October 5, 2012)
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Late Birth, Healthy Life
Children of women aged around 40 are not sicker later in life any more
frequently than the offspring of 30-something mothers

A mother’s age at the time she gives
birth doesn't determine the health of
her child in later life. Instead, the determining factors are her education and
the number of years that she gets to
spend with the child. This was revealed
in a study carried out by Mikko Myrskylä at the Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research using data collected from more than 18,000 individuals
in the US. The scientists adjusted the
health data for other potential contributing factors, such as the mother's level of education and lifespan. They came
to the conclusion that children whose
mothers were aged between 35 and 44
were not ill any more often as adults
than children of mothers aged between
25 and 34. This contradicts the previous assumption that the adult offspring
of older mothers are sick more fre-

quently because the woman’s body had
already degenerated at the time of the
birth, for example due to physiological
effects like decreasing ovocyte quality
or a weakened placenta. However, it is
still true that higher maternal age increases the likelihood of miscarriage
and conditions like Down syndrome.
The researchers aren't exactly sure why
the number of years the mother and
child spend together has an effect on
the subsequent health of the child. It
could be that mothers can support their
children better the longer they are
there for them.
(Demography, August 28, 2012)

The mother’s education and the number of
years she survives after giving birth and thus
spends with her offspring, rather than her age,
are crucial to the health of the adult children.

Black Hole Upsets Galaxy Models
Photo: F1Online (top), NASA/ESA/Andrew C. Fabian/Remco C. van den Bosch, MPIA (bottom)

An unusually massive object in a tiny galaxy challenges theorists
A super-heavy black hole exists at the
heart of every galaxy. Its mass usually
accounts for approximately 0.1 percent
of the total mass of the parent galaxy.
This is what the observations have

shown, which are in accordance with
current galaxy evolution models. Now,
an international team working with
Remco van den Bosch at the Max Planck
Institute for Astronomy has tracked

down a black hole that appears to upset this connection. To accomplish this,
the researchers used the Hobby-Eberly
Telescope in Texas and archived images from the Hubble Telescope. In the
process, they discovered a gravitational trap with no fewer than 17 billion solar masses in the small galaxy NGC
1277. The object could set a “heavyweight” record: its mass amounts to
around 14 percent of the total mass of
NGC 1277, or in other words, considerably more than the 0.1 percent mentioned above. The astronomers would
have expected this type of gigantic
black hole in a galaxy at least ten times
bigger than this one.
(Nature, November 29, 2012)
Invisible gravitational trap: The center of the
NGC 1277 disk galaxy harbors a black hole
with 17 billion solar masses, making it one of
the heaviest black holes ever found.
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The Shattered Protoplanet
Powerful impacts on Vesta transferred carbonaceous material

With a diameter of approximately 525 kilometers, the protoplanet
Vesta has had an eventful past: images captured by the German
Framing Camera on board the US space probe Dawn show two enormous craters at its southern hemisphere. These were caused by impacts that permanently altered not only the celestial body’s shape,
but also its surface composition. A team of scientists headed by the
Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research have shown that the
two cosmic fragments that shattered the southern hemisphere of
Vesta between one and two billion years ago brought with them
dark, carbonaceous material. This explains the unique differences
in brightness, as the dark material, which is located all over the surface, reflects as little light as carbon does. The researchers believe
that similar collisions in the early period of the solar system also
supplied the inner planets, such as the Earth, with carbon, a basic
building block of organic compounds.
(Icarus, Vol. 221, Issue 2, November/December 2012)

Scars from early history: Most of the dark, carbonaceous
material on Vesta can be found on the rims of smaller
craters (left) or scattered in their surroundings (right).
It arrived on the surface of the protoplanet as a result of
collisions with cosmic fragments.

Making Music Together Connects Brains

When people make music together, the
impulse for their own actions comes
from the coordinated activity of the
group. In fact – as scientists from the

Max Planck Institute for Human Development in Berlin have shown – their
brains also synchronize. The scientists
used electrodes on the heads of guitar-

ists playing in duets to trace the brain
waves. The synchronization process was
particularly notable in the so-called delta waves, which are located in the frequency range below four hertz. This occurred not only within the brain of one
individual musician, but also between
the heads of the duet partners. In the
player taking the lead, the synchronization of brain waves was more pronounced and was already present before
the duet started to play. The researchers
in Berlin attribute the synchronization
of the players’ brain waves to an active
synchronization process and not to the
fact that they are both doing the same
thing. The guitarists were actually playing in different voices. The scientists assume that this synchronization between
brains doesn't happen only when playing music, but also when people coordinate their actions in other ways, such as
during sports or when dancing together.
(Frontiers in Human Neuroscience,
November 29, 2012)
Electrical activity in the guitarists’ brains
is recorded via 64 electrodes.
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Nerve cells can be synchronized between individuals
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More Carbon Dioxide Leads
to Less Vapor
The main reason for the anthropogenic greenhouse effect, the increasing concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, has an unexpected side effect: less water evaporates. Plants, with
their billions of tiny leaf pores, are the
cause of this apparent contradiction.
They open for a shorter time when CO2
levels increase, meaning that less moisture evaporates. This finding was made
by an international research team, in
which scientists from the Max Planck
Institute for Chemistry and the Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology participated. The team simulated three sce-

narios: a doubling of current CO2 levels
in the atmosphere, an increase in the
global average temperature by 2 degrees
Celsius and a combination of both scenarios. In contrast to a scenario where
there is only an increase in temperature,
evaporation fell with increased CO2
concentration. According to the last realistic scenario, the scientists assume
that evaporation will decrease by around
15 percent. A previously unknown
feedback mechanism, in which global
warming is intensified because fewer
clouds form, emerges as a result. (Nature
Geoscience, September 2, 2012)

Photos: Bart von Stratum (top), Daniel Vaulot, Station Biologique, Roscoff, France (bottom)

Because more carbon dioxide in the atmosphere inhibits evaporation from plants,
fewer clouds may be formed in the future.

Quantum Stress in Nanofilms
Read heads in hard drives, lasers in
DVD players and many other devices
contain ultrathin films of metal or
semiconductor materials. These devices only work perfectly if the films contain no defects. Yet during their manufacture, stresses arise in the films,
causing defects in their structure. Researchers at the Max Planck Institute
for Intelligent Systems in Stuttgart
have now discovered a previously unknown mechanism that can cause
damaging stresses equivalent to up to
one thousand times standard atmospheric pressure in films just a few
atomic layers thick. This is caused by
the wave properties of electrons. The

wavelength of electrons corresponds
roughly to the thickness of the nanofilm. The result, simply put, is that
electrons don't fit into an arbitrarily
high stack of atomic layers. According
to the laws of quantum mechanics,
there is only room for complete wave
packets, with the result that the stack
is sometimes a little too thin, sometimes a little too thick. The film thus
shrinks or expands along the direction
of the stack. In response to this, the
film is perpendicularly compressed or
relaxed to the surface. This mechanism
could possibly be used for highly sensitive gas sensors.

Bartering in
the Ocean
Symbiosis ensures that
nitrogen fertilizes the seas
Nitrogen is a vital nutrient in cell
growth. However, only a few organisms can use nitrogen in its gaseous
state in the atmosphere or dissolved in
water. A recently discovered cyanobacterium, like many other members of
this family of microorganisms, has this
ability. Unusually for cyanobacteria,
the newly discovered single-celled organism can't form carbon compounds
through photosynthesis – an ability
that countless plankton algae have. It
is logical therefore for the two organisms to work together. Researchers at
the Bremen-based Max Planck Institute
for Marine Microbiology have now
demonstrated a symbiosis between the
bacterium and single-celled algae in a
class known as prymnesiophyte. The
bacterium supplies the algae with nitrogen, and in return, receives carbon
compounds. The scientists assume that
it piggybacks in a hollow on an alga
measuring just one-thousandth of a
millimeter. While various types of landbased plants, such as peas, beans and
clover, benefit from symbiosis with nitrogen-fixing bacteria, this new community is the first of its kind that we
know about in the ocean. It plays an important role in fertilizing the world’s
oceans with nitrogen compounds. It is
also a potential model for the first symbioses of cells with cyanobacteria, from
which chloroplasts evolve in plant cells.
(Science, September 21, 2012)

Algae of the genus Nannochloris. They
resemble the species with which some
cyanobacteria enter into symbiosis.

5.0 μm

(Physical Review Letters, July 27, 2012)
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Bone Scaffold
Covers All Angles
Patients with osteoporosis stand to gain just as much from artificial bone
as those with serious injuries and bone cancer. Peter Fratzl, John Dunlop
and Wolfgang Wagermaier are researching the optimum conditions for
generating bone tissue at the Max Planck Institute of Colloids
and Interfaces in Potsdam-Golm.

TEXT KLAUS WILHELM
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tive of enabling “doctors to use our
knowledge for the benefit of their patients in the medium to long term.”
Here, Fratzl has in mind people with serious bone problems that exceed a certain scale and overtax the bone’s natural self-healing powers – for example,
bone fractures arising from serious injury, bone cancer and chronic conditions like osteoporosis.

TISSUE ENGINEERING HAS YET
TO MEET EXPECTATIONS
Apropos osteoporosis (see box on page
53): Peter Fratzl reports of many elderly people with femoral neck fractures
whose bones are very slow to heal.
This can cause further problems, such
as long periods of bed time with the
accompanying risk of chronic open
wound development. As a result, a
seemingly harmless hip fracture can
eventually prove fatal. “The idea that
we may one day be able to help these
patients is a great source of motivation
for us.” The same goes for the partners
of the Golm scientists, particularly the
experts at the Julius Wolff Institute of
Biomechanics and Musculoskeletal
Regeneration at the Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin.
>

Photo: Bastian Ehl
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ones are associated with hardness and stability, and yet, at
least biologically speaking,
they are hives of activity on
the inside. When we think
about their mechanical properties, we
tend to envisage a lifeless, robust, simply structured material, but bones are
actually incredibly complex and far
more dynamic than all the artificial
materials ever conceived by engineers.
“This is a real challenge for materials
scientists, but one that really excites
us,” says Peter Fratzl, Director at the
Max Planck Institute of Colloids and
Interfaces in Potsdam-Golm in the German federal state of Brandenburg.
“We want to know exactly what
goes on in the bone, particularly during the healing process following a fracture,” explains the Vienna-born scientist. The complexity and broad nature
of this topic is already evident from the
wide-ranging backgrounds of the team
of physicists, biologists, chemists, materials scientists, mathematicians and
computer scientists who are working
on these details in the department of
biomaterials at the Golm-based Max
Planck Institute.
Through its basic research studies,
the team is pursuing the practical objec-
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At the natural limits of growth: With the help of these 3-D copies of human bone structure,
materials scientists study how the curvature of the surface affects bone cell reproduction.
As the researchers suspect, the sponge-like structure doesn’t close up completely because
its mean curvature is zero. There is therefore space left for the bone marrow.
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1

Detailed analysis: Wolfgang Wagermaier examines the nanostructure of a sample using a small-angle X-ray scattering instrument.
He wants to identify the conditions under which bone tissue with the natural microstructure can be generated.

2

Battle against osteoporosis: Director Peter Fratzl hopes that his research will help fracture-healing in people with brittle bones.

3

The scientists in Golm pour bone samples into plastic to stabilize it and process it. They use rat and sheep bones for their studies.

4

Cut to the bone: The researchers produce the samples with a bone saw.

Peter Fratzl and his colleagues have already achieved some initial results.
They discovered, for instance, that cells
can do incredible things: Sensing the
curvature of a surface that is much bigger than they are. And that the geometry of surfaces alone can crucially accelerate the growth of bone-building cells.
Such insights can contribute to the
optimization of bone generation in the
context of tissue engineering – the simplistic term used to designate one of the
great hopes of modern medicine in the
1990s. The promise made at the time
was dramatic: in 20 years’ time, at the
latest, it would be possible to grow any
kind of tissue in the laboratory. The
technique appeared to offer a way of
generating the ideal substitute for tissue that is lost in the course of various
diseases – for example, heart tissue in
patients who have suffered a heart attack, or bone tissue in individuals with
osteoporosis and fractures that are difficult to heal.
The vision was further fuelled by research on stem cells from embryos and
from adult tissue, as these versatile cells
offer potentially ideal raw material for
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tissue generation. Since then, doctors
have administered to patients cells and
tissue that have been produced using
different processes. Especially cartilage
is now replaced in this way. “However,
the high hopes have not yet materialized,” says Peter Fratzl, and bemoans
the fact that “the application of the
methodology often advanced faster
than the understanding of its underlying processes.”

HOW BONE CELLS BEHAVE
ON SURFACES
The successes have been modest also because researchers didn’t understand the
interaction between the cells involved
and the intercellular spaces, the extracellular matrix. “This is a huge factor,”
explains the Max Planck Director, and
stresses that, for this reason, the experts
in Golm started out by taking a step
backward. Using cell culture experiments, physical measurement methods
and computer simulations, they devote
their attention to the basic principles of
an important sub-area of tissue engineering: the behavior of cells on a sur-

face, or to put it more precisely, the scaffold on which the cells proliferate
during artificial tissue generation.
The researchers also investigate the
surface forms on which bone-building
cells, or osteoblasts, can best be grown,
and how the mechanical characteristics of bones change depending on the
embedded mineral particles. A detailed
understanding of exactly how bone
heals following a fracture – another research focus at the Max Planck Institute in Golm – provides the essential
basis for answering these questions.
The ultimate aim of the research is to
create optimum conditions for cells so
that they rapidly form fully operational tissue for patients.
It has long been known that certain
biochemical signaling substances stimulate cell reproduction. High doses of
these growth factors are injected into
the bodies of patients to stimulate bone
healing. “This is the classic approach
based on the use of an active chemical
substance as a drug,” says John Dunlop.
The cells register the biochemical message transmitted by the growth factors
and prepare their machinery for divi-

Photos: Bastian Ehl (2)
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sion. However, the long-term side effects
of this process are potentially dangerous
and unpredictable – and may lead to the
formation of tumors, for example.
Researchers also administer growth
factors to bone-building stem cells in
the nutrient solutions to reproduce the
cells and then allow them to proliferate
three-dimensionally on a scaffold made
of plastics or other materials. Somehow,
the cells react with – and to – the surface of the scaffold material. “So the

physical conditions also influence the
growth of bone tissue,” says Fratzl. For
example, stem cells develop into bone
cells only on hard surfaces; on soft surfaces, they become nerve cells.
The mere fact that these multi-talented cells develop different functions
on mechanically different surfaces
shows that a cell can actually sense and
detect the forces and mechanical properties in its environment – in other
words, whether it is located on a hard

or soft surface. The cells thus respond
solely to the mechanical information
that is transmitted to their interior
from their membrane via certain protein complexes.
Inside the cell, the cell “muscles,”
known as actin filaments, which constantly change their structure to adapt
to the external signals, react to this information. As a result, the shape of the
cell changes in the space, and the cell
control center in the nucleus is in-

Photos: Bastian Ehl (2)

THE SKELETON – A WORK IN CONSTANT PROGRESS
The human skeleton consists of more than 200 bones – the
exact number is impossible to specify, as some bones fuse
with each other over the course of life. Their structure is
complex. From the perspective of a materials scientist,
bone is first and foremost a composite material consisting
of several different materials. Under the bone skin, or periosteum, lies a thick layer of dense bone tissue that becomes
a sponge-like scaffold of fine cancellous bone or spongiosa
in the interior. The structure is stable, yet light.
The actual substance of the bone consists of different
types of bone cells (osteocytes). These are embedded in a
matrix that consists of calcium-rich hydroxylapatite, proteins, such as elongated collagen molecules (fibrils), water, mineral particles and other substances. The mineral
particles, in particular calcium apatite, make the bone
hard and solid.

Bone tissue is never at a standstill. It rebuilds itself every day;
worn substances are replaced with new ones. The never-ending building work is regulated by coactive hormones, vitamins
and messenger substances. The actual work is done by the osteoblasts, which build the new bone, and the osteoclasts,
which reabsorb the discarded bone material. The rebuilding
processes are systematic, and their exact nature depends on
how a bone is used. Richard Weinkamer from the Max Planck
Institute of Colloids and Interfaces traced this process in a computer simulation. According to this, the bone cells (osteocytes)
in the matrix sense the kind of mechanical stress at work and
jointly transmit a signal, so that the new bone substance is tailored to the most common mechanical stress. Movement, by
the way, is the best thing for bones. In general, during the first
30 years of life, bones produce more mass than they break
down. Thereafter, with age, more bone is lost than gained.
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The growth of the osteoblasts depends on the curvature of the surface:
the stronger the curvature in a pore, the quicker the cells build tissue.

formed of this. Certain genes are then
activated that tell the cell: “Divide and
reproduce!” or “Leave everything as it
is.” Or even: “Die!”
Because the cells in a tissue are connected to each other through the extracellular matrix, they can communicate
mechanically with their neighbors and,
as a result, coordinate their behavior
over large length scales. The behavioral patterns of collections of cells are
thought to arise in this way, and this is
a specific point of interest for the Potsdam-based researchers.

Using fixed samples from rat and sheep
bones, materials scientist Wolfgang Wagermaier studies how the bone tissue
uses such processes during healing. After a fracture, a soft, fibrous tissue
known as the callus grows around the
site of the fracture. As Wagermaier explains, the callus is “a kind of natural
splint that connects the two bone ends
with each other.” The researcher demonstrated that the bone healing process
unfolds in two stages in this callus – exactly like the everyday formation of
new bone (see box on page 51).

During the first stage, osteoblasts migrate to the callus; despite the soft environment, they quickly form a simple, relatively disordered bone. “We
also discovered that the osteoblasts
use this initial scaffold to organize
themselves,” explains Wagermaier.
They colonize the surfaces, communicate with each other using mechanical signals, and form flat, three-dimensional structures. Even at this
stage, they make a mechanically far
superior bone than before: a lamellar
bone. It is highly oriented and corre-

1

The stages of bone repair: During the healing of a fracture, the callus (Ca) forms around the site of the fracture (FS). This image, which
was recorded using an electron microscope, shows the fracture at the outer cortex (Co) of the bone after nine weeks. In the first two weeks,
(b) disordered bone develops in the callus; (c) bone lamellae that form later align themselves along the early disordered bone tissue.
The dark gray areas show recently formed bone structures; the lighter areas represent tissue that formed a long time ago.

2

Comparing theory and practice: The predictions of the scientists’ model for two pore shapes (left) tally with the actual tissue growth
of the cell cultures (center). Examination via a confocal microscope (right) shows that cells in cross-shaped pores form considerably more
actin filaments (green) than those in square ones.

3

The scientists from the Max Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces uncover the secrets of bone generation with the help
of an electron microscope, among other things.
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Model on request: Using rapid prototyping
(right), a bone structure can be printed
in 3-D. The scaffolds on which the researchers
generate bone cells are formed using the
same process (above).

spondingly stable in structure. “The
organization and the cooperation decide,” adds Fratzl. “It isn’t a matter of
indifference for the osteoblasts whether they find themselves in a pure hematoma or in a 3-D situation in which
they detect solid surfaces produced by
their predecessors.”
Wagermaier uses every conceivable
resource, such as high-tech microscopy
and spectroscopy and big machinery,
to cajole the bones into revealing the
secrets behind their dynamics. He is
currently preparing another experi-

ment in the synchrotron storage ring
in Berlin-Adlershof, where he analyzes
the mineral particles in bone samples.
These are the smallest structural elements in the bone tissue. The materials
scientist tracks the different healing
stages and sees how the orientation and
size of the mineral particles shape the
mechanical quality of the bone, and
how the internal structure of the bone
and the bone cells changes if they are
pulled or if they anchor themselves to
a surface and exert force. One day, the
knowledge gained from this experi-

ment will also be used to optimize the
regeneration of bones.
John Dunlop is already using the
results to design and refine his experiments. At the Max Planck Institute in
Golm, the Australian scientist investigates how the fine structure of an artificial scaffold for tissue engineering
should look so that mechanically flawless bone tissue forms on it as quickly
as possible. Dunlop’s working group
uses rapid prototyping for this purpose. It enables them, for example, to
design scaffolds from plastics or other

Photos: Bastian Ehl (2)

DENSE BONE IS NOT ALWAYS A GOOD THING
If the constant building and removal of bone becomes increasingly out of kilter in advanced age, the body is at risk of developing brittle bone disease, or osteoporosis. This is mainly a disorder of the bone remodeling process. Almost eight million
people in Germany are affected by this condition – the majority of them post-menopausal women. Because their bone mass is
less dense, there is a greater risk of fracture even with low strain.
The density of the bone – its quantity – is easy to measure. The same does not apply to its quality, which can be determined only through biopsy. The Golm-based scientists are
experts in the area of bone quality measurement. In clinical
studies of new drugs for osteoporosis, mainly carried out with
colleagues from the Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of Osteology in Vienna, they have tested whether these drugs reduce the
quality of the newly formed bone.

The quality of a bone is good if the mineral plates, which are
only 3 nanometers thick, run parallel to the collagen fibrils
and, moreover, within and on the surface of the collagen fibrils. Furthermore, minerals account for 30 to 40 percent of
the volume of a normal bone. The study results show that,
in most cases, the biophosphonates that are frequently prescribed in the treatment of osteoporosis today don’t damage the bone quality even after ten years of treatment. Fluoride-based treatments, which are no longer used today,
increase the density of the bone, but impair its quality. In
the case of treatment using drugs containing strontium,
the calcium-like element is deposited in the bone mineral
and stored there. It doesn’t influence the mechanical quality of the bone material.
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No bones about it: John Dunlop (left) and Richard Weinkamer discuss the 3-D computer simulation of a bone.

2

The image produced by the small-angle X-ray scattering instrument reveals how strongly mineralized the bone tissue is after
three months. In the false color image, highly mineralized areas are shown in blue: the mineralization diminishes in the direction
of the orange coloration. The direction of a line reflects the dominant orientation of the mineral particles in this location,
and the line length shows how high the proportion of particles with this orientation is. (A line length of = 1 indicates that all
particles are parallel.) The numbers in the image indicate the thickness of the mineral particles in nanometers.

materials on the computer and print
them in 3-D in exactly the required
shapes. “This enables us to vary the
surface of the material exactly as we
want it, down to the last detail,” explains Dunlop.
His team has therefore had scaffolds
built with differently shaped pores,
each of which is around one millimeter in diameter. The pore sections varied in shape from triangles to hexagons
and circles. Because all of the pore
openings had the same perimeter, a
complete revolution of 360 degrees
arose in the different shapes on the
same section. Thus, all of the pores had
the same mean curvature.
In a series of experiments, the scientists repeatedly seeded osteoblasts on
the scaffolds and waited for a few
weeks. “The results are astonishing,”
says Dunlop. As he and his team discovered, the osteoblasts, which are just
one micrometer in size, somehow detect the curvature of a surface that is
around a thousand times bigger than
they are. It is the equivalent of us being
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able to figure out whether and how
strongly an area the size of a soccer field
is curved using just our sense of touch
and our feet. “And the cells can even
measure angles,” adds Dunlop, still
marveling at the discovery.
The cells’ geometry sensing is apparently based on the fact that their actin filaments orient themselves precisely according to the mechanical loads to
which the cell is subjected. Therefore,
in the experiments carried out by the
Max Planck researchers, they align
themselves along the surfaces of the
pores. Groups of cells anchor themselves there and, with the help of their
muscles, exert forces – they pull on the
surface and on their neighbors. In this
way, they can measure their distance
from each other and use this data to figure out the curvature of the surface. Yet
as Dunlop discovered in some experiments, not every cell has such amazing
mechanical skills. Fat cells differentiated from stem cells, for example, don’t
pull on their surroundings, but connective tissue cells do.

2

John Dunlop’s group also discovered
how the growth of the osteoblasts depends on the curvature of the surface.
They don’t grow at all on convex – that
is, outwardly domed – surfaces, and
when it comes to concave surfaces:
“The stronger the curvature in a pore,
the quicker the cells build tissue,” explains the chemist. The cells scarcely reproduce at all on an even surface, and
the tissue also grows much more slowly in the corners of hexagonal pores
than in the angles of triangular or rectangular cavities. Because all of the pores
in the Golm experiment had the same
mean curvature, they essentially filled
with the bone cells at the same speed.
Mesenchymal stem cells, which develop in the direction of bone cells, behave in exactly the same way as the osteoblasts. The principles for bone cells
are probably universal.
“The simple relationship between
the mean curvature and the growth rate
of the bone cells is known from other
contexts, for example the formation of
soap bubbles,” says John Dunlop. “Es-

Photos: Bastian Ehl (left), MPI of Colloids and Interfaces (right)
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tablishing that such a simple law also
applies in a completely different area
was a major highlight in my research to
date.” Based on their findings, the researchers were able to develop scaffolds
with optimum shapes for generating artificial bone tissue. They succeeded in
doubling the growth rate achieved using standard scaffolds – without having
to use growth factor. Moreover, the researchers in Golm can already provide
some indicators regarding the optimum
properties of the scaffolds. The scaffold
pores should be between 50 and 100
thousandths of a millimeter in size and
have as many angles as possible. In
terms of shape, cross-shaped pores
could be a good starting point.

THE SURFACE IS IMPORTANT
ONLY AT THE START
The researchers, however, haven’t yet
been able to explain in detail the biological reasons for which strong curvatures, in particular, encourage the
bone cells to divide. “The surfaces of
the scaffolds that form in the body after a fracture are very rough and, as a
result, have a lot of curves,” explains
John Dunlop. Up to now, the research-

ers knew little else about this: it’s difficult to study the exact geometric
conditions under which bone cells
grow in organisms. Consequently,
there is no satisfactory data available
on this yet.
However, as John Dunlop discovered, the surface of the scaffold is important only at the start of the bonegeneration process. Once the first
layers of cells have formed, the material from which the scaffold is constructed and its topography are of little to no importance.
Based on the insights gained to
date, the researchers have developed a
mathematical model with which they
repeatedly test new pore shapes in
scaffolds, so that they will someday be
able to present an optimized prototype. “We want to rationalize the entire process,” says Peter Fratzl. “We are
in the middle of everything and are
making good progress.” Up to now, tissue engineering didn’t take geometric
factors into account in the production
of scaffolds; however, the Max Planck
Director is confident: “Our partners
will be testing the results on animal
models in the foreseeable future.” And
on humans, too, at some point.

TO THE POINT
●

By studying the factors that influence bone growth, researchers are trying to
find the optimum conditions for generating artificial bone tissue.

●

Bone cells register the hardness and geometry of a surface using actin filaments.

●

How well osteoblasts reproduce in the early stage of bone growth depends,
among other things, on the geometry of the surface – the more strongly curved
it is, the faster the cells divide.

GLOSSARY
Actin filaments: Thread-like structures formed from the structural protein actin.
As a component of the cytoskeleton, they stabilize the cells and are involved in both
material transport in the cell and the contraction of muscles.
Fibrin: A protein that polymerizes during blood clotting and closes a wound.
Mesenchymal stem cells: Precursor cells of connective tissue that can differentiate
into many different cell types. Osteoblasts can form from them, for example.
Osteoblasts: Bone-building cells that constantly form bone and play an important
role in the healing of bone fractures.
Osteoporosis: A disease that causes bones in the elderly to become more prone
to fractures. It arises when bone substance diminishes too quickly, which is why the
bone density declines and the structure of the bones changes.

The Source Code

of Life
Eugene W. Myers never attended a biology lecture. Nevertheless, he made a career
for himself in this field, and by developing a computer program, made a major
contribution to decoding the human genome. The bioinformatician has recently
become a Director at the Max Planck Institute for Molecular Cell Biology and
Genetics and at the Center for Systems Biology in Dresden.
TEXT ELKE MAIER

Eugene W. Myers, new Director at the Max Planck Institute for Molecular Cell Biology
and Genetics, played a decisive role in sequencing the human genome.
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Only in the last ten years have scientists been able to make each protein visible
and watch what happens in a living cell live through the microscope.

D

the turn of the millennium, he made a
decisive advance in decoding the human genome. The BLAST software that
he co-developed in 1990 is used by researchers the world over to compare
DNA sequences. He has already received numerous awards, including the
Max Planck Research Prize 2004; the
journal G ENOME T ECHNOLOGY even
named him as the most influential bioinformatician.

FROM SEQUENCE ANALYSIS
TO MICROSCOPY
Gene Myers is a passionate coffee drinker. Consequently, he suggests that we
move to the cafeteria in the lobby of
the institute, where he gets himself a
cappuccino and settles himself at one
of the metal bistro tables. His speech is
punctuated now and again with German expressions, which he emphasizes with vigorous gesturing, particularly
when something excites him. This happens often – especially when he explains how, after years of sequence
analysis, he came upon microscopy.
“It was in 2003 when I visited the
Max Planck Institute,” he explains, sipping his cappuccino. “Tony Hyman

showed me some video recordings of a
cell dividing. I could see exactly how
the spindle apparatus was formed and
how the chromosome halves divided
equally between the two daughter cells.
I was fascinated,” he says, enthusiastically. “You could see the tubular spindle proteins grow, each individual microtubule. Until then, I had no idea
what you could see with a microscope!”
It has only recently been possible to
record such images. “It’s only been
about ten years since we gained the
ability to make each of the proteins in
a cell visible with the aid of fluorescent
dyes,” Myers explains. In this way, scientists can now watch what happens in
a living cell live through the microscope. For Gene Myers, who at the time
was working at the University of California in Berkeley, the film shot by the
researchers in Dresden was a crucial experience. Until then, he had been concerned primarily with the alphabetic
code of the genome, developing computer programs to compare genetic seUsing groups of cells, such as these from
a Drosophila embryo (left) or the larvae of the
threadworm Caenorhabditis elegans (right),
the researchers are able to see every detail of
the cell divisions and gene expression.

Photos: Gene Myers (2)

eep in concentration, Eugene
W. Myers sits in front of the
computer monitor, his glasses on his forehead. He has
one e-mail to send before
turning his full attention to his visitor.
His austere office is on the second floor
of the Max Planck Institute for Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics in Dresden. The message he has just typed is
for Klaus Tschira in Heidelberg.
The new Center for Systems Biology,
to which Eugene – “Gene” – W. Myers
was appointed Director six months ago,
was established by the Max Planck Society jointly with the Klaus Tschira Foundation and the Max Planck Foundation.
It is a joint project run by the Dresdenbased Max PIanck Institutes for Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics, and Physics of Complex Systems. Its function is
to develop methods to improve our understanding of the sequences that take
place in animate nature.
Wearing jeans, a white shirt topped
with a black jacket, with graying, wavy
hair and dark eyes, Gene Myers looks a
bit like Hollywood actor Richard Gere.
Gene Myers is famous, too – not on
screen, but in bioinformatics, a discipline in which he is a pioneer. Around
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Top: Microscopes made to measure. Gene Myers
and his colleagues in Dresden are developing two
microscopes simultaneously. Scientist Nicola
Maghelli is seen here making some fine
adjustments to obtain the optimum resolution.
Bottom: In the optics room, Gene Myers and
Nicola Maghelli discuss how the excitation beam
should be adjusted – a question that is clearly
hard to answer.

quences. Since then, his focus has shifted to what is written in this code. “I
want to know how genetics produce
the diverse forms that life takes. For example, how do genes determine how
the brain of the Drosophila fruit fly is
wired, and how it actually works?”

Photos: Sven Döring (2)

3-D IMAGES COMPILED FROM
COUNTLESS INDIVIDUAL PHOTOS
The fruit fly’s brain is barely more than
a third of a millimeter in size. Yet it
consists of 100,000 nerve cells. It takes
enormous effort and expense to investigate such tiny structures – special highresolution microscopes and sophisticated algorithms to translate countless
individual images into a three-dimensional image.
For example, it took two years for
Gene Myers and his then colleagues at
the Howard Hughes Medical Institute
in the US to develop a multi-photon
microscope that enabled them to study
the brain of a mouse. “A task that previously took a year and a half could
now be done in six days – and the images were much sharper,” says Myers.
With this experience behind him,
he is now aiming to develop two highresolution microscopes in parallel at
the institute in Dresden: one to reveal
the processes in the interior of cells; the
other to investigate groups of cells. “We
will then, for instance, be able to follow
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exactly what happens in the Drosophila embryo,” the scientist explains.
“How do cells communicate with one
another? How do they collaborate to
produce a fly?”

UNDERSTANDING THE
ORGANISM AS A WHOLE

Gene Myers discusses the day’s program with
his secretary Sabine Jochen. Despite his
tight schedule, he likes to have enough time
for his colleagues and lend a hand himself.
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It is this interdisciplinary research approach to understanding the organism
as a whole that Gene Myers appreciates
at the institute in Dresden. “That, and
the fact that the Max Planck Society
also allows its scientists the freedom to
try new things and take risks.” Ultimately, however, it wasn’t just the research environment that attracted him
to Germany. “Dresden is beautiful, and
my wife and I enjoy the culture and the
way of life.”
Long walks along the banks of the
Elbe with his Border Collie crossbreed
Poème are as much a part of the lifestyle for him as the daily commute to
the institute by bicycle. Important, too,
are the friendships that have developed
with his fellow scientists in Dresden.
The term friendship crops up regularly
during our conversation – the legacy,
perhaps, of a childhood on the move.
Born in Boise, Idaho, Gene Myers
soon found himself travelling far and
wide. His father was an employee of oil
giant Exxon and worked in various
countries in Asia. The family – his
mother, who was French by birth, an
older sister and younger brother – always accompanied him.

BIOLOGY & MEDICINE_Personal Portrait
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Back in 1979, bioinformatics didn’t have a name as such. The subject was still
in its infancy. Gene Myers was soon to go a long way toward changing all that.

Describing an adventurous childhood
spent in Pakistan, India, Indonesia,
Hong Kong and Japan, he says, “I celebrated my first birthday onboard ship
on the way to Karachi, and my brother
was born in India. We never stayed longer than two or three years in one place.
It was hard to keep leaving friends behind.” On the other hand, he acquired
insight into various cultures and ways
of life, and learned to adapt to new circumstances.
The family’s middle child began at
a very early age to show a marked predilection for figures. He had barely
learned to count at the age of four,
when he began to write down all the
numbers from 1 to 1,000. However, little Gene’s talent initially went unrecognized. “According to my report cards, I
had a gift for art. There’s no mention of
mathematics.”
Mathematics was his favorite subject, but he also developed a broad interest in the sciences. “I read all sorts of
things, like biochemist and science fiction author Isaac Asimov,” he recalls as
he stirs his second cappuccino. Gray’s
Anatomy, the standard work in anatomy, also made a huge impression on
him. At the age of 12, he knew that he
wanted to be a researcher.
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THE MATHEMATICS STUDENT
SKIPPED TWO SEMESTERS
Toward the end of his time at high
school, the family returned to the US.
Gene Myers enrolled to study mathematics at the renowned California Institute of Technology, and promptly
skipped the first two semesters. As his
second subject, he chose electrical engineering. However, there was one cer-

German lesson: Klaus Thiel from the Goethe Institute helps Gene Myers practice the
use of the genitive. In his new home country, it’s important to him that he soon be able
to communicate in German.

tificate that, to this day, is still outstanding: “I was supposed to take a
course in rhetoric, but I was too shy to
speak in public,” he explains with a
grin. “And anyway, I thought that later on, as a scientist, I wouldn’t need it.”
A mistake, as he now knows. But even
without a course in rhetoric, today, he
has no trouble fascinating people with
his ideas.
Gene Myers first came into contact
with bioinformatics in 1979 while
studying for his doctorate under Andrzej Ehrenfeucht at the University of
Colorado. “In those days, the subject
didn’t have a name. It was still in its
infancy,” says Myers. He himself was
soon to go a long way toward changing all that.

In 1985 – Gene Myers was an assistant
professor at the University of Arizona
by this time – he was developing a program to compare text files when a colleague came up with the idea that
something similar could be suitable for
the alphabetic code of DNA, and stirred
his enthusiasm for bioinformatics. But
his reason for working on a biological
subject wasn’t solely scientific in nature: “Unlike the informaticians, the biologists always had something to celebrate,” he says with a mischievous grin.
“We had a lot of fun!”
He began to work closely with Webb
Miller at Penn State University and David Lipman, who was Director at the
then new National Center for Biotechnology Information. Their cooperation
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Two’s company. While Gene Myers ponders over a program code in the evening, his Border Collie crossbreed Poème likes to get comfortable on the sofa.
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800 bases, or breaks off. Scientists are
thus compelled to work their way forward step by step.

THE TASK: TO COMPLETE
A 50-MILLION-PIECE PUZZLE
The quickest way is called shotgun sequencing, in which the DNA is duplicated and then – as in a shotgun blast
– fragmented into small snippets. These
are then sequenced before being reassembled by computer. As with a jigsaw
puzzle, the more pieces there are, the
more difficult the task becomes. The
human genetic puzzle has around 50
million pieces.
“When we proposed to shotgun-sequence the human genome, most people thought it was a crazy idea,” Gene
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Portrait of a globe trotter. A photo of Gene
Myers with his nursemaid Lilly in Calcutta. A
large part of his childhood was spent in
various Asian countries, where his father
worked for oil giant Exxon.

laid the foundation for the software
program BLAST. Since it was first published in 1990, the program – which is
freely available on the Internet – has
been cited around 40,000 times, making it one of the most frequently cited
scientific works. BLAST has even made
its way into the language of the laboratory: when biologists are comparing
DNA sequences by computer, the term
they use is “blasting.”
It was via DNA analysis that Gene
Myers finally came upon the most exciting project of his scientific career: sequencing the human genome. The size
alone – 3.2 billion base pairs – presented researchers with a huge challenge, as
long strings of DNA can’t be decoded
in one piece. Generally, the sequence
becomes too imprecise after around
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Thanks to Myers’ program and the shotgun method, the sequencing was completed
years ahead of the deadline that had been set and at only a tenth of the cost.

Myers recalls. 2,000 snippets of DNA
was considered to be the upper limit;
any more would exceed the computer’s
capacity. An article outlining the procedure was accordingly turned down by
the most important journals, N ATURE
and S CIENCE . The G ENOME R ESEARCH
journal was willing to publish it, but
only on the condition that a critical article appeared alongside it.
One of those who firmly believed
in the shotgun procedure from the
very beginning was Craig Venter. When,
in 1998, he established his company
Celera, which was working on sequencing the human genetic profile in parallel with the publicly funded Human
Genome Project, he offered Gene Myers a job. Myers now had to prove that
his method worked, not only in computer simulations, but also in reality.
“That was the most stressful time of
my life, but also the most exciting,”
he recalls.
With hundreds of millions of dollars at stake, the pressure to succeed was
huge. Gene Myers worked like a man
possessed, writing endless lines of computer code. But he kept going. Thanks
to his program and the shotgun method, the sequencing was completed
years ahead of the target date and at
only a tenth of the scheduled cost.
Now, at last, even the most rigid skeptics were silenced.
Myers is now in the process of setting up a new research group in Dresden: four post-docs and a doctoral student are already working with him,
and there’s room for more. Then again,
he has no wish to expand too far. It’s
important to him to remain involved

Visit to the White House: Gene Myers (third from left) is seen here with Samuel Broder,
former Director at the National Cancer Institute, biochemist and Nobel laureate Hamilton
Smith, and Craig Venter, founder of the company Celera (from left).

in the work being done by every individual. “Twelve would be the right
size,” he muses.

A PASSION FOR WRITING
PROGRAMS
Gene Myers can’t imagine leading his
team from behind a desk. He’s too
much a man of action, too hands-on.
Despite his many tasks, he still does his
own programming as often as possible:
first thing in the morning with the
obligatory cappuccino in hand, and occasionally at night or on a plane. “I just
love writing program code!”
One last cup, then Gene Myers must
head off for his next meeting. “Putting

a research group together, organizing
our life in Dresden – it’s all very exciting,” he concludes. At the moment, he
and his wife Daphne are living out of a
suitcase until their new home by the
Elbe is ready for them to move into. Another building is also in the planning
stage: it is due to be built beside the Institute for Cell Biology and Genetics,
and will house the Center for Systems
Biology with its three research groups.
This winter, Gene Myers intends to
allow himself some time out in the Canadian Rocky Mountains. Deep snow
skiing is another of his passions. Maybe
because it’s a little like science: another
opportunity to explore untouched terrain and leave a trail behind.
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Skin with High

Rust Protection Factor
In industrialized countries, corrosion guzzles up to 4 percent of economic performance annually.
Substances that protect metals effectively from its ravages are often damaging to the environment
or have other disadvantages. Consequently, scientists working with Martin Stratmann and
Michael Rohwerder at the Max-Planck-Institut für Eisenforschung (Iron Research) in Düsseldorf
are developing synthetic coatings that can protect steels and other metals from rust and heal
themselves if they become damaged.

TEXT PETER HERGERSBERG
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rin Brockovich made the world
conversant with a problem
that researchers at theMaxPlanck-Institut für Eisenforschung now hope to solve once
and for all. Brockovich’s story is one of
poison, big money and the health of almost 2,000 people; and it is the story of
a woman who did a great deal to bring
a powerful corporation to its knees.
These ingredients provided just the
kind of mix that Hollywood likes to
work with. The fact that the film Erin
Brockovich stars Julia Roberts as the
eponymous American legal clerk and
environmental activist probably created a greater awareness of the problem:
the carcinogenic chromium(VI).
Between 1952 and 1966, the California energy firm Pacific Gas and
Electric Company allowed the substance to seep into the groundwater
of the town of Hinkley. As a result, following the legal proceedings brought
by Erin Brockovich, the corporation

Set to become a thing of the past: An environmentally sound synthetic coating that protects
metals against corrosion and is capable of
self-healing should prevent rust in the future.

was required to pay some 200 million
dollars to the inhabitants of the town,
and another 133 million dollars to the
lawyers.
Chromium(VI) salts are still the
standard in corrosion protection, but
have since been banned from use in
many other applications. The search is
now on for an equally effective, but environmentally sound alternative. After
all, industrialized countries see 3 to 4
percent of their gross domestic product
eaten away by corrosion each year; in
Germany alone, this represents more
than 75 billion euros. Martin Stratmann and Michael Rohwerder at the
Max-Planck-Institut für Eisenforschung
in Düsseldorf are studying the corrosion process, which affects primarily
metal materials, and searching for ways
to prevent it.
Their aim is to identify synthetic
coatings that will protect various metals, but especially steel and aluminum,
from corrosion, and that will heal
themselves when damaged, just like the
skin of living beings. Such a coating –
normally underneath a colored lacquer
– would constitute a bulwark against

metal-guzzling rust. In most steels, a
zinc coating applied directly to the
sheet forms an additional barrier; in the
case of aluminum, this takes the form
of a dense and highly resistant oxide
Corrosion protection in layers: The Hai Tran uses
a rotating disk electrode to apply zinc to a steel
sample which is then coated with a polymer.
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1

A look under the skin: Ashokanand Vimalanandan adjusts the Kelvin probe that enables him to monitor whether a given
polymer coating gives corrosion protection and self-heals when damaged.

2

A fine needle acts as the Kelvin probe‘s electrode, positioned above the sample. The dark layer is the self-healing skin.
Underneath the drop is a defect in which corrosion is starting.

BENEFITS IN TWO FIELDS:
FINISH FIRST, THEN FABRICATE
Not only would this kind of overlay
eliminate the problem of chromium(VI),
but it could also boast other advantages.
It should enable steel manufacturers, for
example, to reduce at least the zinc layer, as even zinc is controversial in some
ways. “The zinc coating can actually
heal itself to a certain extent, because it
also deposits passivating zinc oxide in
gashes and holes, preventing further
corrosion,” says Michael Rohwerder,
head of the Molecular Structures and
Surface Design Research Group. “However, it is considered problematic from
an environmental perspective, and it is
expensive and vaporizes easily during
laser welding, contaminating the welding equipment.”
Coatings such as those being developed by the materials scientists in Düsseldorf could also minimize maintenance requirements for aircraft. Any
fine scratches on their wings, for ex-
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ample, would be sealed off immediately by a self-healing layer. As things
stand today, airlines must regularly
comb their aircraft for even the slightest damage, only to repair it at considerable expense.
Finally, the self-healing skin for
metals could mark a new chapter in car
and machinery manufacture. Currently, car bodies can’t be treated with protective coatings until they have their final shape. It would be cheaper to treat
the steel beforehand, but would do little good, as fine cracks form in the protective skin while the material is being
formed. Again, a self-healing layer could
solve this problem, benefitting car manufacturers and mechanical engineers, as
well as steel producers. The manufacturers could cut out an expensive step
that has nothing to do with their core
business, while steel producers could
make their products more valuable
and lucrative.
Martin Stratmann and Michael Rohwerder thus have no shortage of reasons for developing self-healing polymer coatings – however, it is a task that
poses many challenges. In order to understand where the difficulties lie and
what tricks the Düsseldorf-based scientists have used (or plan to use) to overcome them, it is helpful to take a quick
look at the corrosion process.

“Corrosion is the reversal of metallurgy,” says Martin Stratmann, Director of
the Interface Chemistry and Surface Engineering Department of Düsseldorf’s
Max Planck Institute. It can affect all
metals except precious metals. Rust is
probably the most prominent and economically relevant case, occurring
when oxygen oxidizes iron. Iron corrosion destroys the work of the furnace,
which transforms iron oxides and other ores into elementary metals.

IONS WHET THE APPETITE
OF OXYGEN
In completely dry air, iron wouldn’t
corrode. Atmospheric oxygen under
these conditions would be only too
happy to gnaw away at the metal. But
in the absence of moisture, the iron is
quickly put out of its reach, similar to
a can of feed closing while a dog was
eating from it. This is because a thin
layer of iron oxide forms quickly on
iron that is exposed to air, and in dry
conditions, oxygen isn’t reactive enough
to penetrate this layer.
Once water, or in the worst case
saltwater, comes into play, however,
the situation is entirely different. For
one thing, a porous, moist mixture of
different oxides forms on the iron, and
these crumble off in layers, serving up
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layer. In the event that the protective
layers and even the metal underneath
are damaged by scratching, it is intended that the synthetic coating will hold
off any corrosion, possibly with the
help of the zinc, until the gash in the
material is sealed off again.

Photos and graphics: Frank Vinken (top), MPI for Iron Research (bottom, 2)
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a constant supply of food for the oxygen. In addition, water – and above all
saltwater – contains ions that act as appetizers and digestion enhancers for
the rust, because they enable the oxygen present in the water to gain access
to the metal. One way to measure a
metal’s susceptibility to corrosion is
to find its electrochemical potential.
The lower the potential, the more base
the metal is, and the more easily it can
fall prey to oxygen or another oxidizing agent.
But iron isn’t the only material that
covers itself with a protective layer at
the first sign of oxygen attack; other
metals, such as zinc, do the same. In
the case of zinc, a very thick covering
of zinc oxide and zinc carbonate forms
on the surface, making it even more resistant at normal humidity than the
more noble iron. The rust protection of
galvanized sheet metal is based on this
phenomenon, but not on this alone.

Since zinc is more basic than iron, it
corrodes first if the sheet is scratched.
On the small exposed surface of the 7
micrometer thick zinc coating that has
been damaged, the oxide is unable to
form the structure it uses to keep the
zinc from being guzzled from the side.
At worst, it sacrifices itself entirely in
order to protect the underlying steel
from corrosion.
The team in Düsseldorf hopes to
spare this sacrifice by using a polymer
skin that can heal itself more comprehensively than zinc. They are building
on their research into certain plastics
that materials scientists working in the
field of corrosion protection have been
experimenting with for almost 30
years: conductive polymers. “These materials were used commercially for corrosion protection at an early stage, but
they didn’t work properly and most
products have disappeared from the
market,” says Michael Rohwerder. “In

some cases, using these products even
led to increased corrosion.” The Düsseldorf-based materials scientists have
contributed much to the understanding of how conductive polymers prevent rust – when they do so – and why
and under which conditions they fail.

KELVIN PROBE SHOWS WHEN
CORROSION BEGINS
Martin Stratmann has developed an effective instrument for this task. Or
more precisely: he had the idea of using a well-known device precisely for
this purpose – the Kelvin probe. With
its glass front, the box-shaped device is
reminiscent of a microwave oven and
approximately the same height. Inside
it is a needle-shaped electrode, the centerpiece of the apparatus. This is used
to measure voltage and determine how
much effort must be expended in order
to catapult electrons from a surface.

Electrolyte
Men+

Metal (Me)

Release

n e-

Capsules with walls that become
permeable when electrons are captured

Organic
liquid with
monomers

Conductive nanoparticles
Conductive polymer
capsule wall

Raspberry particles is the name the
researchers in Düsseldorf use for
the capsules that contain the remedy for the plastic coating and bear
conductive nanoparticles on their
surface (image from a scanning
electron microscope, left). The capsules are embedded in non-conductive plastic (blue). As the diagram
shows, the conductive polymer of
the container wall absorbs electrons (e-) released into the defect
by the corroding metal. The container then becomes permeable
and the monomers of the non-conductive plastic flow into the defect,
where they polymerize.
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1

The Düsseldorf-based researchers use a Raman microscope to characterize the polymer coating in a scratch.
This instrument enables predictions about the substance examined.

2

The scientists use a polynorbornene-coated zinc sample to test whether the method delivers the information required.

This electron affinity is a measure of the
chemical properties of a metal: it is
smaller for base metals and relatively
large in the case of noble metals. It also
changes when there are changes in the
surface of the material, such as when
the metal begins to corrode. In these
cases, the Kelvin probe records a drastic drop in voltage, whereas conversely,
the voltage shoots upward as soon as
the corrosion protection kicks in.

CONDUCTIVE POLYMERS ONLY
PROTECT AGAINST SMALL DEFECTS
“The advantage of the Kelvin probe is
that we can use it to follow the processes that occur at the surface of the metal through a film of moisture,” says
Martin Stratmann. The probe’s glance
penetrates more than just drops of water, however. “At some stage, without
any major expectations, we just took a
look at the metal through the polymer,” explains the chemist. With that,
the researchers landed a hit in a blind
spot of materials science, because the
Kelvin probe also yields reliable information when rust is eating steel underneath a polymer coating.
Using this tool, the researchers systematically screen different coatings
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that contain conductive polymers, and
test their corrosion protection under
changing conditions. The polymers
consist of a positively charged structure that transports the current and
mobile negative ions. According to the
findings of the Max Planck research
team, their protective effect arises because their electrochemical potential
is higher than that of iron, for example, and they share an electrically conductive connection with it. As a result,
they function not just as a barrier, like
every other synthetic coating, but actually provide active protection for the
metal. If the coating becomes damaged, the metal’s lower potential adjusts to the polymer’s potential, which
is too high for corrosion to touch – at
least in theory.
In practice, this protection is effective only if the damage isn’t too extensive. There is no reprieve for the metal
if scratches are wider than one tenth of
a millimeter, and in most applications,
protection that covers only damage of
less than half a square millimeter in
area isn’t worth all that much. In addition, the polymer fails to live up to expectations when exposed to solutions
containing chloride, as they are particularly aggressive promoters of corro-

sion. This is inconvenient if the coatings are intended to protect ships and
cars from rust, given the rich chloride
content of seawater and the salting of
roads in winter.

ACTIVE POLYMER COATING MAY
PREVENT PROTECTION SABOTAGE
The polymer coatings provide better
protection if they contain phosphate or
similar anions in the form of mobile
particles. Together with the ions from
the corroding metal, they can form an
overlay that shields the material from
further attacks by oxygen and its hired
helpers, in a similar way to zinc oxide
and its mother metal. This can happen
only if the anions are released when a
corrosive attack occurs. In theory, this
is possible, because in these conditions,
the polymer structure snaps up the iron
electrons that the oxygen is after, losing its charge and conductivity.
The negative counterions now need
another charge equalization, which
they find in the positive ions of the corroding metal. If all goes well, they migrate from the polymer coating into the
scratches and, in the case of steel, form
the desired protective layer with zinc or
iron ions. All too often, however, all
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does not go well. “Then the metal ions
flow into the polymer as on a freeway,
actually accelerating corrosion,” explains Michael Rohwerder.
So much for the rather patchy situation regarding corrosion protection
using plastic skins. But there’s also good
news. The Düsseldorf-based Max Planck
researchers’ work is revealing ways to
achieve corrosion protection that is less
picky about when it will work, and,
above all, never plays into the hands of
the opponent.
The first clue came with the observation that the conductive polymers
sabotage corrosion protection only
when they form a continuous coating
on the metal. However, if scientists distribute small clusters of ionic polymers
in an electrically insulating plastic like
cherries in a cake, the conductive polymers can leverage their strengths without acting as a highway to corrosion.
“For corrosion protection to work, we
have to make sure that the polymer
particles are in contact with the underlying metal and at the right distance
from each other,” says Rohwerder.
From this discovery, it isn’t that big
a jump to the idea of integrating capsules in a non-conductive coating, such
as the polyurethane used in paints and
varnishes, which would release the
components of the polyurethane overlay in case of damage, repairing the
plastic coating in a more lasting way
than zinc. The Hai Tran and Ashokanand Vimalanandan, two doctoral students in Michael Rohwerder’s group,
are working on this concept. The goal
is that the coatings from their laboratory should heal cracks and scratches of
over a tenth of a millimeter in width.
“In order to achieve this goal, we
have to equip the self-healing layer
with three properties,” explains The
Hai Tran. “First, it should allow the materials necessary for self-healing to escape when corrosion occurs.” The substances should remain stable until an
attack occurs, “but when they are needed, the capsules must release them
without fail,” adds Ashokanand Vima-

lanandan, “because a sufficient volume
must flow into the defect so that it will
be sealed off with a closed layer.”

CONDUCTIVE POLYMERS ARE
BEST FOR CAPSULE WALLS
In their search for systems that fulfill
these requirements optimally in different applications, the two scientists test
capsules with different wall materials in
various synthetic coatings. The capsules are supplied by researchers working with Katharina Landfester at the
Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research in Mainz. Some are spherical in
shape, others tubular. Some consist of
polymers that dissolve when the pH
changes, while others are made of inorganic silicon dioxide that is held together by sulfur “clasps” until they are
opened by a drop in potential or an increase in pH. The scientists in Düsseldorf are also working with their colleagues in Mainz to further develop

conductive polymers so that they can
be used for capsule walls.
While these chain molecules alone
can’t provide perfect corrosion protection, they have proved their worth as a
highly suitable material for the container walls. “Not only do they seal in
the components of the plastic coating
for good,” says Michael Rohwerder,
“they become permeable when there is
a change in potential.” It is precisely
this change in electrochemical potential that has shown itself to be the most
reliable sign of corrosion.
However, the capsules detect this
sign only if they are in electrical contact
with the buried metal – often zinc. Unfortunately, an insulating layer can easily form between conductive polymers
and zinc. “In order to maintain the electrical connection even in these cases, we
encase the capsules with conductive
nanoparticles,” explains Michael Rohwerder. The researchers call the resulting
capsules raspberry particles, and a look

Research for a new chapter in corrosion protection: Michael Rohwerder (left) and
Martin Stratmann examine how metals are corroded and how to prevent it.
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through the microscope shows this to
be entirely justified: the nanoparticles
sit on the containers like tiny spheres.
Since no insulating barrier forms between them and the zinc underlay, the
electrical contact remains in place.
However, self-healing doesn’t yet
work for containers that release monomers from the plastic coating as required; a catalyst is still needed for this
case. This chemical helper will make
the healing process possible by mediating the reaction between the monomers. The catalyst must be stored separately from the monomers, while on
the other hand, it doesn’t remain stable in the organic polymer coating.
“That’s why we store the catalyst in silicon oxide capsules in the zinc coating,” explains Vimalanandan. The catalyst containers open if the pH changes, which is another sign of the onset
of corrosion.

HOW DOES THE REMEDY FLOW
INTO THE DEFECT?
Ashokanand Vimalanandan and The
Hai Tran monitor whether and to what
extent the self-healing with its different
factors works by scanning the sample
point by point with the Kelvin probe.
There are a number of these probes in
their laboratory. “It allows us to see
whether the hole is closed,” says Vimalanandan. But that’s not enough for the
researchers. They also monitor the
progress of the healing process using
spectroscopic methods that work with
both UV and visible light. “Unfortunately, we still can’t look inside the defect,” says Tran, “but we are currently
testing different methods, like Raman
spectroscopy, to try to change that.”
Their comprehensive studies show
that the ingredients for self-healing can
now be stored long-term and dependably released as required. This means
that they already meet two of the three
requirements, but there’s still a hitch
with the third: so far, the amount of
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remedy that flows into the defect is sufficient to close off only scratches of 0.1
millimeters in width. Before they can
tackle this issue, the Düsseldorf-based
researchers must analyze how the
monomers are transported through the
coating. “The key question is exactly
how the polymer gets into the defect,”
says Michael Rohwerder.
Despite the unanswered questions,
the researcher is optimistic that small
damage to metal sheeting will self-heal
at some stage. “Chromium(VI) coatings

also took decades to develop,” says Rohwerder, “so we can’t expect to do it in
a few short years.” And while there are
still important gaps in scientific understanding, this only spurs the Düsseldorf
scientists on all the more. “After all,
we’re not in this to solve the everyday
problems of industry,” explains Martin
Stratmann. “We want our research to
advance the state of knowledge about
corrosion and corrosion protection,
and for this reason, we are looking far
ahead into the future.”

TO THE POINT
●

Corrosion, such as rust, wreaks huge damage. For decades, chromium(VI) compounds were the benchmark in corrosion protection, but they are poisonous and
damaging to the environment.

●

Scientists from the Max-Planck-Institut für Eisenforschung (Iron Research) are
now trying to prevent metal corrosion via self-healing polymer coatings that will
regenerate when damaged.

●

These skins for metals contain capsules that store the polymer components
permanently and release them without fail when damage occurs, in sufficient
amounts to repair cracks of up to one tenth of a millimeter. The scientists are working on self-healing for larger defects. Conductive polymers are particularly wellsuited for use as capsule walls.

GLOSSARY
Electrochemical potential: Indicates how easily a substance in aqueous solution releases
or captures electrons, and depends in part on the ion concentration and pH of the solution.
The lower the potential, the more easily a material – such as metal, for example – can be
oxidized. Comparison of the electrochemical potentials of different substances enables
prediction of whether they will react with each other.
Kelvin probe: This tool uses an electrode to measure the work effort required in order to
release electrons from a surface. The Kelvin probe can be used to detect corrosion under a
liquid or even a plastic coating.
Passivation: A thin oxide layer forms on iron, but provides only limited protection from
the atmosphere. In the case of zinc, a thicker layer of oxide and carbonate forms that is
impermeable to oxygen and provides the metal with much more effective protection
against corrosion.
pH value: Indicates the acidity or alkalinity of an aqueous solution on a scale of 0 (acid)
to 14 (base). It is defined by the logarithm of proton concentration – the higher this is, the
more acidic the medium and the lower the pH.
Polymer: A chain molecule consisting of numerous identical units called monomers. The
conductive polymers used by scientists consist of a positively charged structure and mobile
negative ions.
Raman spectroscopy: Enables predictions regarding the type and characteristics of a
material. It is based on illuminating a sample using laser light. In the process, the vibrational and rotational energy of the sample’s molecules may change in a characteristic way.
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Birds That Go
Wild for the City
Many animal species have made their homes in towns and cities. However, the conditions they
encounter there are different than those under which they would live in a natural environment.
Henrik Brumm, Jesko Partecke and Bart Kempenaers from the Max Planck Institute for
Ornithology in Seewiesen and Radolfzell are studying the effects of city living on our native
songbirds. In the process, they have discovered some surprising behavioral changes.
TEXT STEFANIE REINBERGER

I

t is located in a picturesque setting,
the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology in Seewiesen: nestled between meadows, fields and forest,
on the banks of Lake Eßsee – the
lake where Konrad Lorenz once swam
with his young gray geese. The subdued
atmosphere of the misty November
morning further enhances the idyllic
atmosphere. If you had just made your
way out here from the hustle and bustle of downtown Munich, you might
think this was nature at its best. But
wait: Isn’t that the noise of traffic from
the nearby highway?
“Yes, sure,” says Henrik Brumm, who
leads the Communication and Social Behavior research group. “And in addition
to the noise of the cars, we sometimes
also hear noise from the nearby Ober-
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pfaffenhofen airfield.” The problem of
urbanization isn’t restricted to urban areas. “Noise actually radiates a long way
out into rural regions.” Brumm tells of
an expedition he made into the Amazon
River region: “Even in the middle of the
rainforest, far from any civilization, I
could still hear aircraft flying over us.”
Urbanization is a major issue of our
time – for the United Nations, it is the
most pressing issue after climate
change. About half of the world’s population currently lives in towns and cities, and the tendency is rising. Forecasts
indicate that, by 2030, around five billion people will have settled in urban
areas. Megacities are forming – and
they are spreading. This brings with it
massive environmental damage, including garbage and air pollution.

“Noise is a big problem, too,” says
Brumm, pointing out a whole array of
studies that demonstrate that noise can
cause illness. “And of course it also affects wild animals, whether they live in
the city or in the countryside.” This is
exactly what the Max Planck scientist
is interested in, focusing in particular
on avian communication: whether and
how it is impaired by noise and what
consequences that has for the animals.
Henrik Brumm settled on his research area while still doing his doctorate at Freie Universität Berlin. Back
then, he studied the song of the nightSome species of birds are surprisingly
resourceful when they need to adapt to the
city as a habitat: Here, a fieldfare has built
its nest in a set of traffic lights.

Photo: Avenue Images
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ingale, a species of bird widely found in
both urban areas and the countryside.
In Berlin alone, there are some 1,500
breeding pairs – living wherever they
can find the bushy vegetation they prefer to nest in. Brumm discovered that
nightingales sing more loudly in a
noise-intensive setting. This even extends to them singing more quietly on
weekends than they do on working
days in the hum of commuter traffic.
We humans also raise our voices in
a noisy environment. This is referred to
as the Lombard effect, named after the
French otologist, Étienne Lombard,
who first described the phenomenon.
But the discovery of this effect in birds

was something new. “It was a surprise
because, at the time, we assumed that
birds always sang at maximum volume,” says Brumm. The scientist did a
simple experiment to show that this
wasn’t the case. He kept nightingales in
aviaries and exposed them to white
noise – a type of background noise that
encompasses all audible frequencies
and is thus not perceived as a defined
sound. The birds did indeed put more
into their singing, even under lab conditions, if their environment was noisy.
Other scientists subsequently discovered that many bird species sing at
a higher pitch in the city than they do
in rural areas – the great tit, for exam-

ple. And the blackbird, as Brumm –
who by then had been at the Max
Planck Institute for Ornithology in Seewiesen for some time – demonstrated
in a study.

HIGHER TONES TO BEAT
TRAFFIC NOISE?
“We wondered why birds sing not
only louder, but also higher,” reports
Brumm. One possible reason could be
that higher-pitched singing would be
easier to hear against low-frequency
road noise. Or perhaps it can be heard
over longer distances, they thought. Or
might it be able to compensate for the

Researchers working with Henrik Brumm are conducting field studies and experiments in acoustic laboratories to investigate
how birds adapt their singing to the environment.
1

Mathias Ritschard records birdsong in noise-polluted areas.

2

Sue Anne Zollinger plays traffic noise to young birds in a soundproof lab and then observes how their song develops.

3

Ana Martins, Henrik Brumm and Sue Anne Zollinger (from left) prepare to take acoustic measurements in the lab.

1
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disadvantage faced by city birds, for
whom noisy conditions mean that they
can communicate over only half the
distance their country cousins can?
Brumm and his team of scientists developed a mathematical model to examine these possible relationships, but
the result was negative. While singing
higher does actually compensate a little for traffic noise, the effect is minimal. “For blackbirds, it doesn’t work at
all, because they sing at much lower
pitches than birds like the great tit,”
says Brumm.
Trilling at a higher pitch may be
nothing more than a side effect of the
higher volume of noise the birds face.
We see this in humans, too: shouting
raises the pitch of the voice. So it could
be that urban blackbirds vary their song
to suit the noise level: more higherpitched passages to sing more loudly.
Henrik Brumm is currently testing this
theory with colleague Jesko Partecke,

who works at the Max Planck Institute
for Ornithology’s Radolfzell location.
The two scientists put blackbirds in
soundproof boxes, where they are away
from the influence of ambient noise,
and studied their song. They found that
the birds actually do seem to produce
higher tones at a louder volume.

GREAT TITS LEARN TO WARBLE
IN THE LAB
It’s also not inconceivable that birds
from the city might have difficulty
learning their parents’ melodies correctly because they can’t hear them so
well due to the noise. Brumm and his
team are investigating this in the lab
with great tits that have been handreared at the institute and have picked
up their chirruping skills there under
a variety of acoustic conditions. What
the scientists found is that the birds
can learn even low-pitched passages of

song when it’s noisy. Thus, learning
difficulties in the young don’t appear
to be the problem.
“While we’ve been able to observe
such phenomena, what we don’t yet
know is what impact they have on the
animals, on their life expectancy, their
breeding behavior or their mating success,” says Brumm. One of his fellow
scientists, Sue Anne Zollinger, for instance, recently studied whether singing more loudly used up more energy.
The effect was minimal. “In actual fact,
the birds do use a little more energy,
but the difference is barely measurable.
So it’s highly unlikely that it affects
them,” says Brumm.
However, behavioral changes in different habitats – in this case the city and
the countryside – don’t always have to
be negative and to the detriment of the
animals. “Observing the same species of
bird in the city and in the countryside
offers a fascinating opportunity to watch

3
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evolution in action,” explains Jesko
Partecke. That’s because the necessary
conditions for successful city living are
becoming increasingly prevalent in our
towns and cities.
Blackbirds are the subject of
Partecke’s research. Admittedly, he
found the thought of them pretty boring as a young scientist, as he relates
with a smile. He was just about to go
off to Africa to study stonechats for his
doctoral thesis when he found out
there was going to be an addition to
the family; suddenly Africa didn’t
seem quite the right place for the father-to-be. “My doctorate supervisor
offered me a topic with blackbirds in
the field of urban ecology,” the ornithologist recalls. That turned out to be
a real stroke of luck, as the field was a
new one that had hardly been explored. “Blackbirds are the ideal study
objects in this field: they colonized our
towns and cities long ago and they are
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also found in the countryside. So it’s
easy to make comparisons.”

CITY BLACKBIRDS ARE DIFFERENT
There are lots of behavioral differences
between urban and rural blackbirds;
their song is just one of many. For instance, urban blackbirds fly south less
often than their rural cousins do. Their
eggs hatch about three weeks earlier,
and sometimes they even have several
clutches per year. They also live in closer proximity to others of their species
than blackbirds in the countryside.
Sometimes, living in the city even
appears to offer the birds advantages.
One thing that Partecke discovered in
2008 is that city blackbirds don’t get
parasites as often as others. Birds from
the city also have greater stress resistance. When they find themselves in
difficult situations, the animals react
like people do, with an acute stress

response and the release of stress hormones, known as glucocorticoids.
That helps them react fast to a dangerous situation. But if their stress levels
and thus the amount of stress hormones in their blood remain high over
a long period – what is known as
chronic stress – it can affect the birds’
reproduction, immune defenses and
brain function.
Jesko Partecke was keen to find out
whether urban and rural blackbirds have
different ways of dealing with stressful
situations. So he and his team went out
to Munich and the surrounding areas to
collect nestlings, which they then reared
together by hand. All of the young birds
thus had the same starting conditions –
at least environmentally. The scientists
then exposed the animals to acute stress
and took blood samples. Young city
blackbirds did, in fact, remain much
cooler than those from the countryside,
exhibiting less of a reaction to stressful

Photo: MPI for Ornithology

Open wide: In the city, male blackbirds sing louder to be heard over the traffic noise. Why they also sing at a higher pitch is not yet known.
The tooth-like growths in the palate (Papillae palatinae) are made of horn and serve to catch prey and move them down into the gullet.

1

Urban blackbirds are better at dealing
with stress than blackbirds from the
country. Jesko Partecke hand-reared
the nestlings of urban and woodland
blackbirds for these experiments
and measured their hormone levels in
stressful situations.

2

The latest radiotelemetry technology
enables the scientists to locate a bird
and make a continuous recording
of its activity pattern. Tiny data storage
devices fitted with light sensors also
quantify the level of light the bird is
exposed to at night.

3

Davide Dominoni locates city-dwelling
blackbirds in Munich.

1

situations. Yet in a stress-free environment, the hormone levels of the two
groups were similar.

Photos: MPI for Ornithology (3)

UNDER THE LIGHTS
Bart Kempenaers is studying a different
type of environmental change in our
cities. The Director of the Department
of Behavioral Ecology and Evolutionary
Genetics in Seewiesen focuses on the
ever-present artificial light on the city’s
streets and open spaces. The scientist
discovered that male blue tits mate
more successfully if they live in the
vicinity of street lights. “We discovered
that by complete accident,” admits
the behavioral researcher, a Belgian
by birth (MAX P LANCKRESEARCH 2/2004,
page 64 ff.). A few years ago, he studied
the mating behavior of blue tits in a
major field study.
“There’s a huge amount of variation
between the animals: some of them are
monogamous while others live with
several partners, and yet others have
one permanent partner, but they also
go with other birds at the same time,”
recounts Bart Kempenaers. One of the
things the study was attempting to find
out was which males successfully twotime their partners and sire the most
offspring. The scientists took DNA samples and did paternity tests to ascertain
this. The surprising result was that the
animals were most successful if they
lived near street lamps.
“This might have something to do
with the fact that the artificial light
makes them start twittering earlier in
the morning and attracts the attention

2

3
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1

A song before sunrise: In the vicinity of street lamps (light blue circles) some species
of birds begin to sing earlier than they do if there is no artificial light (dark blue).
The difference is more marked in species that naturally being to sing earlier, such as
blackbirds and robins. With chaffinches, however, artificial light has absolutely no
influence on when they start to sing. For this study, birds were observed for 19 days
in woodland near Vienna, where light levels varied.

2

An industrial park near Geel, in Belgium. Night-flying bird species are often attracted
by such brightly lit spaces, whereupon they lose their orientation. Many animals
die in collision with the light sources. Other impacts on the birds are still virtually
unstudied and may depend on things like the color of the light.

3

Midnight sun: Niels Rattenborg, Mihai Valcu and Bart Kempenaers (from left) study
the behavior of pectoral sandpipers near Barrow, Alaska. When this species reproduces,
it’s light 24/7. The animals have adapted to the special light conditions in the Arctic
tundra: the most active males get by on very little sleep during this time and sire the
most offspring.
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of the females,” explains Kempenaers.
The early bird catches the wife, so to
speak. As it happens, male blue tits really do start singing about fifteen to
twenty minutes earlier because of the
artificial light. The effect is even greater in blackbirds. Moreover, female
birds begin laying eggs a few days earlier under artificial light. So light not
only affects what happens during the
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course of the day, it also has an impact
on seasonal processes, such as the start
of reproduction.
What other effects light pollution
has on the animals – whether it impairs
their metabolism or their life expectancy – is still completely unknown.
“When I began looking into the subject
of light pollution two years ago, I was
surprised at how little was known about

In Alaska, the Max Planck scientist is
studying bird species that live with constant light in the summer months.
Many of them hardly let it affect them,
and carry on in their normal rhythm,
apparently getting their orientation
from other time signals. Yet others, like
the pectoral sandpiper, just can’t seem
to find rest for days on end – and mate
with extremely high levels of success in
these very phases.
“Of course, this is not transferrable
to our blue tits, given that the animals
in Alaska have adapted to these extreme light conditions over a long period,” emphasizes Kempenaers. But it

Graphic: 2010 Current Biology 20: 1735-1739, Elsevier Ltd.
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3

shows how little we know about the
rhythm of life of our native bird species. Kempenaers wants to address the
subject in a large-scale study in conjunction with Dutch colleagues. To this
end, the scientists are observing birds
in a woodland setting where various artificial sources of light have been installed at random.
Jesko Partecke is also interested in
the effect of artificial light on birds,
which is why he and his team have attached light-sensitive transmitters to
a number of blackbirds. Not only can
the scientists now record where the
birds are and what they’re doing, they
can also see how much light the birds
are actually exposed to and when.
“We are now able to measure the direct impact of light pollution for the
first time,” says Partecke. A few researchers from his team are currently
analyzing the data from the experi-

ment. Hopefully, they will soon be
able to tell us more about what role artificial light plays.
So are the behavioral differences between urban and rural birds really a
consequence of microevolution – in
other words, a direct adaptation to a
new environment and the prevailing
evolutionary pressure? Jesko Partecke
has a different idea: “I think it’s like
with us humans: many individuals

would become ill faced with the hustle
and bustle of the city, so they prefer the
quiet country life, while others need exactly that kind of rush.” Thus, it may
well be that there are different types of
characters in the bird world, too, that
bring a different set of attributes with
them. And that might explain why
some make the move to the big city,
while others stay in the peace and quiet of the country.

TO THE POINT
●

Birds adapt to the different living conditions in the city and the country. This is
evolution in action.

●

The noise and light conditions in cities influence the animals’ behavior and
physiology. Nightingales and blackbirds sing more loudly and at a higher pitch than
they do in the country, for instance, and street lamps affect the reproductive
success of blue tits.
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Spirituality 2.0
Yoga, tai chi and qi gong aren’t what they once were – that
much is clear to anthropologist Peter van der Veer. At the
Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic
Diversity in Göttingen, he has been studying the meaning
of the spiritual and how it has changed in modern societies.

TEXT BIRGIT FENZEL

Photo: Corbis

I

f people weren’t aware of how much
yoga had become a mass movement
in the West, they certainly became
aware of it by the time several thousand people stretched out to salute
the sun on Times Square to mark the
summer solstice. Peter van der Veer
doubts, however, that events like this
have much in common with the original concept of spirituality. “They lack
the critical elements that could still be
found embedded in the spiritual ideas
at the start of the 20th century,” explains the anthropologist.
As far as the Director at the Max
Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity is concerned, spirituality, like all the other
secular ideas of nations, equality, civil
society, democracy and rights such as
arose in the wake of the Enlightenment, is one of the central elements in
the history of modernity that were directed against the traditional social order and moral values.

“The spiritual and the secular arose simultaneously in the 19th century as
two interconnected alternatives to institutionalized religion in Euro-American modernity,” is how van der Veer
states one of his core theories.

INTELLECTUAL INTERACTION
BETWEEN EAST AND WEST
With those few words, the Max Planck
researcher dismisses the widespread
view of India as the cradle of spirituality as a modern myth. Nor was there
any talk of Hinduism, Taoism or Confucianism in Asia before the region encountered Western imperialism. “They
had the traditions, but they didn’t
have the suffix,” says van der Veer.
The traditions only became “isms”
through the intellectual interaction
with the West.
This lively intellectual exchange between East and West is, so says the researcher from Göttingen, a fundamen-

Worshipping the sun on Times Square: Thousands of modern yogis
celebrate the longest day of the year in 2010.
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tal element in the development of
modernity in general and its spirituality in particular: “For me, it is part of
what I call interactional history.”

LOOKING TO INDIA AND CHINA
Instead of placing the universalism of
enlightenment at the center of a study
on spirituality, one should rather focus
on the universalization of ideas that
evolved in the course of a history of interactions. It isn’t that the rational concepts of enlightenment and progress
arose in Europe and were then simply
adopted elsewhere in the world. What
really happened was that they evolved
and spread with the expansion of European power, says van der Veer.
“If I put India and China at the
heart of my study, I do so not only because the history of universalization in
those societies is very different and
therefore particularly fascinating, but
also partly because it gives me important insights into the evolution of spirituality in Europe and the US,” he says.
Indeed, the exchange of new and revolutionary ideas was by no means restricted to the communication between
the US and Europe.
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In search of alternatives to the institutionalized religions, Western intellectuals, artists and other pioneers in society
were quick to look to the traditions of
the East. The list of those who made reference to Indian examples in their
works or correspondence reads like a
who’s who of the European intellectual world: Voltaire, Herder, Humboldt,
Schlegel, Novalis, Schopenhauer and
Goethe, who incorporated, among other things, special theater techniques
taken from ancient Indian literature
into his tragedy Faust.
From India as a place of spirituality,
mysticism and the cradle of old philo-

Great European minds who incorporated Indian philosophies into their
own works: Johann Gottfried Herder, Alexander von Humboldt, Arthur Schopenhauer
and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.

Photos: dpa Picture-Alliance (top left), OH (top right and bottom)

The goddess Kali (left) symbolizes destruction and renewal in Hindu mythology. She inspired
Swami Vivekananda (right) in the temple of his master Ramakrishna. Vivekananda modernized
his master’s philosophical ideas and practices and transported them to America.

sophical traditions, notions circulated
that filled the spiritual gaps that had
opened up for many since the Enlightenment. “And these notions in turn
came upon fertile soil in India itself,”
says the Göttingen-based anthropologist, commenting on how the stream of
thoughts moved backwards and forwards. The religious movements in India particularly embraced the Western
discourse on Far Eastern spirituality.
Soon the discussions became imbued with political undertones. “Many
averred that Hindus were the real Indians, whose civilization was threatened
with collapse under Muslim rule,” says
Peter van der Veer, describing the burgeoning sense of national identity that
was dominating the debate. Others saw
the West and particularly British colonial power as threats to Hindu culture
and civilization, and looked to spirituality as a means of reclaiming or preserving their identity.
“The development of Swami Vivekananda into one of the most important
Indian reformers of the 19th century is
exemplary of these processes,” says the
researcher, who describes Vivekananda
as “probably the first major Indian advocate of Hindu spirituality.”
Born the son of a Calcutta lawyer in
1863, Vivekananda enjoyed the exquisite Western education conventionally
afforded to the offspring of the upper
classes in his home town. During his
schooldays, he became acquainted with
the ideas of Western philosophers and
intellectuals, among which the social
theories of Herbert Spencer – the first
to apply evolutionary theory to society
– surely played their part in his later
criticism of Western civilization.
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The list of those who made reference to Indian examples in their works
or correspondence reads like a who’s who of the European intellectual world.

The initial spark of spiritualism in Vivekananda’s life came from his contact with the mystic Ramakrishna,
who was a simple priest in a temple to
the goddess Kali and who practiced
and taught an ecstatic form of tantric
yoga. After some initial reluctance, Vivekananda became his favorite student. Later, he developed a modern,
modified version of the religious ideas
and practices of his master Ramakrishna, transforming them into a new
Hindu spiritualism.

Collage: designergold, based on original material provided by dpa Picture-Alliance and MPS

AN EARLY ADVERTISEMENT FOR
INTELLECTUAL TOLERANCE
As a light version cleansed of all elements believed to be disturbing, this
was more easily accessible to the rather Western-oriented members of the
Indian middle classes and to the Western public overseas than his guru’s
original version with the goddess Kali
at its center, dancing with outstretched tongue and a chain of skulls
around her neck on the body of the
goddess Shiva. Kali’s main characteristic in Vivekananda’s representation
is her openness. She allows, for instance, all of the classic paths to salvation in Hinduism to exist side by side
and promotes intellectual tolerance in
general.
Swami Vivekananda achieved real
pop star status in the Western world
with his appearance at the World’s Parliament of Religions in Chicago in
1893, which he attended as part of a
reading tour. In his speech, he proclaimed his pride at belonging to a religion that teaches the world tolerance
and universal acceptance in equal measure. His lectures compared his homeland, as the cradle of spirituality and religious devotion, with the civilization of
the West, which he said had become a
slave to materialism despite all of the
technological advances.
“This appearance, combined with
his subsequent reading tour around the
US, is in all probability the start of the

Yoga in the office: Is this where spirituality and materiality come together? Or is a movement
originally directed against capitalism achieving exactly the opposite of its aim?
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However, van der Veer notes that the
Nobel laureate was highly critical, if
not hostile, to all forms of excessive
nationalism: “The fact that his poems
feature today in the national anthems
of India and Bangladesh strikes me as
the irony of history.”
Gandhi, on the other hand, found
a way of linking the notions of universal spirituality with nationalistic projects. “He did so by saying that no one
born into a certain tradition and civilization should missionize or convert
others,” explains van der Veer. Rather,
each individual should seek the truth
in his or her own traditions. Along
these lines, Gandhi was able to argue
for a spiritual nation that overcomes
international religious differences.

Convergence of cultures: With the district of Pudong in view, women in Shanghai start their
day the traditional way with a round of tai chi (top). In New York (bottom), thousands of yoga
followers refuse to let even a heat wave stop them from practicing in Times Square.

first Hindu missionary movement,”
says Peter van der Veer, describing the
impact of Vivekananda’s words. The researcher has no doubt that Vivekananda’s concept of spiritualism had an influence on Hindu nationalism in all its
variants, as well as on the global understanding of spirituality. It also turns up
in the ideas of two other famous protagonists of Indian history: Mohandas
Gandhi and the Bengali poet and win-
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ner of the Nobel Prize in Literature,
Rabindranath Tagore.
Tagore firmly believed that Asia
was united by a unique spirituality.
On the basis of this idea, he endeavored, during his various reading tours
through China and Japan, to win the
support of local intellectuals for a
pan-Asian movement – with the aim
of constructing a common civilization in Asia.

“In view of the fact that the tensions
between Muslims and Hindus are
among the Indian subcontinent’s biggest problems, the notion of such a universal, all-embracing spirituality was of
extraordinary political significance,”
says van der Veer. For him as a researcher, Gandhi’s interpretation of spirituality is also very interesting in another respect, given that its fundamental nature
is representative of the idea as a whole:
“The fact that it can be seen as universal and appears at the same time to be
connected with concepts of national
identity is a central contradiction in the
concept of spirituality.”
The Max Planck scientist considers
Gandhi to be a good example of the
fact that spirituality is by no means
the opposite of secularity. “His spirituality was deeply bound up with secularity when he argued that all religions should be treated the same and
that the state should be impartial toward them.”
Peter van der Veer also sees this
special spirituality in the political
ideas of Jawaharlal Nehru, India’s first
Prime Minister; Nehru worked for a
secular and democratic India. As van
der Veer sees it, this spirituality is behind the concept of non-alignment
that Nehru presented to the world for

Photos: Fnoxx (top), Corbis (bottom)

MOHANDAS GANDHI RECONCILES
CONTRADICTORY CONCEPTS
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the first time in 1954 and that made
him a leader of the block-free states as
an alternative to capitalism and communism: “These spiritual principles
still apply in India and demonstrate
continuity between the colonial and
post-colonial situation. It could be
called Indian secularism.”
For van der Veer, spirituality and
materiality are not mutually exclusive
– in fact, they frequently depend on
each other, as he has observed in
what’s been happening in China and
India. It was only with the liberalization of the economy under the influence of global capitalism that China –
a country that replaced Confucianism
with an aggressive form of secularism
that seriously attacked the religions,
temples and priests – became a place
where traditional spiritual notions
and practices like tai chi, feng shui
and qi gong are now once again socially acceptable.
In India, too, van der Veer has
watched this connection between
spirituality and materiality play out in
the wake of economic globalization.
In this case, he says, the impulse came
principally from the highly educated
members of India’s middle classes who
went to the US in the 1970s and 1980s
to find jobs in medical or technical
professions.
“There they found themselves confronted with the aggressive marketing
of Indian spirituality, which was being
offered in the markets for healthcare,
sports, management training and so
on,” explains the researcher. And, as
he notes, it didn’t take long for this
practice to also be imported into India.
On the one hand, representing a return to the old values that created a
sense of identity, it fit very well with
the Hindu nationalism that was just
then spreading and that spurned the
earlier secular and multicultural efforts
of the Indian state. Particularly the
modern, urbane form of religiosity was
interested in yoga and nationalism in
equal measure.
On the other hand, this urbane religiosity also lent itself to meeting the
needs of a newly invigorated middle
class – a phenomenon that can now be

observed in China, too. However, the
modern versions of the spiritualities
had only a tenuous connection with
the old traditions passed down
through the ages. Nevertheless, they
were extremely creative in their response to new opportunities and fears
brought by globalization.

A MOVEMENT RENDERS
ITSELF POINTLESS
As economic globalization proceeded,
spirituality and materiality entered
into an alliance many considered enriching in every sense. Perhaps the
most interesting aspect of the liaison
with neoliberal capitalism, says the researcher in Göttingen, were the global
business practices in which spirituality was a means to the end of profitability improvement. Though China’s isolation between 1950 and 1980 did
serve to delay the launch of Chinese
spirituality on the world market, tai
chi, qi gong and feng shui have now
almost caught up with the mass global success of yoga.

Meditation techniques and spiritual experiences are evidently an excellent fit
for the lifestyle and outlook of the
modern worker on the path of self-optimization for the market and the economy. Moreover, experimental styles of
spiritual life present an alternative to
the secular and religious life that feels
empty to many.
“Seen from the outside, they enable
people within disciplining institutions
to pursue their professional and life
goals without suffering excessive stress
or depression,” comments Max Planck
scientist Peter van der Veer. Instead of
facing the challenges of their own
lives, they make themselves comfortable with the spiritual experience,
however obtained.
But if yoga, tai chi or qi gong – as
products of the wellness industry – serve
a physical culture that aims to boost the
efficiency of disciplined, well-balanced
workers in a capitalist society, the movement that, in its early days, was directed against the establishment or against
colonialism or capitalism would seem to
have changed itself into its opposite.

TO THE POINT
●

Spirituality as a universal concept has an international career behind it and is
one of the key elements in the history of modernity. Contrary to popular opinion,
its origins lie, not in India, but in 19th century Euro-American modernity.

●

Today, researchers observe a connection between spirituality and materiality.
In China, for instance, under the influence of global capitalism, traditional
spiritual notions and practices like tai chi, feng shui and qi gong are now
socially acceptable again.

●

Meditation techniques and spiritual experiences are evidently an excellent
fit for the lifestyle and outlook of the modern worker on the path of
self-optimization for the market and the economy. Spirituality is thus taking
on a different meaning.

GLOSSARY
Confucianism: Umbrella term for philosophies and political notions in the tradition
of Confucius (believed to have lived from 551 to 479 BC) and his students.
Confucianism – the name dates back to Christian missionaries in the 17th century –
has shaped Chinese culture and society for many centuries.
Secularity: A social ideology resulting from the separation of religion and state,
it focuses on the empirical world and disregards the transcendental.
Spirituality: A very broadly defined term relating to intellectual or transcendental
notions or experiences of all kinds, which needn’t be of a religious nature only.
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Cells Flexing Their Muscles
When a heart beats or the body is fighting a cold, one molecule that supplies the energy for
these processes is always involved: adenosine triphosphate. Its central importance for metabolism
was discovered about 80 years ago by biochemists Karl Lohmann and Otto Fritz Meyerhof
at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Medical Research in Heidelberg.

Berlin, December 1928: In the Physiology Department of the Kaiser
Wilhelm Institute for Biology, Karl Lohmann seems spellbound by
the hydrochloric acid bubbling in the flask in front of him. It contains a very special substance that Lohmann has just isolated from
fresh rabbit muscles, and that has been simmering in the acid at
100 degrees Celsius for seven minutes.
Now the chemist adds molybdenum solution – and the contents of the flask turn blue. This means that the substance obtained
from the muscle has released phosphate. Lohmann also identifies
adenine and pentose phosphoric acid as additional daughter products, and succeeds in determining the proportions of the individual components. He calls his product “adenylpyrophosphoric acid,”
and publishes his discovery in the journal Naturwissenschaften
on August 2,1929, under the prosaic title “On the pyrophosphate
fraction in muscle.”
This article is probably one of the most-cited works in the
whole of biology today, marking as it does the discovery of the
universal energy source of the living cell – adenosine triphosphate,
or ATP for short. ATP consists of one molecule of the base adenine
and one molecule of the sugar ribose, with three phosphate
groups attached.
In the summer of 1929, Karl Lohmann presented ATP at the International Physiological Congress in Boston, but neither his lecture nor the publication aroused much interest among his colleagues. Further tests were needed to discover the role of adeno-

sine triphosphate in the body, and Lohmann and his superior, physiologist and Nobel laureate Otto Fritz Meyerhof, devoted themselves intensively to this task in the years that followed.
Meyerhof came from a prosperous German Jewish family. Born
in Hanover in 1884, he spent most of his childhood and youth in
Berlin, where he completed his schooling in 1903 and began to
study medicine. Initially, his scientific interests were in psychiatry
and philosophy. He obtained his doctorate in 1909 under Franz
Nissl in Heidelberg, with a thesis on the “Psychological Theory of
Mental Disturbances.”
As an assistant at the Heidelberg Clinic, he worked with Otto
Warburg, who would later be known for his discoveries on the development of cancer cells, and became Founding Director of the
Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Cell Physiology in Berlin in 1930. It was
under Warburg’s influence that Meyerhof’s interest in muscle metabolism was kindled, and this formed the focus of his research
when he moved to the University of Kiel.
When muscles work in anaerobic conditions – without the
presence of oxygen – lactic acid is formed, with its three carbon atoms. As soon as oxygen is added to the mix, the lactic acid disappears again. This reaction always consumes precisely the amount
of oxygen needed to oxidize one-fourth to one-sixth of the lactic
acid, while the cell converts the rest back into the storage substance glycogen.
Otto Meyerhof detected these fixed quotients between the total lactic acid consumed and the oxidized portion. The discovery
won him the Nobel Prize for Medicine in 1922, and the quotient still
bears his name. As a result of this distinction, Meyerhof, who was
still working as Rudolf Höber’s assistant in Kiel, was offered a professorship in the US. However, he decided instead to accept an offer from the Kaiser Wilhelm Society, and in 1924, took over as head
of the Physiology Department at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for
Biology in Berlin. Soon afterward, he recruited chemist Karl Lohmann, who had just obtained his doctorate.
Lohmann was born in 1898 as the fifth child of a farming family in Bielefeld. In 1919, after the First World War, he went to Münster to study chemistry, moving to Göttingen three years later. It
was there that he obtained his doctorate in 1923 with a thesis on
montana resin. He had been fascinated by physiological questions
Sir Archibald Hill (seated, right), who shared the Nobel Prize for
Medicine with Otto Meyerhof (seated, left) in 1922, visited Meyerhof’s
research group in Heidelberg in 1930. Standing behind the Nobel
laureates at far left is Karl Lohmann, who discovered ATP.
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during his studies, and he devoted himself to these issues after
graduating. Before joining Meyerhof’s group, he had published two
works as a trainee at Göttingen’s Pharmacology Institute, on the
status of cholesterol in serum and a method for determining cholesterol levels in serum.
Karl Lohmann’s practical skills turned out to complement Meyerhof’s theoretical talent extremely well, the latter having maintained his interest in philosophy and been joint series editor of
Abhandlungen der Friesschen Schule (The Proceedings of the
Friesian School) for a number of years.
The two scientists realized that the elimination of a phosphate
residue from the ATP molecule enables muscles to contract. This
reaction releases almost exactly the same amount of free energy
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It is surely no exaggeration to position ATP alongside DNA, the
molecule that bears our genetic information. One [molecule]
holds the key to the energy of life, and the other to its genetics,
each in three letters – three letters that signify, aside from
complex chemistry, no less than the building blocks of our
mechanistic worldview reduced to physics and chemistry.«
as creatine phosphate when a phosphate group is eliminated, and
muscles contain about five times more of this molecule than ATP.
Based on these observations, Meyerhof and Lohmann concluded
that the function of creatine phosphate in the muscle is mediumterm energy storage, because when a phosphate group splits off
ATP during muscle contraction, creatine phosphate can compensate for this loss by transferring a phosphate group to adenosine
diphosphate (ADP), turning it back into ATP.
The formation of ATP by the transfer of a phosphate group from
an energy-rich chemical compound to ADP plays a decisive role in
more than just muscular contraction: it is one of the two fundamental means the cell has for storing energy. The other one is when
the cell stores up, outside the cell membrane, a reserve of ions that
it can allow to flow in as required. This also generates energy that
can be used to produce ATP.
The important physiological concept of phosphate group
transfer is also involved in the breakdown of sugars, such as glucose. Biochemists use the term glycolysis to denote the multiphase breakdown of glucose, for which the cell requires no oxygen. After Otto Meyerhof and Karl Lohmann moved to the newly
founded Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Medical Research in Heidel-

ATP, the molecule that summarizes the energy of life in three letters,
consists of adenine, ribose and three phosphate groups. The elimination of
a phosphate group generates energy that the cell can use in many ways.

berg in 1930, they devoted most of their work to elucidating this
process. They discovered 6 of the 15 enzymes that convert molecules in this reaction sequence, and identified about a third of all
intermediate products.
Two further scientists working in other locations made significant contributions to glycolysis research: Gustav Emden at Goethe
University Frankfurt and Jakub Parnas in Lvov, Poland. As a result,
the metabolic process is known as the “Emden-Meyerhof-Parnas
pathway.” The cell can use its end product, pyruvate, in many ways,
for example as a raw material for the formation of lactic acid. In
this way, glycolysis brought Meyerhof back to the beginnings of
his physiological research.
The productive working relationship between Lohmann and
Meyerhof came to an abrupt end due to the changed political circumstances of Nazi Germany. On November 16, 1935, Meyerhof received a letter from Baden’s Minister for Culture, which read: “In
reply to your letter of November 15, I wish to inform you that the
question of the maintenance of your honorary professorship has
now been decided in the light of yesterday’s implementing regulation in the negative.”
Even though Meyerhof’s situation in Heidelberg deteriorated
rapidly through the withdrawal of his teaching license, he remained at his institute for another two and a half years. In 1938,
with no improvement in sight, he fled with his wife and son to
Switzerland. The family eventually made it via France and Spain to
the US, where Meyerhof was granted a professorship in Philadelphia. There he died of a heart attack in 1951 at the age of 67.
In Germany, Meyerhof’s achievements long remained in the
shadow of his friend and former teacher Otto Warburg, until the
biochemist was newly recognized in 2001 through the creation of
the Otto Meyerhof Center for Outpatient Care and Clinical Research at Heidelberg University.
In 1937, Karl Lohmann was called to Humboldt University in Berlin, where he headed the Physiology and Chemistry Institute for 14
years. In 1952 he moved to the Biochemistry Institute at the Medical & Biological Research Center of the German Academy of Sciences, where he continued to work even after his official retirement
in 1964. In Berlin, his opportunities for conducting research were
far more limited than in Heidelberg, and he devoted himself more
to lecturing. For decades, Karl Lohmann, who would remain apolitical his entire life, represented the star biochemist of communist
East Germany. The man who discovered the “energy cash of living
cells,” yet always kept a low profile, passed away on April 22, 1978.
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4,000 Meters
under the Ice
The Arctic is one of the habitats undergoing the most radical
transformation as a result of climate change. Nobody can
predict the effects it will have on biodiversity in the Arctic Ocean.
Antje Boetius from the Max Planck Institute for Marine
Microbiology in Bremen and the Alfred Wegener Institute
for Polar and Marine Research in Bremerhaven traveled
with an international team, including scientists from Russia,
close to the North Pole, where they documented the effects
of ice retreat and biodiversity in the Arctic deep sea.
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t is three o’clock in the morning and
an ice-cold wind is blowing onboard
the Polarstern research vessel. It is
the end of September. Following
weeks of midnight sun around the
North Pole at this time, a dense darkness prevails. Given the conditions,
there are certainly more pleasant ways
of passing the time than sluicing out a
load of sludge from the deck.
But Antonina Rogacheva, Elena
Rybakova and Renate Degen do not
tire of washing nine kilograms of marine sediment through fine sieves
when the trawl net brings it on board

the Polarstern from a depth of 4,100
meters. Their aim is to coax out even
the smallest organisms from this valuable deep-sea sample. Then it’s all
hands on deck for cleaning up – the
other scientists on the ship don’t appreciate sludge in the objects that they
are studying, and the sailors also need
to have a fresh workplace.

DEEP-SEA CENSUS
Despite the effort involved in making
the journey, the two-month expedition
on the Polarstern provides the three

Icy anchorage site: Once the icebreaker Polarstern has dropped anchor at the edge
of an Arctic Ice floe, the researchers on board spread out to identify organisms.
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young deep-sea biologists with a unique
opportunity to continue working on
the “Arctic Ocean Diversity Project.”
The researchers want to decipher the
composition of the species living in the
Arctic deep sea and find out where the
animals derive their energy for life.
For Antje Boetius, who heads up the
expedition, the time spent on the largest German research vessel is also a welcome change from her usual working
day in the lecture hall and the office.
The professor of geomicrobiology at the
University of Bremen leads the Joint Research Group for Deep Sea Ecology and
Technology, a collaboration between
the Bremen-based Max Planck Institute
for Marine Microbiology and the Alfred

Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine
Research in Bremerhaven. “Before we
came along, nobody had ever studied
the Arctic deep sea as a habitat in this
way. We’ve been on site in the research
vessel during the largest ice retreat
since satellite records began, and we
want to study the consequences. This
is something that motivates the entire
team,” she says, summing up the attraction of the project.

ICE-FREE ZONE IN 20 YEARS
The 54 researchers come from all over
the world, and all are engaged in very
different projects. It is Antje Boetius’ job
to juggle the various interests. For this

reason, a general meeting is held every
day – in English, the language used on
board for professional purposes.
One of the expedition’s objectives is
to make an inventory of life in the Arctic deep sea. “Current forecasts predict
that all the ice in this region will have
melted in 20 years,” says Antje Boetius.
Nobody can gauge what such a phenomenon would mean for biodiversity
in the deep sea.
The scientists are also studying socalled ice algae. These are perfectly
adapted to the solid, yet cold environment of the sea ice in which they grow.
Other species can be found in the seawater. Sufficient sunlight is available
only during the few summer months as

Chilly command center: From a tent on the ice near the icebreaker, the researchers navigate the remote-controlled dive robot across the seafloor
(left, center). Ice algae (Melosira arctica) on the underside of ice floes (right). They live in bubbles with enclosed water and bind to the surface of
the ice with special proteins. When the ice melts, the algae sink to the bottom of the sea, where they serve as food for a wide range of organisms.
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In 2012, the voyage of Polarstern led from
Tromsø in Norway 12,000 kilometers
through Arctic waters and finally back to
Bremerhaven. The chart shows the extension
of the sea ice (in white & gray) in September
2012: only 3.41 million square kilometers
were still covered in ice – the smallest value
since the beginning of satellite records
in 1973. The smallest sea ice cover of 2007
is circled in yellow.

Photo: MPI for Marine Microbiology
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For over a century, zoologists in Russia have been participating
in ice expeditions to map the fauna in the Arctic Ocean.

an energy source for photosynthesis.
Various crustaceans, which need to
store a lot of energy in order to lay eggs,
are among the organisms that rely on
this nutritional boost. Therefore, if the
algal bloom suddenly occurred a lot
earlier or didn’t happen at all, the implications would be disastrous. The
deep-sea inhabitants would have nothing else to eat, as they rely on sinkingdown of the dead algal blooms as an
important food source.
In order to study the relationship
between the algae, ice and deep-sea life,
the researchers are using a new method
for observing marine fauna: the icebreaker Polarstern first cuts a channel in
the ice and then turns in a circle. At the
spot where the ice channel begins, the
researchers lower their trawl net over
4,000 meters to the ocean bed to collect
the organisms living there and bring
them on board.
US deep-sea researcher Alexander
Agassiz was the first to come up with
the idea of using a type of fishing net
for research purposes. Using the socalled Agassiz trawl, the scientist reported on his initial findings as early as
1888; since then, his method has proven itself time after time – although the
ice in the Arctic Ocean presents a challenge when it comes to obtaining good
samples. The scientists have also placed
measuring stations equipped with microsensors on the ocean floor of the
Arctic, which they use to record bacterial respiration.
In addition to this, Antje Boetius’
Group also relies on state-of-the-art optics. Her working group at the Alfred
Wegener Institute has an extremely
powerful piece of equipment, the Ocean
Floor Observation System (OFOS). This
device consists of a solid, stainless steel
frame and a hydraulic cylinder that protects a sensitive interior consisting of a
high-resolution, digital SLR camera,
high-performance flashes, orientation
lasers and transponders, which continuously report the camera’s position to

Antje Boetius, chief scientist of the 27th expedition of the Polarstern into the Arctic,
in a summer outfit.

the scientists. This system enables deepsea researchers to see more than 5,000
meters below sea level.

PHOTOGRAPHS AREN‘T ENOUGH
TO IDENTIFY SPECIES
“The OFOS was upgraded before our
trip and now takes fantastic pictures of
the deep-sea animals in their habitat,”
says Antje Boetius enthusiastically. “We
are often asked why we still use the ancient Agassiz trawl rather than simply
using modern imaging methods to find
the deep-sea animals on the ocean bed.
But even though the images are very
valuable, in identifying large animals
for example, a photograph on its own
isn’t enough to distinguish between the
many species.” Some organisms simply
look too much alike.
The scientists from the Shirshov Institute, the Alfred Wegener Institute

and the Max Planck Institute therefore
also collect many samples of organisms
and their DNA. In their laboratories,
they use a combination of traditional
and modern methods, namely taxonomic identification based on morphological features. This involves assigning the found items to the correct
class, order, family and genus using an
identification key. The results are compared at the molecular level, using, for
instance, a DNA sequence similarity
analysis. Ultimately, every species
should be characterized uniquely by its
own genetic barcode.
The Russian members of the team
have the most experience in this area,
especially when it comes to Arctic species. “For over a century now, zoologists
in Russia have been participating in ice
expeditions and ice camps to map the
fauna of the Arctic Ocean,” explains
Antje Boetius. “The question of ‘who
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Deep sea biologists Antonina Rogacheva, Elena Rybakova and Renate Degen, and
oceanographer Ivan Rhyzov, search for organisms by carefully sifting through the mud
brought up from the bottom of the sea by the Agassiz trawl.

lives where’ is still of great scientific importance. Here in Germany, we have
very few taxonomists in our universities. And because their knowledge is
not passed on to young biology students, it is gradually becoming lost,” laments the marine researcher. However,
when scientists have to identify new
species and understand their role in the
ecosystem, observations in the habitat,
molecular keys and taxonomic expertise must be combined. “We can make
the most progress, of course, when we

integrate the old and new methods. By
doing this, we can reveal outwardly
similar individuals as members of different species, for example, which may
appear at different times or use other
food sources,” explains Boetius.

MELTING ICE RELEASES ALGAE
The scientists recently published their
initial results about the energy source
for life in the ice-covered deep sea – Antje Boetius and her colleagues actually

wrote the article for the journal SCIENCE
while they were onboard the ship. They
were able to observe how large quantities of ice algae melted out of the ice during the productive summer season and
sank to the bottom of the deep sea – the
ocean floor near the North Pole was almost green with clumps of algae. The
researchers don’t yet know if they are
observing a unique phenomenon or if
they have documented the first signs of
a new, more productive Arctic characterized by thin sea ice.
Even months after the end of the
Polarstern expedition, the scientists are
still in the middle of their analysis. “But
now at least we can name the groups of
animals that account for the most biomass in the Arctic deep sea,” says Antje
Boetius. “These include echinoderms,
such as sea cucumbers and feather stars,
but also sponges, amphipods and sea
spiders.” Deep-sea fish, on the other
hand, are very rare in the Central Arctic Basin.
How many species in total inhabit
the Arctic deep sea and how many of
these are endemic, in other words, are
not found anywhere else in the world,
are questions that no one has yet dared
to ask. “For example, if we find a starfish in the Arctic deep sea, but we don’t
know of any other related species, we
can’t rule out that one exists – maybe
we just haven‘t discovered it yet. After
all, not even one percent of the deepsea floor has been explored.“
The biodiversity of the Arctic Ocean
therefore can’t be exhaustively docu-

Left: Polar cod can be found in almost every catch when the researchers haul their under-ice nets on board (left). Sea cucumbers (center) and sea
anemones (right) feed from algae that sank to the seafloor. In the Arctic deep sea, these representatives of megafauna occur at a surprising density,
sometimes one to two animals per square meter.
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The Arctic researchers take samples from the ice and melting pools as well as the water beneath the ice –
everything is investigated for plants, animals and microorganisms.

mented; the Arctic deep sea is simply
too large to do this. Nevertheless, the
scientists want to at least describe the
basic features of the current biological
diversity in this habitat. Future investigations can build on this information
and detect any changes that occur.

Photo: Mar Fernandez, Alfred Wegener Institute

AN ATLAS OF
WORLD OCEAN SPECIES
The Arctic is not the only location
where scientists are conducting an inventory of marine diversity. The Arctic
Ocean Diversity Project began life in
the year 2000 as one of a total of 18
smaller studies that together made up
the Census of Marine Life Project. The
Census project was originally intended
to last ten years and was funded by a
private foundation and various national subsidies. Between 2000 and 2010,
approximately 2,700 scientists from 80
countries conducted a census of the
seas and oceans. The researchers recorded their observations on the diversity,
distribution and abundance of marine
life in biogeographical databases.

Some of the participants saw the initial
results as an incentive to continue the
work independently once the official
project period had come to an end.
These include the scientists working
with Andrey Gebruk at the P.P. Shirshov
Institute of Oceanology in Moscow, the
two Bremen-based institutes, the University of Fairbanks in Alaska and the
University of Tromsø in Norway. Researchers from these various institutes
formed a loose alliance and used their
own funding to continue the Arctic
Ocean Diversity Project.

The international character of the partnership benefits all participants. “We
had a fantastic working relationship
with the Russian biologists in particular,” says Antje Boetius. “We had really
great colleagues onboard with us and
we look forward to analyzing the samples together. There are still too few scientists working on the pressing issue of
the Arctic’s future, including its biodiversity, and we urgently need the expertise of zoologists from Moscow,
St. Petersburg and other institutes.”

TO THE POINT
●

Because the climate in this region is changing very rapidly, the composition
of the species could possibly change over the coming years.

●

Sea cucumbers, starfish, sponges, amphipods and sea spiders are the
most common larger animals in the Arctic deep sea.

●

The smallest organisms, such as bacteria, have the most biomass.
They respond immediately to sinking ice algae, and rapidly break down
the algae using oxygen.
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Deep in the Sediments of

Integrated Culture
When Russia’s first branch of McDonald’s opened in Moscow 23 years ago, the event was
celebrated by many as a step in the direction of the free world of consumption. Others,
however, immediately saw the arrival of the hamburger empire as a sign of the country’s
westernization. Yet there is nothing new about cultural transfer: At the Max Planck
Institute for Social Anthropology, Dittmar Schorkowitz studies how this process unfolded
during the encounters of Eurasian populations in the Middle Ages.

TEXT BIRGIT FENZEL
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For the social anthropologist, who
works from a historical perspective, this
unity in the diversity is very clearly the
outcome of a process in which borders
were not only geographically overcome
or drawn, but also arose from the interplay of integration and disintegration
over the course of history. Together
with his research group at the Max
Planck Institute for Social Anthropology in Halle, and based on the example
of Russia and China as enormous multinational states, Schorkowitz studies
how the ethnic diversity that arose
there over the course of many centuries
was officially regulated in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries and controlled
in the interest of imperial coherence.
“Cultural forms always represent a
mixtum compositum,” says the researcher. As he sees it, this patchwork nature
of not only modern societies is a direct
consequence of their permeability to
external influences, on the one hand,
and their social implications, on the
other – as processes of group formation,
demarcation and the safeguarding of

identity, and of the negotiation and
adoption of cultural values, goods and
norms would unfold there.
“Over the course of time, cultural
elements of varying origins are deposited like layers of sediment,” says
Schorkowitz, describing the characteristic structure of cultural forms – something that makes them particularly fascinating not only for anthropologists,
but also for historians.

SLAVIA ASIATICA – CULTURAL
ZONE PAR EXCELLENCE
When it comes to finding out what
holds the European world together at its
very core – or, indeed, divides it – Dittmar Schorkowitz goes far back in history and focuses on the transcontinental
frontier in the east of medieval Europe.
“Geographically speaking, it would be
entirely acceptable to assign this area to
Eurasia,” he says in reference to the area
he researches, which stretches from the
Danube to beyond the Volga. “Thus, it
extends far beyond what is often re-

Photo: Felix M. Hummel

T

he fact that people in a community adopt individual ideas
or entire systems from other
communities is an old story
– nevertheless, it remains a
fascinating one. For scholars like historian and social anthropologist Dittmar Schorkowitz, cultural transfer is
one of the processes that played and
continues to play a crucial role in the
formation of human societies – as well
as in its schism.
After all, not just anything or any
idea can make the leap from one cultural area to another. And not all social classes in the “importing” society
are involved in the reception process.
“A transfer of this kind also always involves the disintegration of other parts
of the society,” says Schorkowitz, alluding to the flip side of cultural integration. Large communities – be it Europe as a whole or its parts – only
appear as uniform entities from a distance. Closer scrutiny reveals the image of a mosaic consisting of numerous individual elements.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Cultural fragments: Glagolitsa, the oldest known Slavic alphabet, is regarded as a textbook
example of successful cultural transfer and acculturation. The scholar and monk
Constantine from the city of Thessaloniki developed it around 863 on the basis of the Greek
minuscule script, also incorporating Semitic and Caucasian script systems.
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ferred to abridged as the field of conflict
of the Kievan Rus’ and the steppe,” he
adds, pinpointing the location of this
contact zone, which became a multicultural meeting point at a very early stage.
“In fact, for a long time it was nothing less than the Eastern European section of the Eurasian highway for people
from Central Asia, whose westward migration emerged as a constituent force
in the formation of the European state
landscape,” says Schorkowitz, describing the role of the region during the migration period and cultural encounter
of the Middle Ages. Due to its special
cultural interface function, Slavia Asiatica would be a more appropriate name
than Eurasia.
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Starting in 860, as a result of the notalways-peaceful contact between the
inhabitants of the Kievan Rus’ and
those in the three cultural areas of
neighboring Scandinavia, Central Asia
and Byzantium, an overlapping cultural area with fluid borders formed.
This provides a rich source of material for the colleagues working with
Schorkowitz, and opens up a very
broad research field. “The Slavia Asiatica is a cultural contact zone par excellence, a laboratory in which forms of
cultural transfer and cultural exchange
can be studied.”
Working as a historian is akin to
completing an archaeological jigsaw
puzzle. A large part of it is based on

sources that are distributed all over the
world and compiled in different languages and characters. In addition to
decoding and translating, the philological analysis of the finds assembled
by Schorkowitz from archives, state
collections and libraries has become a
routine task. “These enable us to access
testimonies of intercultural communication, which, in turn, is a crucial precondition for cultural change,” says
Schorkowitz, in explanation of his particular interest in the old languages,
written forms and loanword stock.
For instance, the Old Russian word
for “scribe” is a classical example of the
sometimes very expressive force of linguistic forms. “From an etymological

Photo: akg-images

Mongols worshipping Batu Khan, the ruler (1227 – 1255) of the Golden Horde, here depicted in a book illumination from Rashid-al-Din’s
History of the World. The appearance of Mongols led to innovations in the administrative and chancery systems as well the communication
and supply systems and made a crucial contribution to the cultural molding of Slavia Asiatica.
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»
In the year 968 […] one young man left the town [Kiev] with the bridle [in hand], and he passed through the Pechenegs, asking:
“Did anybody see my horse?” Since he understood the Pecheneg’s tongue, and he was believed to be one of them […]

perspective, it can be traced back to
the Greek word for deacon, diákonos,”
he explains. Apart from providing evidence of the far-reaching influence of
Greece during the early Middle Ages
and beyond, this word also encapsulates information about a major cultural achievement: the invention of the
Glagolitic alphabet, the precursor of
the Cyrillic alphabet, by the monk
Constantine, known as St. Cyril, from
Thessaloniki.

Photo: MPI for Social Anthropology

CULTURAL TRANSFER THANKS
TO NEW LETTERS
Around 863, this man of the church
devised an alphabet for the language
of the southern and eastern Slavs. “Up
to then, they didn’t even have a runic
script, although hypotheses to this
effect arise time and again,” says
Schorkowitz. For his Glagolitic alphabet, the monk adapted the Greek minuscule script. However, he modified
it by incorporating Caucasian and Semitic script systems, accommodating
the phonetics of the Slavs, which were
covered only to a limited extent by the
Greek alphabet. “The development of
the Cyrillic alphabet from the Glagolitic one is a textbook example of successful cultural transfer and acculturation,” says Schorkowitz.
Scholarship has another man of the
church to thank for the Primary Chronicle, or Nestor’s Chronicle, an old account of Russian history up to Biblical
times – about which, however, there is
little accurate information. What is certain is that it was compiled between
1110 and 1112 by the monk Nestor of
Kiev and was later revised and extended. It has provided Schorkowitz with
pages of evidence to the fact that the inhabitants of Kievan Rus’ were completely familiar with the customs and traditions of their non-Slav neighbors. In this
context, the Halle-based researcher refers to the story of the rescue of Kiev.

Multiethnic contact zone Slavia Asiatica. The research area of the historical anthropologist
Dittmar Schorkowitz stretches from the Danube River through the North Pontic region,
to the Volga River and beyond.

According to the Chronicle, in 968 the
city was so heavily blockaded by the
Pechenegs, a nomadic group from the
steppe, that the surrounded royal family was on the verge of surrender. However, a young man offered to go
through the enemy lines to fetch reinforcement. “With a bridle in his hand
and asking the Pechenegs in their own
language about his supposedly lost
horse, so that they would think he was
one of their own, he crossed the enemy camp and the Dnieper River unchallenged,” says Schorkowitz, summarizing the daring escapade.
The royal military leader Pretich hurried to the aid of Kiev and the city was
saved. “It is clear that the young man

was assisted in his daring feat not only
by his language skills, but also by the
fact that he – and probably most of his
Kievan contemporaries – must have
been familiar with the living conditions
and nomadic habits of the neighboring
Pechenegs,” concludes Schorkowitz, in
relation to the cultural skills of the
youth of the time.
During the course of his research,
the historian has come across a variety
of discoveries that prove that the cultural contact in the Slavia Asiatica encompassed nearly all of the essential areas of
society: law and religion, knowledge
and values, skills and institutions, material and intellectual goods. Starting
around the early 9th century, for exam-
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»
And the Pecheneg prince [Khan Kurya] said to Pretich: “Be my friend”; and he himself said “Let it be that way”. And they shook
hands, and the Pecheneg ruler presented to Pretich a horse, a saber, arrows; he in turn offered armor, a shield, and a sword.

ple, not only knowledge associated with
warfare and the military and its practices and objects, like weapons, boat building and the art of navigation, but also
social and legal structures originated
from the Scandinavian Norsemen.
In this vein, the anthropologist
found evidence – again through the
analysis of the loanword stock – pointing to the fact that Slavic princes adopted the organizational form of the Varangians or Varyags as the model for
their retinue (druzhina). “And silver
finds from graves and hoards originating from the time show that trade contact existed with the Middle East and
Central Asia, Baghdad, Tashkent, Samarkand and Bukhara,” he reports.

1

2

1

After the battle of Prince Igor against the Cuman-Qipchaqs: This painting by Viktor
Vasnetsov (1880), which originated in a highly patriotic context, depicts the war-torn
epoch of this Kiev ruler (1151 – 1201), who was immortalized in the Medieval epic poem
The Tale of Igor’s Campaign. Alexander Borodin also remembered him in his 1890 opera
Prince Igor.

2

Learning from loanwords: The Russian currency ruble, derived from the verb “rubit”
(to hack off ), refers to hack silver as a weight-based currency.
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This silver gradually replaced paymentin-kind until the monetary system was
finally introduced into Eastern and East
Central Europe around 880/890. “However, while coinage had long existed in
Western Europe, a weight-based currency using hack silver initially emerged
there,” confirms Schorkowitz. “In contrast to the Russian term dengi or money, which is derived from the Tatar or
Chagatai term tängkä and refers to subsequent Tatar-Mongol cultural transfer
in the 13th century, ruble or rubit in Russian means chopped off or hacked off.”
Like many of the adopted material
goods, hack silver only enjoyed a comparatively small cultural half-life as a
currency until it relinquished its function and was deposited in the sediments of an integrated culture. According to Dittmar Schorkowitz, the fate of
goods of an intangible nature, as adopted not least from the Byzantine-Greek
cultural area, is not dissimilar.

Photo: OH (top), Wikipedia – Bullenwächter

WORDS ARE INDICATIVE OF THE
MONETARY SYSTEM

RUSSIA Special

Writing, religion, ideology, painting
and architecture weren’t transferred on
the basis of straightforward, one-to-one
exchange, but were adapted and socially negotiated. Although Byzantine architects were commissioned with the
design of new churches and cathedrals,
local architects were involved in the
task of building them. Their function
was to introduce secular elements into
the structures quasi as a bit of local color. “Their tasks included the staging of
the representative needs of the competing appanage principalities,” says the
researcher. Due not least to this and
the use of regional construction materials and techniques, no copies of Byzantine models were built in the Kievan Rus’, but rather distinctive cathedrals
and churches with their own unique
character.
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THE MONGOLS ARE COMING:
NEW RULERS, NEW CUSTOMS
According to Schorkowitz, the cultural
goods that flowed into the region since
the arrival of the Mongols in Eastern
Europe in the early 13th century tended to be more secular in nature. “Their
appearance meant a rapid increase in
cultural forms of Asian origin for Slavia
Asiatica, new orientations and wideranging acculturation and assimilation
processes,” he explains, in reference to
the enduring impacts of the Mongol invasion and the subsequent peace under
the empire of Genghis Khan. “The Pax
Mongolica conveyed cultural goods from
China, Central Asia and Iran to the very
self-interested elite, and in this way
made a crucial contribution to the cultural molding of Slavia Asiatica and
Eastern Europe.”
The source-critical analysis of edicts
issued by the Golden Horde shows that
the process of cultural transfer involved
here went far beyond innovations in the
area of warfare; the Pax Mongolica also resulted in the introduction of an administrative and chancery system, which included a taxation system, communication
and supply systems, and census taking.
A side glance at comparable contact
zones in the history of Europe is also

very informative. “Multiple cultural
transfer, multilingualism, intercultural
competency and many of the other
characteristics observed for Slavia Asiatica also arise on the western and eastern margins of East Central Europe,
namely in Germania Slavica (GermanySlavia) and Polonia Ruthenica (PolandKievan Rus’), and also in the southwest
of Europe in Al-Andalus on the Iberian
peninsula,” explains Schorkowitz.
The fact that tried-and-tested practices clearly exist that lead to integration should also be of interest to the
doctoral students and Schorkowitz’s
colleagues from the International Max
Planck Research School for the Anthropology, Archaeology and History of
Eurasia (ANARCHIE), which focuses on
developments in the societies and cultures of the Old World.
The first phase to be carried out at
this graduate school, which was established last year, concerns collective identities in the context of the development
and culture of the Old World. Conclu-

Searching sideways glance: Dittmar Schorkowitz
examines which characteristics of Slavia Asiatica
occur in comparable contact zones of Europe.

sions obtained by such research ultimately extend from history into the
present. Or as Schorkowitz himself puts
it: “Such patterns and dependencies
also explain the character of a region
that only became integrated into Europe in the early modern era.”

TO THE POINT
●

Linguistic, historical and archaeological sources provide examples of cultural contact
and cultural transfer in Slavia Asiatica, the eastern periphery of medieval Europe
that extends deep into Eurasia. They demonstrate the cultural interface of an area in
which many ethnic groups acted as transmitters.

●

The Old Russian loanword stock, in particular, helps the researchers identify the
scale of the cultural transfer, which extended to all areas of society.

●

Cultural forms always represent a conglomeration of processes involving group
formation, demarcation and the safeguarding of identity, along with the negotiation
and adoption of cultural values, goods and norms. As part of this process, cultural
elements of varying origins are – as time goes by – deposited in layers like sediment.

GLOSSARY
Acculturation: According to the classical anthropological definition, this refers to
phenomena that arise when groups of people from different cultures come into direct and
enduring contact with each other, and changes arise in the original cultural patterns of
one or both groups as a result.
Cultural exchange: Unlike cultural transfer, cultural exchange refers to a flow of goods that
is nowhere near as purposeful, intentional and one-dimensional as cultural transfer, which
involves the import of very particular goods by a specific group at a particular period of time.
In contrast, as an accidental, alternating and changing phenomenon, cultural exchange
manifests as interactive, diffuse and, in part, non-binding.
Slavia Asiatica: This term refers to an area in medieval Eurasia from the Danube River,
through the North Pontic region, to the Volga River and beyond. The region was the
cultural contact zone between the populations of the Kievan Rus’ and the bordering
steppe, with ethnic groups from Scandinavia, Central Asia and Byzantium.
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The Tower in the Taiga
High-precision measurement technology and a steel construction nearly as tall as the Eiffel Tower
are allowing scientists in Siberia to gain an ever greater understanding of climate change.
The research of the Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry with ZOTTO would be inconceivable
without Russian partners.
TEXT JENS ESCHERT

View from the 304-meter-tall
tower: On the ground, the
ZOTTO buildings are visible.
The roof covering the path was
built also for security reasons –
during winter, large blocks of
ice can fall from the mast.
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Photo: MPI for Biogeochemistry – Michael Hielscher

T

he mighty Ural truck carries
him piggy-back up the last
stretch, lumbering over dirt
tracks – trails in the Siberian
wilderness. The fact that it
takes the vehicle a full one and a half
hours for the barely 20-kilometer journey into the depths of the taiga has long
since ceased to bother Jošt Lavrič. After
all, the Group Leader from the Max
Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry in
Jena has already been on the road for
three days as his longest business trip
now approaches its goal: ZOTTO, or the
Zotino Tall Tower Observatory, named
after the nearest town, Zotino.
There, scientists use a 304-meter-tall
tower to continuously measure the
amount of greenhouse and other trace
gases and aerosols in the atmosphere.
“Of course it’s a strain, no doubt about
it. But the research we can carry out
there with our Russian partners is crucial to understanding the mechanisms
and consequences of climate change,”
says Lavrič, a geochemist.
The boreal and arctic land masses of
Siberia are, after all, a so-called hotspot
– a place that has a relatively strong influence on the global climate and, at
the same time, where the effects of
change can have a particularly strong
impact. “Such locations show very
clearly that the entire climate system,
with all of its factors, is dependent on
both positive and negative feedback,”
says Lavrič.
To name one example: The Siberian
coniferous forests comprise around 10
percent of the carbon stored in vegetation and soils worldwide. In addition,
more than half of the Siberian forests
are located in the permafrost, where, in
turn, massive amounts of carbon are
stored. And it is a known fact that the
average temperature in large parts of Siberia in summer has risen by up to 2 degrees Celsius in the past 45 years.
“But then there are many unanswered questions – such as how the
temperature increase affects the carbon

sinks in the region: Does the warming
climate lead to additional carbon storage in more rapidly growing forests due
to longer vegetation periods? Or is
more soil carbon released to the atmosphere due to faster microbial decomposition,” asks Jošt Lavrič.
Because of its special location, the
ZOTTO tower, which was jointly constructed by the Max Planck Institute
for Biogeochemistry and the partners
from the Sukachev Institute of Forest
of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
takes measurements at six different altitudes. The first sensors are below the
treetops. “This allows us to better understand and describe the local signals,” says Lavrič.

UNDERSTANDING A HOTSPOT
OF GLOBAL CLIMATE PROCESSES
But because the researchers are interested in the interactions with the atmosphere and the processes that occur
there, they had to set their sights quite
high: one has to go up to an altitude of
about 300 meters to reach air layers
that are free from local influences and
permit conclusions regarding climate
processes of much larger regions. It is
this spectrum of high-precision measurements of greenhouse gases such as
carbon dioxide and methane, but also
of the oxygen content and general meteorological indicators, that offer research the decisive extra value.
To even more accurately detect the
influence of the vegetation in the interaction with the atmosphere, the scientists from the institute in Jena additionally set up two small sibling towers in
the taiga in recent years. These register
the so-called carbon fluxes of the forests and of the swamp areas. “The two
measurement approaches – that of the
large tower and that of the smaller stations – complement each other. Taking
all of the data together gives us a detailed picture and can put the local processes in a larger context,” says Lavrič.

ZOTTO has been in operation since
2006. The first studies have been published, providing facts that replace the
earlier suppositions. For instance, the
question of whether the Siberian forests
are, on annual average, rather a source
of carbon or a carbon sink, or in other
words, whether they take up more carbon than they release: “The data shows
that the picture varies. When summers
are very dry, the vegetation activity can
slow down so much that almost no
more photosynthesis takes place. If this
is then compounded by fires, we see
special effects that have a major impact,” says Lavrič.
But there are also other years in
which the forests contribute to a positive annual result, or in other words,
when they store more carbon than
they release. “The longer the recordings run, the smaller the error indicators in this calculation become,” says
the researcher.
And that is the scientific core of
the high-precision measurements: The
numbers illustrate concrete climate situations. For the modelers trying out the
widely varying scenarios, this is important information. After all, this is what
makes it possible to better describe the
causes of climate change, forecasts become more precise. That is why stationary atmosphere monitoring has become established around the world,
more and more stations are being built.
The goal is to create a global measurement network that covers all relevant
regions of the world.
This is a task for the entire community, and the Max Planck Institute for
Biogeochemistry is involved. The Jenabased institute recently commissioned
an observatory in Namibia, and Jošt
Lavrič’s group, which belongs to Max
Planck Director Martin Heimann’s department, runs a total of five measurement stations worldwide.
Another Max Planck project, the
construction of ATTO, a similarly tall
tower in the Amazonas region, is being
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headed by the Max Planck Institute for
Chemistry in Mainz. Together with the
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology
in Hamburg and the Potsdam Institute
for Climate Impact Research, these institutes make up the core of the Earth
System Research Partnership (ESRP)
and form international networks with
leading research institutes.
ZOTTO is a German-Russian project
of the International Science and Technology Center (ISTC). The groundwork
was financed largely by the Max Planck
Society, but both sides are now involved in the operation. “Our research
would be inconceivable without local
partners,” stresses Lavrič – already because the team from his group or the
institute engineers working with Olaf
Kolle can seldom be on site. The Russian partners from the Institute of Forest, in contrast, are permanently at the
station. They conduct their own research, but they also maintain the measuring instruments and ensure, for instance, that the diesel generators supply
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constant electricity for continuous delivery of the measurement data. The
scientists in Jena then retrieve the data
via a server in Krasnoyarsk.

NEW COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS
WITH RUSSIAN EXPERTS
“We’re over there no more than two or
three times per year,” says Lavrič, but
he is regularly in touch with the coordinator at the Institute of Forest, Alexey Panov. There are also additional
projects being conducted on the Russian side – such as an independent measuring station for detecting ozone locally, run by the Moscow Institute of
Atmospheric Physics of the Russian
Academy of Sciences.
According to Jošt Lavrič, there are
additional plans for future collaborative projects. Beginning in summer, the
group led by Mathias Göckede at the
Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry will build a new observation station near Chersky, in northeastern Si-

beria. This region lies above a deep
permafrost near the arctic tree line. In
cooperation with the Northeast Scientific Station (NESS) of Sergey and Nikita Zimov, they will study how climate
change impacts the immense carbon
stores in this ecosystem.
This is about more than just rising
temperatures: by systematically dewatering one part of the measurement
area, they aim to record the influence
of changes in the water cycle. Through
this experiment, the researchers are essentially opening a “window to the
future,” allowing them to measure the
suspected consequences of climate
change now.
In fall of this year, Jošt Lavrič wants
to once again take his team on his longest business trip. This will take him
from Jena to Berlin, flying from there to
Moscow, then another plane to Krasnoyarsk. There, Lavrič will transfer to a
minibus and head north along the Yenisei River. After an overnight stay, he will
then get on a speedboat that will take
him on an eight-hour ride to the village
of Zotino, where that final stage of the
journey in the Ural truck begins.
No, he is not particularly looking
forward to the trip itself. But then, actually being there – that is something
special. Of course there is always a lot
of strenuous work. This affects him and
his colleagues alike, who in recent years
had to lay cables through the middle of
the swamp in order for the small measuring towers to be able to transmit
their data to the station. “That is a feat
in itself, with thick copper cables, especially in 30-degree heat, with insects everywhere,” says Lavrič. The conditions
were oppressive for him, too – but nevertheless: “The landscape is an absolute
treasure. There, you experience an incredible sense of vastness.”

Photos: MPI for Biogeochemistry – Martin Heimann (above), MPI for Biogeochemistry – Steffen Schmidt (below)

In the Siberian wilderness: The ZOTTO tall
tower station is located about 600 kilometers
northwest of Krasnoyarsk. Technicians and
scientists of the Max Planck Institute for
Biogeochemistry go there twice a year on
working campaigns. On such occasions they
meet their Russian partners – as here in the
group picture taken in the summer 2012.
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All about Plasma
International center opened in spring at the Bauman Moscow State Technical University

The Research and Educational Centre
for Plasma Science and Technology is
dedicated to the investigation of different types of plasmas. The Centre is international – there is a cooperation
agreement between the Bauman Moscow State Technical University and the
Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial
Physics in Garching near Munich, and
a number of scientists from Garching
are coming to Moscow to teach and to
conduct research there.
Plasma is an ionized gas. The socalled “cold plasma” contains neutral
gas, charged particles, excited atoms
and molecules and reactive species; “hot
plasma” is fully ionized and millions of
degrees hot. Plasmas play an enormous
role in many areas of technology.

The Centre will provide a natural transition from teaching and training to
basic research and applications. It consists of three laboratories covering a
broad range of modern plasma research. People involved on both sides
are world-class experts in various fields
ranging from theoretical plasma physics to plasma technologies, addressing
diverse problems of fundamental science and applications.
The principal research directions include – among others – complex (dusty)
plasmas, medical plasmas, modern
nanocomposite coatings, plasma diagnostics and plasma sources.The laboratories, equipped with the most modern
standards, include unique experimental setups for such research. Soon, a

working prototype of the complex plasma setup currently operating onboard
the International Space Station ISS will
be installed at the Centre.
There is also a broad range of educational activity conducted at the Centre. The focus is on the physics of complex plasmas, where four different
lecture courses are currently taught.
The teaching is accompanied by lab exercises and design of new experiments.
In addition, students study new plasma technologies, assist in developing
new plasma sources, and take part in
the synthesis and control of new nanostructured materials.

http://plasmacenter.bmstu.ru/?lang=en

Under Microgravity

Photo: RosaviaKosmos

At the Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics, scientists prepare for a new
plasma crystal experiment onboard the International Space Station
In March 2001, the Plasmakristall-Experiment PKE-Nefedov of the Max
Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial
Physics – in collaboration with the Russian Space Agency and the Institute for
High Energy Densities (today: Joint Institute for High Temperatures), Moscow
– was the first scientific experiment to
be flown on the International Space
Station ISS. When it was decommissioned in 2005, it had been used in 45
successful complex plasma experiment
sessions in microgravity. Only under
these conditions can stress-free plasma
crystal systems exist and provide us
with unique and new insights into the
physics of complex plasmas.
Since December 2005, the successor
of PKE-Nefedov has been transferred
onboard the International Space Station: PK-3 Plus. Because of a highly improved setup and more accurate diagnostic means, PK-3 Plus allows the

scientists to explore new areas in the
parameter space of complex plasmas.
For the first time, so-called electro-rheological plasmas and the behavior of
binary mixtures can be studied. PK-3
Plus also enables the researchers to create and investigate huge three-dimensional plasma crystals, transitions to
the liquid phase and re-crystallization
in detail. These examples point out the
future way of complex plasma science:
interdisciplinary research beyond pure
plasma physics.
While research with PK-3 Plus is ongoing, the next-generation complex
plasma experiment is already under
construction at the Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics: PK-4. It
will be sent to the Space Station in
Ready for space: Cosmonaut Yury Gidzenko
onboard the ISS beside the PKE-Nefedov
Telescience Unit (left).
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2014. As with the former experiments,
PK-4 will allow scientists to study complex dusty plasmas (made up of ions,
electrons, neutral gas and micron sized
“dust” particles) in a weightless or microgravity environment.
With PK-4, for the first time a DCoperated plasma chamber with an observable length of 30 centimeters and
a diameter of 3 centimeters will be used
to study effects that can’t be seen with
the PKE-Nefedov and PK-3 Plus RF
chambers. The main difference of a DC
chamber compared with an RF discharge is the elongated geometry of the
chamber that allows the study of more

fluid systems than static plasma crystals, as in the RF setups.
The tubular design provides high
accessibility for watching and recording the experiment, as well as for manipulation with additional RF fields or
intense laser beams. The well known
physics of glow discharges helps to
change and to control the plasma parameters because they depend primarily on pressure, current and geometry.
The effects that are planned to be
studied on the kinetic level are laminar
and turbulent flow; the transition between the two; thermodynamics and
self-organization of complex plasma

flows; solitons and shocks; interfaces
and plasma instabilities; agglomeration
and disagglomeration. Modulated RF
coils and high-voltage supplies are
foreseen for low-frequency excitation
and confining particles.
The expected results will be of fundamental interest for the understanding of complex plasmas, but also for
the physics of condensed matter and
fluid dynamics. Further applications
might be in the field of solar system sciences and astrophysics.
http://www2011.mpe.mpg.de/theory/
plasma-crystal/PK4/index.html

Science Tunnel 3.0 in Moscow
The Max Planck Society’s multimedia exhibition is an impressive demonstration
of the relevance of basic research

With its motto “Creating knowledge, shaping the future,” the
exhibition illustrates the relevance of basic research through
eight themed multimedia sections that use images, video and
real objects, and reveals how the Max Planck Society is engaged
in this pursuit. It also conveys the beauty and fascination of science, presenting the eight topics of Universe, Matter, Life, Complexity, The Brain, Health, Energy and Society as convergent
fields of knowledge.
The interactive presentations allow each topic to be approached from different perspectives and illuminated by different
disciplines, generating a unique picture of basic research in today’s
world and its importance for solving the key challenges of the future. Some stand-out areas here are research into climate change
and the development of sustainable energy.
The Science Tunnel was open to the public until February 24 in
Paderborn, and was then packed away in preparation for its next
stop, Moscow, where the mobile exhibition is due to open on April
10. Moscow will also play host to another event on April 9 and 10,
when Max Planck President Peter Gruss and Siemens CEO Peter
Löscher open the international Future Dialogue forum for exchange
between business and science.

A journey of discovery: The Science Tunnel, currently
on tour in Moscow and St. Petersburg, provides fascinating
insights into basic research.
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The premiere in the German city of Paderborn was a resounding success: more than 20,000 curious visitors came to check out the Science Tunnel 3.0. The Max Planck Society hopes that the Tunnel will
draw a similarly large crowd in Russia. The exhibition is set to open
its doors on April 10 in Artplay Design Center Moscow and will be on
display until the beginning of May. Afterwards, the Science Tunnel
will go on show in St. Petersburg.
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